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New from NORITAKE.
the “Tempo” porcelain
china collection in three
mix-and-match patterns:

Swing,” andJive.
Combo.

1.800.345.5273
www.dillards.com

Dillard’s
The Style of Your Life,
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COUTURE

Visit us at www.drexclhcritagc.cxjm to

view the full couture collection and see how

fashion ami furniture arc completely related.

DR.EXEL ^HERITAGE »
Welcome Home.
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ADVERTISEMENT

DESIGN DETAILS

WHAT THE 
WELL-DRESSED 
KITCHEN NEEDS 
THIS YEAR

DISCOVER THE DACOR DIFFERENCE

For the gourmet experience that looks as well as it works. 

Dacor’s DISCOVERY WALL OVENS coordinate perfectly with 

Dacor cooktops, microwave and warming ovens. Plus, they offer a 

variety of top-of-the-line features, customizable options and flexible 

configurations available exclusively from Dacor.

dacar
The Life of the Kitchen.*

DESIGNERS DACOR NAMED DESIGNERS’ BEST 07
Designers' Best, the most comprehensive survey ever conducted 

within the design community, just named Dacor as one of the best 

in the cooktops, stoves and ovens category.





ADVERTISEMENT

COORDINATIONICONTROU

RECIPE #101: 
GRANDMA'S 

FAMOUS 
APPLE PIE

DISCOVER THE DACOR DIFFERENCE

The DISCOVERY CONTROLLER is an innovative and easy-to-use system 

that calculates the time, temperature, and cooking mode for almost every 

food. It's preset with 99 of the most popular recipes, with plenty of room to 

store 100 of your favorite recipes—including Grandma’s Famous Apple Pie. 

The Discovery Controller is part of Dacor’s Discovery wall ovens designed to 

coordinate perfectly with Dacor cooktops, microwave and warming ovens. 

Discover a world that looks as well as it works.

dacan
The Life of the Kitchen.®

DESIGNERS DACOR NAMED DESIGNERS’ BEST 07
Designers' Best, the most comprehensive survey ever conducted 

within the design community, just named Dacor as one of the best 

in the cooktops, stoves and ovens category.
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This is the Wall Oven
«by Dacor.

X'hat's the difference between an Epicure* Discovery Wall Oven by Dacor ar>d any other oven? 
r's details like our Epicure handle set with brass, chrome, c^^Ter. or block chrome, our Discovery 
'ontroller”' and our patented RapidHeat'" Bake Element under glass. Dacor is in the details.

Atww.dacor.com/details The Life of the Kitchen.®



II 1 stdibs is my authoritative source for 

antiquing. The website opens the door 

to a world of exceptional diversity 

and opportunity for my design. My 

creativity goes into 

overdrive as soon as 

I enter the site!

Paris

New York

Los Angeles

Miami

San Francisco

New Orleans II

Atlanta

Emma’s quick picks from Istdibs lThe Hamptons

Palm Beach

The Berkshires

Worhd^ iargesl

Get Istdibs!
WWW.1staibs.com
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\> clcomc Loving Gestures

Do you think our children
notice all the things we do for them?

I don’t mean the big things: the vacations, the schools, the 
meals at the table. I mean the thousands of tiny things we 
weave into their nests day in and day out. I was wondering 
about this as I was opening up our beach house for the sum
mer, getting it ready for the precious few weeks when we can 
be there together. I had unpacked countless boxes of clothing, 
done loads of laundry, folded it and arranged it in neat piles in 
each son’s closet. Then, after tucking a fragrant paper sheet 
into each drawer, I caught myself thinking, why am I doing 
this? They won’t even notice it or care in the slightest.

There is, of course, the argument that I care. I love keeping 
house; it is only in cleaning that I really understand how my 
house is working, or if it is ailing. The faint water marks in 
the corners of windows tell me a leak is forming; that scrape 
beginning to deepen in the paint of the sliding door means the 
runner needs adjusting. It matters to me that the closets aren’t 
crammed with junk, that things don’t fall on your head when 
you open a cabinet. I have a horror of becoming a pack rat. I 
find vacuuming therapeutic; it forces me to focus on the task 
at hand, and I like to see trouble disappearing so easily. It is 
consoling to have a simple job and to be able to complete it 
successfully—to lay aside the complications and anxieties of 
the bigger jobs in our lives.

It matters that there is order, if only becau.se it gives me 
a .sense of security and control. I can hold the chaos of the 
world (or in my head) at bay when I look around me and the 
floors arc clean, the shelves neatly 
arranged. I don’t think this is false 
security. It is simply easy security. I 
cannot think, much less write, if my 
desk is a mess; perhaps this dates 
from the grade school lesson indel
ibly etched in my memory: pencils at 
the top of the dc.sk, held in place by 
the ruler; books in a neat pile on the 
right; paper and notebooks stacked 
squarely in the middle. Now we can 
begin; open to Chapter One. If only 
life obeyed such clear rules.

Keeping house for the boys makes 
me feel good. It is a way to show my 
love and my devotion to their well
being. It is a way to surround them at 
home; everything they touch, I have 
touched. Cleaning the rooms they 
don’t even live in very often anymore 
provides me with an excuse to look

through the beloved old books and give the abandoned stuffed 
animals a little propping up.

It is the smallest gestures that contain the greatest love: 
Coming home at the end of a long week, going straight out 
to the garden to pull together a sweet bouquet of anything 
at all, and leaving it on the beloved’s nightstand. Taking 
down the oversized teapot and boiling the mint and verbena 
leaves with ginger, lemon, and honey for something sooth
ing on a chilly autumn afternoon. Sending a book in the mail 
that you know someone will appreciate. Drawing a bath, 
stacking the towels on a chair, lighting a candle, and leaving 
someone alone because what they need is solitude buoyed 
by trust. Tucking stalks of fresh lavender into the wool blan
kets and sweaters you are putting away for the summer. 
Making the bed in the morning, and turning it down at the 
end of the day. Pulling the curtains just so, clicking on the 
night-light. Some of these things we do spontaneously, others 
repeatedly. They become ritualized (which, with the implied 
deliberation, is a bit different from habitual), and we count 
on these gestures as ways of expressing affection when other 
means fail us. Surprise is great, but it is reliability that gets 
us through the long haul.

Is any of this going to change the world? Don’t get me started. 
The details of everyday life are powerful. Just imagine what 
our days would be like if we tried to approach one another 
with kindness and consideration, each and every step of the way.

But back to the children; do they 
notice any of it? Perhaps not explic
itly; they may accept our tiny and 
tender gifts as their due—they may, if 
they are among the lucky, never 
have known life without such touches. 
And such habits of living may seep 
into their consciousness so that one 
day they, in turn, will do sweet, small 
things for their own loved ones. I will 
tell you that my younger son came 
home from college, cruised through 
the rooms, inspecting them top to 
bottom, nodding approval. I le opened 
a closet door, inhaled deeply, and said, 
“Smells like Mom.”

Dominique Browning, editor

90" houscandgardcn.com For all of Dominique Browning’s columns, visit us online.



More lift. More moisture. More radiance.
Resilience Lift Extreme
ultra Firming Makeup SPF 15

[low you can have it all. Skin-caring makeup that combines Resilience Lift 

vtrcmcLift' age-defying treatment technology with a radiant, flawless look.

kew. Ultra Firming Creme Compact Makeup SPF 15 Get more in a

ghiweight creme, too. Comfortable, breathable, portable.

STEE LAUDER
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The langston Sofa. Every piece makes the r<K>m.
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Introducing the Martha Stewart Collection.
2000 exclusive pieces from the ultimate collector 
only at Macy's.

jgt COLLECTION
ra oniy^macys
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★ Colander and casserole, both from the new Maftfia-^ew^ Col lection, ' 
for meals that are beautiful long before they get to the dining room table.
Colander, $19.99.5-quart casserole, $99.99.
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DESIGN HAPPENING 34 
Nouse & Garden's weeklong 
celebration in New York City.

Domestic Bliss
AT HOME WITH ... HARRY SLATKIN 
47 At the scent guru's cottage, 
fragrance is part of the decor. 
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make a difference. To learn more about howt’s TIME to
Baume & Mercier and KIM BASINGER contribute to programs
hat improve education for our children, protect animals

iind the environrnent, please visit: www.baume-and-mercier.com

BAUME & MERCIER
GENEVE -1830

1-800-MERCIER



Nicolaus, Collection 2008. Designed and made in Italy by Natuzzi.

Natuzzi Stores: 101 Greene Street - Soho • 11700 Preston Road - Dallas

800.262.9063 www.natuzzl.com
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When Zem Joaquin refurbished her
California house, she softened its
environmental impact-with panache.
WRITTEN BY ElIZABETN BlISH HuGHES

The Design-Obsessed
Traveler 164

Istanbul is a visual and cultural melting
pot awash in ornament.
PRODUCED BY NoEMI BONAZZI

American History 176
A Virginia garden keeps its native past
but adds European structure and color.
PRODUCED BY CHARLOTTE M. FriEZE

On the Cover
In his Manhattan living room, a boy stands
on a Herve Van der Straeten tabouret
from Ralph Pucci (“Dynamic Duality,”
page 126). Custom sofa by Haynes-
Roberts. Painting by Damien Hirst.
Photographed by Pascal Chevallier.

Get the details at
houscandgarden.com
Speaking of detail: you can alwm'sget
a closer l(x>k at c jur stories chi our
\^ eb site—more ph( )t( )s ()f your favorite
interii >rs, more on \\1ne and food
from Jav Melncmev and Lora Zarubin.
m( JR* gardening ad\ice from Tom
Cliristophcr, more tips on how to have an
eeo-frienLlIv home fnjm our exclusive
gR'cn blog bvTreehuggcr. Plus the latest
finds fnim home bl( jgger Design *Sponge.
VVc’ll be 1( K)king w you online



As I See It, #9 in a photographic
series by Sacha Waldman.

Hats off to tankless technology.
The surprising simplicity
oF the Purist* Hotbox toilet.
Expect the unexpected.

1-800-4-KOHLER, ext. KRX
kohler.coin/puristloilet

THE BOLD LOOK
OF KOHLER
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For a free sample, 
go online.

And while you’re there, 
register for a chance to 
win Andersen windows 

for your home.

Jim Morga 
Sam Grifftrn

andersenwindows.com/truscene

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.

The ArdeiBen wmoDAs TruScene* insact ScntnSMMnOHn «

ocer 10 homBOanos ano arc logo resdefta ot SO US arc) DC.
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100 4ir Asenue Ncrr. Stvoon. MN 56003-1068
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Andersen

EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT-RETAILCome home to Andersen.
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Now there’s an insect screen that 
actually enhances your view.

Andersen
Introducing the virtually invisible TruScene* insect screen.

With 50% more clarity* ard the strength of stainless steel, you have to not see rt to believe ii

Comt home to Andersen.Vi* .•r*



HOUSE
We have exciting news. 
The first Design 
Happening, a weeklong 

oration of the best 
of New York design, 

hitecture, cuisine, an 
entertainment, takes 
place this October 15th 
through the 21st.
Mayor Bloomberg 
has officially proclaimed 
this Design Week. 
Working in collaboration 
with our talented 
friends and contacts, 
Design Happening 
will bring the pages 
of Nouse & Garden 
to life in artist studios,

&Garden
DESIGNHAPPENING

cele

darc

galleries, shops,
d theaters.museums, an 

Design Happening 

presents a unique 
opportunity for

participants to get 
a behind-the-scenes 

of the designglimpse 
pital of th

Come join the party!»
I!ca e wor

{ }OCTOBER 15-21,2007
NEW YORK CITY
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THE STARK TOUCH BY JAMES RIXNER. CARPET: GRAYBAR-SPRING GREEN.

SARK CARPET I A B R I i: FURN ; LR!^ WAL' COVERING
FOR SHOWROOM LOCATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL (212)752-9000 OR VISIT STARKCARPET.COM. TO THE TRADE ONLY.
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& Garden
DESIGNHAPPENING
NEW YORK CITY

■ Arcllit0€:tlIFQ by boat House & Garden architecture 
critic MARTtN PiLLER and his wife, architectural historian 
Rosemarie MaaG BleTTER. tour the monuments of lower 
Manhattan: buildings by Prank Gehry. Richard Meier, and 
Cesar Pelli. the debacle of Ground Zero; Federalist Wall Street: 
and the engineering marvel that is the Brooklyn Bridge.

■Hodonist in the cellar: Jay Mclnemey
at Studio del Gusto Wouse & Garden’s wine columnist
hosts a tasting at one of the city's most exclusive wine cellars, 
the Studio oei Gusto, at Italian Wine Merchants.

•Virtual decorating and cocktalla with 
Candace Bushnell at SoHo House The author
of Sex and the City and Lipstick Jungle explains why choosing 
the right neighborhood and the right accessories is critical to the
creation of her characters.

■New York’s birthplace: Battery Park
/-/ouse & Garden's garden editor, Charlotte Frieze, takes 
you on a tour of the Gardens of Remembrance created by Piet 
Oudolf for the Battery Park Conservancy.

•Mario BatsH cooks dinner at Isaac
Mizrahi’s atelier
The gifted ISAAC MizraHI- 
fashion designer, talk show 
host, and cabaret charmer- 
sets a place for you in his 
design studio, while culinary 

genius Mario Batali prepares 
a fabulous Italian meal.

■Broadway backstay 
with David Rockwell
David Rockwell discusses 
drama and narrative in his 
design of hotels, theaters, 
restaurants, and movie and
stage sets. Dine at the discreet 
yet glamorous Rockwell- 
designed restaurant Nobu 
before taking your seats with

him to see his sets at the hit musical Hairspray.

• Deaisn day at the NYDC The new York Design 
Center is home to the world's most exclusive decorator
showrooms. Design Happening opens this to-the-trade-only 
building for a day and introduces guests to some of the city's
brightest design talents.

■ Rethinking domesticity at the
Architectural League Architects and designers
discuss how changes in the ways we live might be better reflected 
in the designs of the spaces in which we live.

{Candace Bushnell}

■O"dcsignhappcning.coin Go online for a full program guide, dates, times, and ticket sales information.



«2007 Mercedes-Benz USA. LLC

MBUSA.com

2008 C300 shown with optionel 16* AMG 5-twin-spoke wheels. 'Only available in C-Cless Sport Sedans. “Skid pad test results. Actual braking distances vary depending on surface, tire conditions and brake 
mamt^nce system. *'*MSRP for a 2008 C300 includes transp. charge. Excludes all options, taxes, title, regis and dealer prep. For more Information, call 1-BOO-FOR-MERCEDES, or vlalt MBUSA.com.
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Shopplni; with the eacperts
• THE UPPER EAST SIDE WITH LARRY LASLO
Noted designer and history maven Laslo will take you 
around his neighborhood. The tour will be followed 
by a drink at his studio.
■ TOURING TRIBECA WITH NOEMI BONAZZt 
House & Garden stylist extraordinaire Bonazzi will 
introduce you to some of her favorite retail haunts and 
explain how she makes her prop selections.
• GRACE BONNEY BLOGS THE HAPPENING 
Experience Design Happening even if you’re at home, 
through the blog entries of Bonney, a.k.a. Design'Sponge.

At home with...
■ MILES REDD is among the most talented of the new generation of interior 
designers. He’ll take you on an exclusive tour of his NoHo town house.
■ STEVEN GAMBREL is one of the decorating world's great young Turks. 
He’ll show you around his recently redone West Village town house,
■ MICHELE OKA DONER is an acclaimed decorative 
artist who has created her own 
world in her SoHo home. She will 
describe her artistic process, 
as well as the pleasures of living with 
one's own creations.
• DONALD ALBRECHT AT THE PAUL 
RUDOLPH TOWN HOUSE 
Architecture scholar and curator 
Albrecht will explain how this 
astonishing 1989 town house distills 
all of Rudolph’s big ideas about 
architecture. Ernst Wagner. Rudolph's 
longtime companion, will talk about him.
■ DONALD JUDD AND THE 
LEGACY OF THE SOHO LOFT 
The Judd Foundation opens its doors for a private 
tour of this 1870 cast-iron building renovated by the 
sculptor in the late 1960s.

1st the Studio with...
■ CALVIN TSAO of Tsao & McKown Architects will show 
you around his inspiring atelier and explain his firm's singular 
design approach.
■ ROSS BLECKNER On the eve of his first show in two years, f
art star Bleckner will open the door of his Chelsea studio |
for a glimpse of his recent paintings. You'll leave with a signed ^

copy of the newly published Paintings of Ross Bleckner.
■ FORREST MYERS The distinguished sculptor, considered 
one of the fathers of the art furniture movement, will 
open the doors of his Williamsburg studio.
■ TWO PALMS This art publisher collaborates on the making 
of prints and sculpture with a select group of distinguished artists, among them 
Chuck Close, Cecily Brown, and Richard Prince. David and Evelyn Day Lasry,
the studio’s founders, will describe the various processes they use in printmaking.

Michele

Oka Doner

iC^dcsi^happeningxomCic) online for a full program guide, dates, times, and ticket sales information.



BATH FIXTURES, FURNISHINGS 
AND SURFACES

Ceramic, Glass, and Slone

DIMENSIONAL STONE
KEYSTONE. SERENA HONED, 16"k 16'. COLOMBINO HONED, 15'

WATERWORKS
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO BOSTON MIAMI GEORGETOWN NEW YORK
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Green and |;orceona fashion at ABO Carpet A Home
Design Happening and Earth Pledge present FutureFashion^”, a show of clothing 
made from sustainable materials by designers such as Proenza Schouler. 
Oscar de la Renta, Donna Karan, Tmom Browne, Daryl K, and Libertine 
at New York design emporium ABC Carpet & Home.

Opening ni^t with Kelly Wearstler Join House <& Garden 
Tastemaker Kelly Wearstler for a private cocktail party before the official 
celebration of her new boutique at Bergdorf Goodman.

The fhtnre fkce of New York in partnershi p with the Center for 
Architecture, the Architectural League, and The Architect's Newspaper. Design 
Happening convenes a panel on strategies for accommodating a million more New 
Yorkers by 2030 while lightening the city's carbon footprint and preserving the 

character of its neighborhoods. Panelists will include AmanDa M. BuRDEN. chair of 
the City Planning Commission; Daniel LiBESKINO. designer of the original Freedom 
Tower and master plan for Ground Zero; Michael Sorkin. architect, critic, and

director of the Graduate Urban Design 
Program at the City College of New York; 
Mike Wallace, distinguished professor of 
history at John Jay College and coauthor of 
the Pulitzer Prize-winning Gotham; A 
History of New York City to Majora 
Carter, founder and executive director of 
Sustainable South Bronx and a MacArthur 
Fellow; and Bill McKibben. environmentalist 
and author of the 1989 classic The End of 
Nature. House & Garden architecture critic 
Martin Filler will moderate.

At the table with Giorgio
BoIiUCA a Sunday lunch at the loft of 
the cofounder of Dean & DeLuca with House
& Garden food editor Lora Zarubin 
and wine writer Jay McInerney, Mclnerney 
will pour a flight of the highly sought- 
after Shafer Hillside Select wines. The menu 
will feature the finest grass-fed beef.

Behind the scenes at 
the Metropolitan Museum
of Art Jeff Daly, design adviser 

at the museum, and Carlos Picon, curator of Greek and Roman art, 
will give a private tour of the new Greek and Roman galleries.

Conquering; anctionphobia, with cocktails
House & Garden editor Gregory Cerio and Phillips de Pury & Company will 
be your hosts at this cocktail party, lecture, and charity auction in Phillips 
de Pury's exhibition and auction rooms. After drinks, there will be a short

primer on the benefits of buying at auction that will dispel some myths 
and outline the basics of participation.

Unlocking f;ilded doors Barbara Corcoran, the
empress of New York real estate, will take you on a tour of the most 
luxurious spots on the market in Chelsea.

Made in New York, wltk Peter Uoifknan
Hoffman, a leader in the local food movement and chef-owner of Savoy, 
will host a tasting at his new restaurant. Back Forty. Six local chefs 
will prepare dishes highlighting New York State produce and spirits.

Moot me in IWidtOWn Crate and Barrel kicks off stylish 
shopping with a breakfast celebrating the Design Happening windows 
at its Madison Avenue store.

VO"dcsignhappcning.coni Go online for a full program guide, dates, times, and ticket .sales information.



For the location of the Stickley Dealer nearest you. c^l 315.682.5500 
or visit our new Manhattan Showroom at 207 West 25th Street, New York. NY 10001 
(212) 337-0700, L, & J.Q. Stickley, Inc.. Stickley Drive. Manlius. New York 13104-0480 
vww.stickley.com
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•A curated timr of artist studios
Anne Barlow, executive director of the alternative 
art space Art in General, will lead a tour of three studios 
of rising art stars in lower Manhattan: Ruth ROOT; 
Carlos Little and John Furgason; and Luca Buvoli.

■Cristina Gri^ales Bnuilian
ftintitnre One the leading dealers in 20th-century
furniture, Grajales will discuss Brazilian modernist design 
at Espasso, the Brazilian modernist shop.

■Now Yorii in the movies, with scenic 
artists Robert Topol and Tony Trotta
Topol and Trotta describe the challenges 
of making New York look like New York in movies such 
as Adrian Lyne’s Unfaithful, Sydney Pollack’s The Interpreter. 
and Oliver Stone's World Trade Center.

■ Crimes of taste Director John Waters,
Barneys creative director and author Simon Doonan, 
critic Rhonda Lieberman, and Nouse 
& Gardens Testy Tastemaker,
Mayer Rus, take on bad taste.

■Films at the 
Center for 
Architecture
In conjunction with the 
“Architecture Inside/Out" 
exhibition, the Center 
for Architecture presents 
an evening of short 
films that look at familiar 
places through unexpected 
lenses, including works 
by the late SoHo artist 

Gordon Matta-Clark.

■City explorations
In collaboration with openhousenewyork.
Design Happening will offer custom 
tours of Harlem’s historic Mount Morris Park 
district. Brooklyn's industrial waterfront,
Richmond Hill's Victorian homes and gardens, 
and the Chinese Scholar's Garden at the 
Staten Island Botanical Garden.

■QniS4|ne3ra Henriquez at the 
Bronx Museum of the Arts
Erin Riley-Lopez gives a guided tour 
of “The World Outside," the first major U.S. 
survey of the works of Henrt’quez, a Cuban- 
born artist who has explored the texture 
of the city and its role in the production 
of cultural cliches.

•C^dcsi|5nhappcning.com Go online for a full program guide, dates, times, and ticket sales information.
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EVENTS, PROMOTIONS AND 
DESIGN INSPIRATION

BOTOX* COSMETIC

It’s all about freedom of expression,,. 

ask your doctor about BOTOX® 

Cosmetic. Millions of women already 

have. Visit BotoxCosmetic.com for 

answers to your questions and to 

locate on experienced physician in 

your area. So don’t hold back! Express 

yourself by finding out if BOTOX® 

Cosmetic is right for you!

VINTAGE PHOTO
SWEEPSTAKES

.-j

WIN A CLASSIC HOUSE & GARDEN 
COVER OR CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPH
To kick off our new HOUSE & GARDEN STORE, 
we’re giving away framed prints from a new 
collection of photographs from our 106-year history. 
Go to houseandgarden.com to register for a chance 
to be one of three winners to choose from hundreds 
of images of dramatic interiors, lush gardens, and 
classic covers by some of the 20th century's best- 
known photographers and artists. Well frame your 
selection and have it delivered to your door. Sizes 
from 11 by 14 inches to 40 by 48 inches.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. POR PULL SWEEPSTAKES RULES. GO TO WOU5EANOGAPDEN.COM. 
STARTS AT 12=01 A.M. EDT ON 9/10A37. OPEN TO LEGAL RESIDENTS OF THE 50 UNITED STATES 
AND D.C. 18 YEARS OR OLDER, EXCEPT EMPLOYEES OFCONO^ NAST PUBLICATIONS AND THEIR 
IMMEDIATE FAMILIES. OOOS OF WINNING DEPEND ON THE NUMBER OF ENTRIES RECEIVED. 
VOID OUTSIDE 50 U.5./D.C, AND WHERE PROHIBITED. AfiV OF ONE PRIZE: $335 TO $1,500,

Botox'
Cosmetic

Botulinum Toxin Type A

VISIT
WWW.EXPLOREHOUSEANDGARDEN.COM houseandgarden.com







Domestic Bliss _
At Home With... Harry Slatkin

AT THIS SCENT GURU’S WEEKEND COTTAGE, FRAGRANCE IS PART OF TFIE DECOR, 
FROM THE GARDEN’S CLIMBING ROSES TO THE SCENTED CANDLES HE DESIGNS

Marry Slatkin has always 
followed his nose. Thanks 
to his highly attuned 
sense of smell, Slatkin 
has turned fragrance 

into big business. Me not 
only designs luxurious 
scented candles, 
perfumes, and bath 
products under the 

Slatkin & Co. brand 
(celebrity clients include 

Elton John, Lenny 
Kravitz, and the Duchess 

of York) but also 

develops and oversees 
a slew of goods 

as president of home 

design for Limited 
Brands. (In a significant 
move, this fall all Bath 

& Body Works home 
fragrances will be 

repackaged under the 
Slatkin & Co. name.) It’s 

no wonder that Slatkin 
spends his weekends 
year-round at the East 

Mampton beach house 
he shares with his 
wife. Laura, and their 

8-year-old twins. Mere, 

the scents are either 
natural—such as the 

wafting perfume of the 

pink climbing roses that 
grow by the pool—or

In the living room 
of his Hamptons cottage, 
Slatkin mixes relaxed 
furnishings with unique 
signature pieces, from 
an 18th-century marble- 
topped table to a 
drawing by Picasso.

PRODUCED BY CVNTHIA FRANK • PHOTOGRAPHED BY F R A N q; OIS DiSCHINGER • WRITTEN BY MiLENA DamJANOV



At Home With... 
Harry SlatkirL

DOMESTIC B I. 1 S S
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, 7 use custom
earphones that were molded 

, to my ears. / use t/iem with 
'■ my (Pod Nano. They stay in 
^ my ears when I'm jogging 
^ and/it so we//ttiat 

m I don't bother^ "
anyone with ^
the bu^z 
o/music."
Custom U£ 7 

I Pro earphones.
$flSO. U/timate 

I £ars. SOO-559-653J.

utterly of his own choosing. A sleek electric oil diffuser 

that he designed for Bath & Body Works, called a 

ScentPort, emits a pomegranate fragrance, so that as 

soon as he walks through the door, Slatkin says, "I can 
literally feel my shoulders relax." Everything in the 

Cotswolds-style five-bedroom cottage has a soothing 
feeling. Slatkin’s inspiration for the decor was Hubert 

de Givenchy’s house in the south of France, Le Clos 

Fiorentina. "It’s all beige and white," Harry says. "It’s all 

easy." Slatkin also carefully tended to the landscaping 
of the property, which includes a large pond and 

boasts an apple orchard and a continuously blooming 

garden. "It's meant to be a house where you spend 
as much time outside as possible." Slatkin says. When 

it's time to get back on the road for, say, a i7-hour 
business flight to Asia, Slatkin is prepared to hold on to 
as much of this serenity as he can. His travel kit 

includes an old oversized Birkin bag stuffed with 

magazines and an iPod Nano. And, of course, there’s 
perfume. Never leaving his side is a travel-sized version 
of Black Fig & Absinthe, his favorite Slatkin & Co. eau 

de parfum. "I go to the bathroom and spray myself 

about every hour," Slatkin says, “and I feel renewed.

.

L>

A V'D. Porthauit has the most luxurious
towels. They have the most amazing, wonderful feel. To 
come out of the pool and wrap yourself in that kind 
o/indu/gence ts what luxury is about. I'm a creature of 
habit: I do always get the same pattern." 8/ue Paisley 
bath sheets. $383 each, D. Porthauit. 212-686-1660.

tt ITS VERY CASUAL. ITS TRULY
MEANT TO BE A HOUSE WHERE, NO MATTER 
WHAT HAPPENS, I NEVER HAVE TO WORRY. tt

A7 covered an 18th-century
French chair in a stripe by Le Manach. It's
an amazing fabric house. It has incredible
patterns." Pochambeau in Gris, Payure Pekin
^ in Celadon. Canevas Les Perles. and

Charles X Stripe in Bleu. Le Manach.

Our bedroom is all chocolate brown, Available to the trade.
through Claremont.beige, and blue. It's warm and soothing. The bed is covered bamboo pen from Verdura

in a linen-cotton with a strong design, but somehow it 
goes with other patterns. Don't be afraid to fry that." Louisa 
bed. ballarddesigns.com. For similar upholstery, try 
Hodsoll McKenzie's Small Carolean. Blue Pansy bedding. 
$980 for king-sized set, D. Porthauit. 212-688-1660.

on Fifth Avenue is my favorite.
It feels so good in the hand. It's attractive. '
/t makes everything I write, no matter 
how mundane, feel special." Bamboo iSk-gold pen, 
$675. Verdura. 212-758-3388.



<
When! like
something, I tend 
to get it in every 
color. I like Lacoste 
polo shirts, and 
I go the gamut, buying 
them in every 
color from pale pink 
to bright green.
That's what I wear on 
weekends, o/ong 
with a plantation-style 
straw hat from the 
Vivre catalog. I also 
like Vilebrequin 
bathing suits and get 
matching ones for 
my son in the same 
co/or." Lacoste 
classic pique polos, 
$75- lacoste.com.

7 collect china. I like to mix old
and new. I get old pieces at auction and flea markets and

We get new plates from WiUiams-Sonomo and flatwaregifts.
from 8ergdof/Goodmon. We have three sets of bamboo
flatware at the beach: an everydoy set, a silver set, and a
more expensive antique set in vermeil, which is gold-dipped
silver." For similar everyday cutlery, try Juliska Natural
Bamboo flatware. Five-piece setting, $?35. juliska.com.

THERE’S A WARMTH AND GLOW OF A CANDLE’S
rtPLAME THAT MAKES YOU RELAX. WHEN YOU ADD SCENT, IT ENVELOPS YOUR WHOLE BODY.

The walls inu

the living room are covered
In grass cloth. It adds
texture and depth.
I wanted the walls to

I have an oversized Birkin bag that washave a sense of life."
Seagrass Grossclotb * given to me os a gift. That's what I travel with. It carries
and extra-/lne Arrowroot everything I need for a 17-hour flight to Wong ICong; my
wall coverings from iPod, my cold remedies, magazines, notes from the office."
Phillip Jeffries Ltd. Waute d Courroie 55 traveling bag, $9,900. bermes.com.

houscandgarden.com us online to sec who else we’ve \1sited at home.



Inside Track
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E
p We've long coveted the hip appliances by Smeg. Once available 

only in Europe, Smeg products have finally come to the United 
States. The Piano Design cooktops and home gardens (think mini 
greenhouses) were designed with architect Renzo Piano: they 
arrived in July on the heels of Smeg's retro Pab refrigerators, above, 
which are available in a range of sizes and in boffo colors like lime 
green, orange, and pink. More Smeg products, such as dishwashers 
and ranges, are coming soon, smegusa.com. -oamaris colhoun

D
LU

Christo Lefroy Brooks has a loyal following for his traditional 
bathroom fittings in his native England, where his customers 
include such royals as Prince Charles. After 25 years in business, 
he has opened his first U.S. Lefroy Brooks showroom, in New 
York's SoHo. For him to stand out, he said, his first impulse was 
to paint the showroom black for visual impact, but he ended up 
taking a far more interesting route by designing the space around 
a series of tableaux that capture the spirit of his collections.
For example, a copy of an Edward Lear oil painting hangs above 
a Chateau footed tub on a wall papered in Cowtan & Tout's La 
Pagode Chine. His 1950s Bel Air chrome bath fixtures, based on a 
1957 Pontiac Rocket hood ornament, are displayed beside a neon 
sign. Such tableaux highlight the firm’s stylistic range. As Warren 
Pearl, the company's president, says: “We reissue lost classics,
We go back and find the winners." lefroybrooksusa.com.

Editor s Choice
s*.-

Ralph Lauren is proving that 
at bath- or bedtime, it’s easy- 
and pretty—being green. The 
retailer's new Lauren Spa, a 
collection of towels and bedding, 
shows that eco-friendliness 
and luxury can go hand in hand. 
The line is made from certified 
organic cotton, the dyes are eco- 
friendly, and the bedding's 
plastic packaging is recyclable. 
ralphlauren.com. -rate auletta

-r.
IW'V

-K.A.

lallcing With. • .Charles Edwards
Edwards recently opened his third lighting shop, on London’s Kings 
Road. He spoke with House & Garden's Kate Auletta about his work. 
HG You're famed for reproductions. How did you start out?
CE David Easton, the decorator, came by my shop in 1992 and 
asked for six of a particular lantern. I didn’t have six; he suggested 
I make them. I started with eight models; it’s now more than 300. 
HG Mow is your new London store different from the other two? 
CE We have nearly 13-foot-high ceilings, so we can now 
hang the taller lanterns and show them to their best advantage.
HG What are your favorite places to shop for antiques?
CE I buy at French flea markets and at the Decorative Antiques 
& Textiles Fair in London, which is held three times a year.
HG Any tips for collectors of antique lighting?
CE I go for items that make me say "Wow!"
HG Where can Americans get your lighting?
CE Only through shops in the United Kingdom. With products 
in only one spot, you can make sure customers get what they want. 
We ship, of course, and you can order at charlesedwards.com.
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n O M E S T I C BLISSFabric Obsession Seq by Mary Shawuana
COLORFUL TWEEDS AND LINENS COMBINE THE PRACTICALITY OF IRELAND 
AND THE SEDUCTIVENESS OF FRANCE by Sabine Rothman

I

<
5«qu*na fabrics ara 
avallabla in tha United 
States through Holland 
& Sherry, sequana.net. 
Shaw's Parisian apartment 
showcases her work in 
colorful vignettes of lush, 
layered textiles, carefully 
chosen antiques, and 
pieces from the Sequana 
furniture collection.
In the red sitting room, 
she pairs a vintage Gothic- 
style armchair in fuchsia 
pink linen with Sequana's 
Snug sofa in Damson 
Donegal tweed, accented 
with hand-embroidered 
chocolate-colored linen 
pillows and hand-painted 
Autumn Leaves fabric. 
Painting by Lutka Pink.

SAY “fusion” and most of US conjure up images Donegal tweed, still made in Ireland, differs from tra-

of indeterminate “etiinic” motifs in an unruly, if dition only in palette. "Sequana’s all about tone-on-tone 
charming, hodgepodge. But the refined fabrics of and texture-on-texture. which allows you to create a 
Mary Shaw’s company, Sequana, have a cross-cultural variety of atmospheres," she says. Watching her con- 
allure. An Irishwoman who lives in Paris, Shaw blends coct harmonious schemes from tiny swatches is pure 
a native affinity for natural texture with a French fun. Starting with a pink and brown Donegal tweed, 
accent on color and fashion.

Like most Irish, Shaw takes tweed seriously. Along 
with linen, it is the linchpin of her collection. Her

she picks up a magenta linen sateen, which relates to 
a magenta and oatmeal wool herringbone, leading to a 
fuchsia and brown linen herringbone, and eventually

PHOTOGRAPHED BY ALEXANDRE BaILHACHE52





DOMESTIC BLISS
Fabric Obsession Seq Shawuana

<OcKcr-colorad walls complamant tha aarthy 
tonas in another sitting room, left. An oak 
Saquana daybad in moss green Donegal tweed 
has pillows and throws in tweeds and linens.
A Saquana Check throw in Pistacha is draped 
over an antique Napoleon III armchair in 
lime Donegal tweed. Curtains in Winter Leaves.

V
Tha madieval-inspirad purple Animal jacquard, 
edged in a natural linen, hangs over French doors 
in the sitting room, below. A vintage Napoleon III 
armchair in purple linen herringbone and a 
pillow in purple tartan linen are a handsome pair.

>back CO a plummy Donegal tweed flecked 
with aqua, yellow, and hot pink. “We’ve 
seen tweeds and plaids in a country set
ting, but mine can be used in a more 
sophi.sricated way," she says.

There’s no better illu.stracion than 
her own showroom and apartment. The 
hallway is decked out in shades of green 
(naturally), and the adjacent rooms arc a 
warm series of vignettes full of simple, 
stylish, precise ideas for putting things 
together. The living room is a study in 
browns, anchored by an artful stack of 
wood bv the fire and updated with cow
hide rugs. Deep red walls in another sitting room are the perfect 
backdrop for a lush array of crimsons and plums. “To me the lining’s 
almost more important than the curtains," she says. That’s why the 
curtains are layered voile over linen, a checked throw is backed 
with turquoise, and the .sofa’s cushions are upholstered in different 
tones from its back and arms. It’s effortless, unpretentious chic. A 
perfect reflection of the designer herself.

iC^houscaiuI|?ardcn.coni See more Man Shaw fabrics online.

Shaw softens a large 
sofa, right, by using two 
shades of linen sateen- 
chocolate and cranberry- 
and choosing pillows 
In damson blue and shades 
of violet. Other pieces 
from the Sequana line 
include a floor lamp, a 
long oak stool, and an 
armchair from the Mews 
collection in purple linen 
herringbone. Painting 
by Bruno Dufourmantelle.



Run. Run. Run. Doesn’t anybody sit anymore? This season, modern elegance 
goes for the gold with plush, upholstered chairs, elegant side tables, hammered 
brass lamps and rich detailing. So pull up a chair and enjoy the golden fall 
colors. For the store nearest you, call 800 996 9960 or visit crateandbarrel.com.



GET THIS LOOK! To see more of Eve’s tips and trend picks, visit ExploreHouseandGarden.com. 
And, exclusively for House & Garden readers, receive free shipping on linen purchases at Horchow.com 
on all orders placed by October 30, 2007. Please enter promo code H6FREE at checkout.FREE

SHIPPING Off«r for free shipping on linen orders from Horchow.com only and expires on October 30.2007. Simply enter the promo code HGFREE m the 
promotion code Pox during checkout. Free shipping does not apply to any shipping charges shown in parentheses after the selling price. Offer 
applies to standard shipping only: does not apply to rush or international shipping. Additional SS charge for shipments to Alaska, Hawaii, and 
some U.S. territories applies, as does the S8 charge tor each additional shipping address. Cannot be applied to previous purchases.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Phillip -Jeffries

CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF PASSION AND COMMITMENT TO WALLCOVERING EXCELLENCE

Now in its third decade, Phillip Jeffries Ltd. has emerged as the industry leader in handcrafted wallcoverings.

With over 700 natural textures, a majority are eco-friendly and painstakingly crafted from renewable plant fibers 

like bamboo, arrowroot, and hemp, as well as natural minerals such as gold and crushed granite. Clients ranging from 

architects to interior designers all value the exceptional wallcovering experience they receive from Phillip Jeffries Ltd.

THE RESIDENTIAL WORLD
'Textured wallcoverings from Phillip Jeffries add depth and 
personality to walls, and are a superb backdrop for works of art, 
photography, and fixtures. The key is to edit the space well so 
your walls reflect character and style without looking cluttered."

Patricia Healing and Dan Barsanti
DESIGNERS, HEALING BARSANTI, INC.

THE HOSPITALITY WORLD
"Phillip Jeffries' metallic leaf wallcovering added glamour, 

sparkle, and dimension to the ceilings and made the room 
dance with life. The effect was so spectacular, we applied 

it to the entire room, creating a couture jewel box."

Paul Heretakis
PRINCIPAL AND ARCHITECT, 

WESTAR ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR DESIGN

I iolsp:
&(iaixicn
DESIGNERS

BEST07

Phillip Jeffries Ltd. is a manufacturer and importer of unique, fine quality, textured wallcoverings. 
Founded in 1976 with just 10 grasscloths, the company now stocks more than 700 natural 
wallcoverings, from Japanese Paper Weaves, Raffia, and Gold Leaf to Silk, Hemp, and Arrowroot 
grasscloths. A family-owned company, Phillip Jeffries Ltd. works hand in hand with skilled artisans 
and craftsman to create the design world's most beautiful and sought-after wallcoverings.



www.philhpjeffries.com



DOMESTIC BLISS

>anitv Northern Baroque
DUTCH STILL-LIFE PAINTINGS BY THE OLD MASTERS INSPIRED THESE 
DRESSING TABLES LAVISHED WITH SUCH DELIGHTS AS JEWELRY. PORCELAIN. 
AND GILT ORNAMENTS. MASTERLY. INDEED by Jennifeo Condon

Design inspiration 
can be found anywhere, 
and in this case 
it came from the still- 
life paintings in the 
“Age of Rembrandt” 
exhibition now 
at New York’s 
Metropolitan Museum 
of Art. Light and 
dark play movingly 
across the show's 17th- 
and 18th-century 
oils, which are intricate, 
lush, intimate, and 
opulent. We struck 
all these notes in 
our tableaux. Mere, 
the mix of styles 
includes a Murano glass 
chandelier and a 
Rococo frame that play 
off a sturdy pewter 
vase and walnut table. 
The shimmer of 
objects such as a golden 
necklace and a silver 
clutch is balanced 
by the textures of 
a rabbit fur throw, a 
fringed ottoman, and 
elaborate Oriental rugs.

Painted screen, Decorative 
Crafts. Murano glass 
CHANDELtED. Salviati. 2T2- 

625-8390. Plum VELVET, 
through Robert Allen. Eli 
Wilner’s French Period 
FRAME. $55,000. 212-744- 
6521. Vellum whiskey and 
wine DECANTERS. $205 
each, at Gracious Nome. 
800-338-7809. Glass 
aOWL. $60. at Armani/Casa. 
212-334-1271. M. Stern's
Sunrise NECKLACE, $29,000. 
hstern.net. CLUTCH, Bottega 
Veneta. $7,700. 877-362- 
1715. Medici Lyre TABLE. 
Profiles. Velvet OTTOMAN. 

Julia Gray Ltd. Antique 
RUG, $6,299. ABC Carpet 
and Mome. 212-473-30 00.



It’s all about

freedom of expresslo
ask your doctor about BOTOX’ Cosmetic.

• •

Don’t hold back! Express it all! Express yourself by

asking your doctor about BOTOX* Cosmetic.

Millions of women already have.

Log on to BotoxCosmetic.com for answers

to some of your toughest questions

and to find a qualified doctor in

your area you can trust to help

you make your decision.

And ask your doctor about
JUV^DERM’“ too!

WLLBRCAW^

Tm y.'11'NCl OI lUlUVtNAllON
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\anity Northern Baroque
SUBTLE SHADES OF BLUE AND ORANGE AND DELFT-STYLE POTTERY 
LEND A CALMING AIR TO A COLLECTION OF SPARKLING SPLENDORS

The Dutch masters 
perfected a type 
of still life known as 
a vaniias. While 
showcasing the world’s 
rich bounty, these 
paintings always 
contained an element, 
such as a skull or a 
wilting flower, that 
reminded the viewer of 
mortality. Drooping 
orange tree branches 
just past their peak 
of freshness, placed 
in a delft-style vase, 
serve that purpose 
here. They tell us that 
the luxuries set atop 
a chest by Hickory 
Chair draped in 
Clarence House silk- 
the Fendi handbag, 
the David Yurman 
watch, the Bulgari ring, 
the Kenneth Jay 
Lane snake bracelet, 
the carafe, the Estee 
Lauder body cream, 
and more—will provide 
us with, alas, only 
transitory pleasures.

Chatsworth wallP&PER. 
$700, de Gournay. 212-564- 

9750. Bronze LOBSTER. 
$600, Ruzzetti and Gow. 
212-327-42dl. vase. $130. 

Portmeirion. 888-77&-1471. 
CARAPE. $120. Juliska. 888- 

414-8448. Fendi CLUTCH, 
$705. 800-FENDINY. WATCH. 
$2,950, David Yurman. 
davidyurman.com. £ste© 
Lauder Gardenia CREAM. 
$75. Saks Fifth Avenue. 877- 

551-SAKS. Pearl BROOCH. 
$3,800. Russell Trusso. 
Gump’s, 800-766-7626. Elisia 
RING. $4,750. Bulgari. 800- 

BULGARl. Clarence House 
Taffetas Soie fabric. 

CHEST. $2,550. Hickory 
Chair. 800-549-4579.
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ASK YOl!
DOCTOR/ABOUT

JUVEDERM'^'is a smooth Injectable gel your doctor uses to instantly smooth out 
those parentheses lines on the side of your nose and mouth. So smooth and
natural, everyone will notice (but no one will know). FROM THE

CREATORS OFAsk your doctor about JUV^DERM.™ To learn more, log on to www.juvederm.com or 
call 877-FILLER MD (877-345-5376) to find a qualified doctor in your area.
Please see important treatment considerations for patients on the following page
By Prescription Only

A

Botox’
Cosmetic wa

".J.V:!

rut SCllNCl 01 RtlUVL
I

02007 Allergan, Inc. ® and marks owned by Allergan, Inc. JUVtDERM’™ 
mark owned by Groupe Corneal Laboratoires.



ADVERTISEMENT

JUV^DERM’" Injectable Gel 
Important Patient Risk Information

IK)LSEIn the U.S., JUVEDERM™ injectable 
gel is indicated for injection into the 
mid-to-deep dermis for correction of 
moderate to severe facial wrinkles 
and folds (such as nasolabial folds), 
and is generally welt tolerated. The 
most commonly reported side effects 
are temporary injection site redness, 
swelling, pain/tenderness, firmness, 
lumps/bumps, and bruising. Exposure 
of the treated area to excessive sun 
and extreme cold weather should be 
minimized until any initial swelling 
and redness have resolved.

&C>arden
EVENTS. PROMOTIONS AND DESIGN INSPIRATION

SIMPLE, REFINED LUXUR

If laser treatment, chemical peel or 
any other procedure based on active 
dermal response is considered after 
treatment with JUVEDERM™ 
injectable gel, there is a possible risk 
of an inflammatory reaction at the 
treatment site. The Calvin Klein Home Collection 

offers modern essentials for bedding, 
bath, tabletop, table linens, and floor 
coverings. Call or visit Calvin Klein 
Collection at 654 Madison Avenue. 

NYC. 212.292.9000. 
or purchase online at 
bloomingdaies.com

Patients who are using substances 
that can prolong bleeding, such as 
aspirin or ibuprofen, as with any 
injection, may experience increased 
bruising or bleeding at injection site. 
You should inform your physician 
before treatment if you are using 
these types of substances. As with all 
skin injection procedures there is a 
risk of infection,

For over 100 years. Larson-Juhl 
has designed and created custom 

frames of enduring style and superior 
craftsmanship. Visit larsonjuhixom 
to learn where you can purchase 

your Larson-Juhl frames.

Calvin KleinLARSON-.JUl-IL'JUV£DERM'“ injectable gel should 
be used with caution in patients 
on immunosuppressive therapy, or 
therapy used to decrease the body’s 
immune response, as there may be 
an increased risk of infection. The 
safety of JUVEDERM™ injectable gel 
in patients with a history of excessive 
scarring (e.g., hypertrophic scarring 
and keloid formations) and 
pigmentation disorders has not been 
studied. JUVEDERM™ injectable gel 
should not be used in patients who 
have severe allergies marked by a 
history of anaphylaxis or history or 
presence of multiple severe allergies. 
JUVEDERM~ injectable gel should 
not be used in patients with a history 
of allergies to gram-positive bacterial 
proteins. The safety of JUVEDERM~ 
injectable gel for use during 
pregnancy, in breastfeeding females 
or in patients under 18 years has 
not been established. The safety 
and effectiveness of JUVEDERM 
injectable gel for the treatment of 
areas other than facial wrinkles and 
folds (such as lips) have not been 
established in controlled clinical 
studies.

horns

PINK ABOUT IT

During National Breast Cancer 
Awareness Month, the best names 

in kitchen essentials, irrcluding KitchenAid, 
Cuisinart, Waring, and Wusthof. will 
donate a portion of the purchase 

price of selected items (including this 
pink KitchenAid Artisan stand mixer) 
to benefit breast-cancer charities.

Find out about the buzz 
around the greenest refrigeration 

in the world. Log on to 
explorehou$eandgarden.com 
and watch House & Garden's 

interview with Liebherr, 
including on in-depth look at 

the SBS 245 refrigerator.

1M

Available at Dillard's, dlllards.com 
and 800-345-5273,

Dillaid’sPlease go to www.juvederm.com 
to see a complete summary of 
risks and complications.

The Style of Your Life.

VISIT WWW.EXPLOREHOUSEANDGARDEN.COM

1



kitchen collections 1 mandarinsmallbone

for life

Kitchens. Bedrooms and Bathrooms fitted throughout the USA | brochure 1 800 763 0096 

New York showroom 135 East 65th Street Greenwich, CT showroom 19 West Elm Street www.smallboneofdevizes.com

SMALLBONE
0/ D E V I Z E S
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NANCY
KOLTES

MARIN COUNTY 
Strawberry Vil lage 
Mill Valley. CA 
415.383.5811

NEV^^YORK cmr 
29 Spnng Street 
New York, NY 
212.219.2271

HAVERFORD 
379 Lancaster Avenue 
Haverfonj. PA 
coming soon

LACUNA BEACH 
1099 South Coast Highway 
Laguna Beach, CA 
coming soon

our website: nkah.com
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ARDSCHARLE

RISE ANDlFALLf OUND EYDON LIGHT REF:297 HGU

582 & 575 KING'S ROAD, LONDON SW6 2DY 
TEL: 444 207 736 8490 www.charlesedwards.com FAX: 444 207 371 5436



PROMOTION

HOUSE
&Garden

HAPPENING
WHERE WILL YOU BE?

BACKSTAGE WITH DAVID ROCKWELL • AT THE TABLE WITH MARIO BATALI 
UPSTAIRS WITH KELLY WEARSTLER - IN THE CELLAR WITH JAY MCINERNEY 

HUNTING REAL ESTATE WITH BARBARA CORCORAN • GARDENING AT BATTERY PARK 
ECO-CHIC SHOPPING WITH 2EM JOAQUIN • IN THE DESIGN STUDIO WITH ISAAC MIZRAHI

OVER 40 EVENTS & MORE THAN lOO DESIGN LEADERS

OCTOBER 15 - 21, 2007 • NEW YORK CITY

FOR ALL EVENT DETAILS, VISIT
DESIGNHAPPEN1NG.COM

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

signature sponsor

ISAMSUNG

participating sponsors

ABC CARPET & HOME • AGOSTINO ANTIQUES • ANICHINi • BR-lll” • BRUNSCHWIG & FILS • CRATE AND BARREL • DREXEL HERITAGE 

DURALEE • EINSTEIN MOOMJY ♦ HIGHLAND COURT • KRAVET • LEE JOFA • MAYA ROMANOFF • NATU2ZI • NEWEL • NIERMANN WEEKS 

P.E. GUERIN • PHILLIP JEFFRIES LTD. • THE ROBERT ALLEN GROUP • SCANDIA DOWN • SIMPLEHUMAN • SLATKIN & CO.

STARK CARPET • STARK FABRIC • STICKLEY • TREX • THE URBAN ELECTRIC CO. • ZOFFANY • ISTDIBS

fi

NYMVC fresh ^
Hcrrv 4comp.n, 't02T^ ^—-------- nycititeom i’ Wk .

Center for Architecture

DC MAI——MMiUni
eailh pledge
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PALEC
TM

Distinctive Furniture, Lighting, Accessories and Te
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WE'RE MAKING^ 
BREAST CANCER 
HISTORY.

1

%

kiK
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At The Breast Cancer Research Foundation, 
our targeted funding has led to breakthrough 
advances in reseuich, detection, prevention 
and treatment.

se

X
9

More them 85 cefffc of every dollar donated 
tcr&CRF goes to breast cancer reseorch and 
awareness programs. And for the sixth straight 
yeor, we received Charity Navigator's highest 
rating, outperforming over 5,000 other charities.

At BCRF, we're not just making history.
We're changing the future.

7
9

Q

*
s

Theef
^ Breast 
Cancer ^

Research
Foundation£
\

THli BRt.AST CANOK KFSEARCM l OUNDATION. • FOUNDliD IM993 BY EVELYN H. LAUDEK • WW'VV.BCRFCURt.ORG l.HOft.FIND.A.CURE



DOMESTIC BLISS

\ anity Northern Baroque

LIFE IS FLEETING, 50 LIVE IN THE MOMENT WITH RICH METAL WARES. 
CLASSIC PERFUMES. GEMS, AND FLOWERS IN FULL BLOOM

Still lifes often include 
an insect to provide 
a more naturalistic 
look. It's a device we've 
re-created here, with 
a bee-shaped diamond 
brooch, in foreground, 
right, on the pewter 
charger. For the 
patrons of this art— 
Holland's newly rich 
merchant class of the 
I600s—the paintings 
served a double 
purpose: the work 
itself was valuable, and 
it depicted the sorts 
of luxuries the patrons 
could afford. For our 
modern update we 
laid a swath of Ralph 
Lauren linen on a 
cherrywood table and 
topped it with 
delights such as Prada 
perfume and Acqua di 
Parma cologne, bangles, 
seashell pendants, 
and a pewter pitcher. 
We dare to hope that 
Vermeer would have 
been enchanted.

Star MIRROR. $900. by 
Hickory Chair. 8OO-349- 
4579- PITCHER, $260. BOWL, 
$105. and CHARGER. $195. 
from Match, matchi995.com. 
Prada's Infusion d’lris 
PERFUME. $90 for 100 ml, 
Neiman Marcus. 888-688- 
4757. Acqua di Parma EAU 

OE COLOGNE, $87. saks.com. 
Burleigh bowl, $19. burleigh 
.co.uk. BANGLES, by Pobarto
Coin. 800-853-5958. 
Seashell pendants, $2,600. 
and bee BROOCH, $26,000. 
by Adria de Haume. 203- 
618-9000. Ivory LINEN, $108 
per yard, Ralph Lauren 
Home. 888-475-7674. Cherry 
TABLE. $5,700, Pierre 
Deux, pierredeux.com.
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WHO SAYS WHITE IS FOR ANGELS ONLY.

Arc you drawn to Cirrus White? If not, maybe Tranquil, White Cap, Antarctica and Glacier White suit your style. 

Rut if your idea of perfection turn.s to red or brown nr green, there are over 130 colors and patterns of DuPont™ 
Corian® to admire. And every one can be molded and shaped to create the ideal personal space. Whether you’re 

going for pure as the driven snow or corian.something a little less angelic, you will FIND YOURSELF IN CORIAN®.

For tub surrounds, vanities and countertops for flawless interiors, call 800'4CORIAN or visit counteriops.dupont.com

' ' ' 1. iju NcMuiir, .iiid t 'omptm i>r lU■M. rhclJor • ■



Eco Report Conscientious Coral

CORAL IS A STYLE CLASSIC. BUT IT IS RAPIDLY 
DISAPPEARING. SCIENTISTS AND DESIGNERS ARE 
BANDING TOGETHER TO SAVE THE EXQUISITE 
SEA CREATURES BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE

BY Lisa Selin Davis

ONLY 20 PERCENT of marriages last three 
and a half decades. That’s a sad statistic, but good 
news for at least one creature: red and pink coral, 
the traditional 35th wedding anniversary gift. 
Famed for their radiant colors and graceful forms, 
these treelike invertebrates are a species cursed by 
their own beauty. Coral jewelry has been found in 
Egyptian tombs. In Greek mythology, Poseidon, 
god of the sea, lived in a coral palace. The ancient 
Romans believed that coral could cure poisonous 
snake bites. Red coral is equally prized for its rar
ity. Coral colonies grow in the deepest, darkest 
comers of the oceans, and can live for a century, 
but they take up to 12 years to mature, and corals 
reproduce infrequently.

Unfortunately, Corallium rubrum—zs red coral 
is called in scientific nomenclature—is getting 
more precious all the time. Over-fishing and cli
mate changes have placed the animal on watch 
lists of endangered species. (The United States 
is the world’s biggest importer of red coral. An 
estimated 26.2 million pieces of coral came into 
the country between 2001 and 2006, fetching 
prices of nearly $2,000 a pound.) For this reason, 
SeaWeb, a nonprofit organization dedicated to 
ocean conservation, launched its Too Precious 
to Wear campaign last spring. The group enlisted 
members of the fashion and design communities, 
such as Tiffany & Co., Chantecaille Beaute cos
metics, and Source Perrier, to raise awareness, get 
coral off the catwalks, and discourage consum
ers from buying the material, at least until it is 

harvested in a more sustainable way. “We w’ant 
to mobilize the fashion world as messengers 
who will have a positive impact on policy 
decision," says Patty Debenham, director 

\ of ScaWeb’s coral program.
The goal is to see coral treated with the 

same strict regulatory controls as ivory. Some 
of the moves are legislative. Debenham’s group 
hopes to see the U.S. Coral Reef Conservation 
Act—which provides grants for scientific stud
ies on coral reef preservation and restoration 
methods—reauthorized and strengthened. It 
also wants red coral listed with the Convention 
on International Trade in Endangered Species of 
Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), a global treaty.

\
>

114and-lacqu*r*d compact with coral raliaf. $420,
Jay Strongwatar for Chantacailla. naimanmarcus.com.
2 Rad coral {CoralUum rubrum), shown hare.
is an andangared spacias in the Mediterranean Sea.
3 Lacquered wood salad servers, $95 p*r set, 
Source Perrier, sourceperrier.com.
4 Anodized-aluminum tray with coral decal, $120, 
Eduardo Oarza for Formentero. formentero.com,
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DOMESTIC BLISS

Kco Report

Perrier, offered flatware and serving pieces with coral-shaped 
handles made of resin. Design aficionados such as Tiburzi 
and Chantccaille acknowledge that coral and coral motifs 
will always be a staple of the decorative arcs, but faux coral and 

corallike pieces, they believe, can teach customers to pay more 
heed to predations against the living sea creatures. “We 
take a beautiful abstract shape and re-create it as an hom
age.” says Tiburzi, “as a piece of art that pays respect.” 

Coral has yet to be placed under the protection of 
international bodies governing the traffic in endan
gered wildlife. (Although a proposal to list coral with 
CITES was passed at a June treaty conference, in a 
strange—and, to conservationi.scs, appalling—turn of 
events, the decision was reversed by a secret ballot.) 
Still, Andrew Baker, a Miami-based director of the Pew 

Institute, says he has seen interest in coral conservation rise 
since Chantecaille’s collection hit the stores, and he is certain 
that designers and their customers will help further the cause. 
“Optimism is built into my work," he says. “We call our project 
Reefs of Hope, not Reefs of Despair.”
Lisa Selin Davis writes about design and the environment.

first drawn up in 1963, that prohibits trafficking in species on 
the verge of extinction. But the keystone in the efforts of coral 
conservationists is consumer education. A typicil shopper 
“hasn’t made the connection between something on her wrist 
and the live animal out on a reef," says Sylvie Chantecaille, CEO

TIFFANY & CO. WAS ONE OF TFIE 
FIRST LUXURY FIRMS TO DECIDE NOT 
TO STOCK CORAL IF RESPONSIBLY 
FIARVESTED CORAL IS NOT AVAILABLE

of Chantccaille Beaute. An avid scuba diver, Chantecaille ha.s 
seen directly the effects of coral depletion. “People think the 
ocean is .so vast and so plentiful,” she says. “They don’t real
ize it’s turning into a desert.” Profits from Chantecaille's new 
Coral Collection—a line of cosmetics that includes a $400 
hand-lacquered, limited-edition compact with faux coral relief 
designed by Jay Strongwater-support the Reefs of Hope proj
ect of the Pew Institute for Ocean Science, which studies how 
corals are responding to climate change. Products in her com
pany’s Coral Collection “remind people 
how wonderful the world under the 
water is," Chantecaille says. “We’re in a 
unique position to pass on information.
Knowledge is power.”

Tiffany & Co. is taking the same 
approach to coral as it has to so-called 
conflict diamonds—those gems, mined 
and collected by virtual slave labor, 
used to finance rebellions and coun
ter-rebellions in areas like West Africa.
Tiffany has decided that if responsibly 
harvested corals aren’t available, it won't 
stock them at all. In addition to donat
ing Sioo,ooo to Sea Web, the Tiffany 
Foundation has funded a number of 
coral conservation projects. For Tiffany, 
it’s a matter not only of corporate altru
ism, but also of sound business. “We 
take so much from the environment; it's 
only appropriate that we maintain it and 
give back,” says Fernanda Kellogg, presi
dent of the Tiffany & Co. Foundation.
“If we don’t look after nature, we don’t 
have the resources for our jewelry.”
Other firms are re-creating the satu
rated vermilion hues and twisting shapes 
of coral in new materials. Last season,
Anita Tiburzi, design director for Source

houscandgardcn.com See more products for 
coral lovers online.
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"I'rade Secrets
Decorating Details

WHEN CREATING A SPACE. THE DESIGNERS 
ON THESE PAGES EOCUS ON EVEN THE 
MOST MINUTE DETAILS TO FOSTER COHESIVE
AND LUSCIOUS DESIGN

These elegant Moroccan tiles are 
beautiful and simple, which makes 
them versatile. The subtle color 

variations, the contrasting matte 
and glazed finishes, and the 
handmade feel add a sense of 

history and age." Michael Smith 
Nejjarin* ceramic tiles, ^5 each.
Mosaic Mouse, NYC. 3l2'414-2525.

“I relish passementerie that mixes 
m-j traditional savoir-faire and

modern application. With an array 
of luminescent colors, you 
can design distinctive details."

Melene Aumont

Tiebacks from the Helene Aumont 
Collection, heleneaumont.com.

"We line dresser drawers with velvet. 
O It's great for sunglasses, watches, or 

rolled-up belts." Ed Ku 
Drawers, fanuka.com. Velvet. 
pierrefrey.com.

I love beautiful old textiles. Virginia 
Di Sciascio is a good source for 
embroidered tapestries, especially 
from the l8th century. I lift off the 
old embroideries and attach them to 
linens, silks, or velvets to make 

unusual pillows." Charlotte Barnes 
l6-tnch pillows, $2,600 each. Virginia 
Di Sciascio Antique Textiles. NVC. 
212-794-8807.

” "Detail is the exclamation point in 
my designs. Detailing takes a tew 
random notes and turns them into 
a melody. I like a bold gesture, 
and these supersized sconces with 
their extra-large shades are big, 
bold, and beautiful. The shirred-silk 
shades are trimmed with small 
crystal beads that are a playful 
reference to the large mirrored back 
plate, which sports its own etched 
dots. The arms of the sconce do, 
too. Three dotted patterns make for 

a visually witty game." Jamie Drake 
Custom shade, Drake Design Associates.

PRODUCED BY Kate Auletta. 
DamaRis Colhoun, Chloe Lieske

4

■ "Add some color to otherwise boring
bead board wall paneling by painting
it with alternating stripes of blue and red.

Alessandra Branca

■ “For a TriBeCa loft, we designed vertical sliding doors with metal-and-glass 

circles that are reminiscent of old sidewalk grilles." Diana Kellogg

■ “I am neurotically obsessed with the tiniest of welt trims done in an almost 
identical color to the body fabric. I love details like pleats on the tops of curtains 
and simple or lavish trims running down the leading edges of draperies. These 
couture details—the right gimp, in the right thickness, in the right color—make all 
the difference. In my office, double-welt trims are grounds for dismissal!” JOE Nye

house 4 GARDEN - OCTOBER 2007
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lYatlc Secrets Decorating Details

BY ACCENTING SPECIFIC AREAS WITH DEFINED DETAILS- 
A BONE-INLAID CHAIR OR A WHITE CORIAN KNOB- 
ROOMS CAN BE TRANSFORMED FROM SIMPLE TO SUPPLE

'I love contrasting decorative 
elements, like a metal-and-glass 
staircase with fauvbois stairs.”

Thomas Jayne

Cuitom-designed, Thomas Jayne Studio.

6

7 I get furniture with bone
inlays from Bali and unusual fabrics
from Madagascar."

Robert Couturier

Chair, $1,595, ABC Carpet & Mome. NYC. 
212-473-3000.

8 'I used a technique called trapunto. 
The pattern is stuffed from 
the back to create the 3-D effect, 
and stitched in red to make it 
stand out. The leather is practical 
and modern.” Katie Ridoer 
Custom-made trapunto chair,
Katie Ridder.

9 ‘I like this classic shutter hardware 
because it’s substantial and feels 
authentic. 1 like the simple holders, 
and on the back of the shutters 
there are beautiful strap hinges 
for those rare times that I close 
them, I also request that the 
hardware be hand-hammered so 
the surface of the metal doesn’t 
feel machine-manufactured."

Steven Gambrel

Shutter hardware, Timberlane. 
AOO-2SO-2221.

10

"A classic elegant shape in a modern 
l\J clean material—like this Corian

doorknob—is such a home run.
It's also a lot sexier than its metal 

counterparts.” Eric Mughes 
Corian knob, H. Theophiie. 
hiheophile.com.

“I love the orange or lime green 
rubber shower fittings from 
Agape. I like materials that reflect 
the function of the object. The 
rubber seems more appropriate 
for carrying water than metal 
does, as the flexibility of the rubber 
mirrors the fluidity of water.
It reminds me of a garden hose.” 

Diana Kellogg

Kaa showerhead. $350. agapedasign.it.

■ ”1 added lots of horsehair detail to the 
powder room in my apartment. I made a 

window shade from appliqued horsehair and an 
upholstered horsehair toilet seat with polished nickel 
nailheads. I thought it was kooky.” Emma Jane Pilkington

■ "I get enormous embroidered panels from Lesage that 
I use on dining room walls.” Robert Couturier

■ “Every door in our office has a different knob. We 
collect them from clients' rejects. We have knobs from 
the Pierre Hotel. In the powder room, we have a faceted 
crystal knob that looks like Chanel jewelry on a door 
upholstered with vintage Chanel fabric." Scott Salvator

11
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“I wanted to design a secretary 
that is both modern and traditional.
I love the wire front because 
you can see inside. The piece is 
customizable! you can choose any 
color.” Christopher Mava 
Secretary, $16,650, E. J. Victor. 
ejvlctor.com.

"Book-matched marble slabs 
in bathrooms create a beautiful 
design in stone that is very 
architectural. It takes time to find 
the perfect matching stones.”

Martin Horner

Custom merble bathroom, Soucie Homer.

"I often use wallpaper to line 
the backs of bookcases. This 
Venetian paper added pattern to 
a room with solid-colored walls, 
carpet, and furniture. I love 
the dark peony color." Katie Ridder 
Pheasant wallpaper by Twigs, through 
John Rosselli & Associates.

"1 use leather walls from artist Jim 
Zivic. The corners are Joined 
with stainless-steel lacing. The look 
is minimal, handcrafted, completely 
utilitarian, and industrial chic, 
it’s not decorator-y at all, and that's 
why,I like it." Amy Lau 
Custom-made walls.jimzivic.com.

”1 love using mini-stripes and couture 
details on lampshacfes to complement 

a room's decor.” John Christensen

Custom shades, Blanche P. Pield.

"Por one house, we had textiles 
ink-jet-printed with floral motifs and 
trellises and used them as wall 
panels. A detail of birds was 
a leitmotif: they were laser-cut into 
wood and embroidered on 
fabric. It's like an adult version of 

Where's Waldo?' Michael Simon

Custom tiles, Michael Simon Interiors.
For designers' contact information, 
see Shopping, last pages.
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There’s a fine line between art and technology. It's called Opus, from LC.

With stunning picture quality and elegant design, this is 

our finest work Opus from LC.

Full HD lOSOp resolution, 120H/ Panel, Wide Color Camut. 

Available in 42r47"and 52” screen sizes.

Find your masterpiece at www.LCusa.com/FullHD

O ?00/ If. [I*nlranii» U.S./C, liv., triglr'WCKid < WK N|.
1C jtkJ I ilrs {.otHi jic trdckHTiatkv K, IWtioiitr^, Inc.

LCusa.com
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At the Tabic Alberto Pinto

A RENOWNED INTERIOR DESIGNER BRINGS THE TABLEWARE HE CREATES 
FOR CLIENTS AND HIMSELF TO A WIDER AUDIENCE by Sabine Rothman

< Sharp detail, vivid color, and 
bold pattern characterize the 
designer's interiors-and the 
hand-painted plates that are 
his passion. This neoclassical 
pattern turns lunch into 
an event. All plates by Alberto 
Pinto. Through Bergdorf 
Goodman. 800-558-1855. 
alb«rtopintodiffusion.com.
Pinto's Orange Slave 
euFFET PLATE, $65, and 
DESSERT PLATE, $30. Provence 
FLUTE and WINEGLASS. $105 

each, Nason Moretti. at 
Seguso Viro. 800-659-5210. 
Tiger's Eye FORK. $1.5lO, and 
KNIFE, $1,255. Ercuis for 
Charlotte Moss New York. 
888-960-3888. Horn SHAKERS, 
$25, Charlotte Moss New 
York. Oak leaf place card 

HOLDER. $197. Odiot, at 
Bergdorf Goodman. 800- 

558-1855. Linen napkin.
Studija Naturals. Por similar, 
ABC Carpet & Home. 212- 
473-3000. studio-natural.lv.

< Pinto suggests mixing 
his plates with what you 
already have to create lively 
and personal table settings 
that can be colorful or 
classical. Inspired by Hellenic 
frescoes, his Athena Blue 
BUFFET PLATE. $120, and 
DESSERT PLATE. $83. evoke 
Jackie Onassis's days in 
Greece, especially when 
paired with simple flowers 
and a rope bracelet 
used as a napkin ring. $6. 
nantucketknotworks.com. 
Blue goblet, $12.50. Pan 
American Phoenix. NYC. 212- 
570-0300. Tracy Porter's 
Precarious Twist FLATWARE, 
$85 for a five-piece setting. 
Horchow. 877-944-9888. FISH 

KNIFE AND CHOPSTICK REST. 
$21, Bijoux de la Mer, Shelter 
Island Heights, NY. 631-749- 
0877. Hopsack NAPKIN in 
cobalt, $4. Sur La Table. 212- 
966-3375. Tulsi 18 handwoven 
cotton FABRIC. Malabar.





Alberto Pinto ^ O M {•' j'
? C I s s

SOME MEN
4TOWHvS“^ESEPV,CCS,

HE?

< P-'nto fires up dinner 
port,es by using different 
pJate patterns for

every course.Russi,

sparked^fie bold Renouveau Pusse 
bu^^pet plate

^hich we juxtaposed with 

quasi-.mperial motifs, 
f^^^i^dgksses.andan ikei 

for kinetic appeal.
Pbc stem/ess chaoipag„* 

and water Glasses
each. Calvin Klein Ho’me
2J2-292-9OO0. Laetitia
"‘•ATWAPE.fa^7j,Ojj^^
at Bergdorf Goodman.
''■oia VASE i

^ampaloni

^an

S103.

S25

•n vermeil, $,,290, 
. 305-695-W70. 

Kmg PENGUIN in 14-karat- 
gofd-pJated pewter. $76 
Swallow. Brooklyn. NV. ’ 

718-222-6201. Linen 
e<Jse napkin in Caper,
*24. Dransfield & Ross.

^’^•^^^-7378. Mai in Pubis
^ABPic. Manuel Canov. 
through Cowtan & Tout.

wave-

as.

< The Agra collection,

"icorporating delicatelr«dian motifs, 
color schem. 
mixed

comes in six
*s. meant to be

o" matched with elanfer.(,btethaf.,t„„„ 
oohemisn and elegant 
•^gra Verte

PLATE. 
*C2. Belaif TUMBLER,
*100, and silver

*25. Charlotte Mo^
New Vork. Jean Dubost 
oamboo-styie FUTWAlte
*250 for

bottle

e 20-piece set, 
Sur La Table. surlatabJ 
Oval malachit ©com.

eOlSH,
*65, and sterling sil>,er 
S‘»OON.*30.Ruz«ttiand 
Sow, NYC 212
^ , -327-4281.
Marble GRAPES. *55 a bunch, 
feriv(ronment337, NYC 
212-254-3400. Alexandre 
^i^rpaultsPlorenc. linen 

,n Light Plum. f32, 
^l«gant Egg Cup. NYC. 
288‘266o. French 

stone

272-

©nameled
7ABLETOP, 

Catherine Lagot, NYC.
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Larder I Artisanal FIour

EXCEPTIONAL BAKED GOODS BEGIN WITH EXCEPTIONAL 
FLOUR. WHETHER YOU'RE MAKING CAKES. COOKIES. 
BREAD. OR PIZZA DOUGH. THERE ARE GREAT ARTISANAL 
SOURCES TO CHOOSE FROM by Lora Zarubin

>4rtluir 100% Organic 
White Whole Wheat Flour
The newest addition to King 
Arthurs line of flours is also the 
newest staple in my larder.
Made from white wheat, it is less 

^ coarse and milder in flavor than 
most whole wheat flours 

but packs the same nutritional 
punch. $5.95 for a 5-lb. 
bag. kingarthurtlour.com.

>4nttco Molino Caputo 
Tipo “OO” Flour
This is the best pizza flour, and, not 
surprisingly, it's produced in Naples, 
home of some of the world's best 
pizza. The flour is n.5 percent 
gluten (less than most pizza ^ 
flours), which is the secret I 
to a crust that is moist but Voir 
crisp. $17.50 for a five-pack of ByN 
2.2-lb. bags, fornobravo.com.

lOOU

Littleton. QiistMili
I continues to grinfiMts flour 

between millstc^s, just as it did 
in 1798. These flours

ms 100% ORGANIC 
fH!TE WHOLE WHEAT i

(
Farina

give great tenure to loaves of 
bread. AmDIW the many varieties: 

ole rye, whole 
white, and wheat, 

$4 for 2.5 lbs.; 
multigrain,

$5 for 2.5 lbs. 
littietongrist

Quisto’s Vita*-^ram
When I ask professional bread 
bakers to name a favorite
flour, they almost always say 
Giusto's. These milled organic 
flours are always delivered 
fresh, and there is one for 
every baking need, from pasta 
to pastry. Starting at $4.50, 
for a 5-lb. bag. giustos.com.

>4«akpcr

mill.com.

WUUoms- 
Sonoma 
Baieuig Mix

Stone-Buhr
Premium Flours
This premium line 
is the Ferrari of flours. 
Flavorful. organic, 
and protein rich, 
the line includes w 
True All-Purpose. 
Artisan Bread, 
and Organic 
Whole Wheat 
flours. $5.49 
for 2 lbs. 
cheftools 
.com. stone- 
buhr.com.

This buttermilk-
leavened mix 
is great to have on 

hand for crusts, 
shortcakes, biscuits, 
and muffins.
Made with organic, 
unbleached flour 
and sweet-cream 
buttermilk, it comes 
with great recipes, 
too. I like it as 
a basic pancake flour. 
$15 for 2 lbs. 6 oz. 
williams-sonoma.com.

Stone-Buhr Washington White >tU-Pi*rposc Flour
Here’s the next generation of white flour. It's organic, locally 
grown and milled, unbleached, shepherd's grain wheat. Fantastic 
for cupcakes and muffins. $3 for a 5-lb. bag. cheftools.com.

tO' houscandgardcn.com See our Wine & Food page online for chic and practical flour storage.



Dividends are a girl's best friend.

women & co.'

Let's face it, women are natural investors. We invest our time, energy and love in 

the people around us with the proficiency of experts. So what happens when it 

comes to investing that other thing - our money? We should be pretty good at that 

too, right? Women & Co. is a financial resource brought to you by Citi. It's designed 

to empower women with the education and tools to help you become the master 

of your money. Whether you're investing for a child's college tuition, caring for 

aging parents or investing for your own retirement, you've got what it takes to be 

financially confident. To get started go to womenandco.com.

women powered 
by Women & Co.

women
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DOMESTIC BLISS

L’ncorked n» Mix Master
THIERRY HERNANDEZ OF LE BAR IN THE PLAZA ATHENEE IN 
PARIS IS ONE OF A SELECT GROUP OF WIZARDS WHO ARE TAKING 
THE COCKTAIL INTO NEW FRONTIERS by Jav McInepney

Hernandez has made a name for him
self as the Ferran Adria Acosta of Euro- 
mixologists—a mad scientist with a keen 
sense of humor.

A native Parisian who began his career 
at age i6 behind the bar at the Hotel 
George V, Hernandez worked briefly in 
Scotland before landing behind the bar 
at the Plaza Athcnee in 1985. “Here in 
France,” he says, “we have a gastronomic 
culture, but we don’t have a bar culture.” 
Hernandez is trying to change that; he 
has certainly succeeded with a tribe of 
fashionable Parisians who tend to be 
younger and more daringly dressed than 
their counterparts at the Bar Ffemingway 
at the Ritz, where bartender Colin Field 
holds court. Hernandez is proud of the 
fact that the crowd is largely Parisian, 
though he clearly enjoys the international 
celebrity quotient, which becomes ridic
ulously high during fashion week. Hi, 
Kirsten. Hey, Uma. Wha’sup, Gwen.

The room is a dramatically chic stage— 
a winsome blend of faux Louis Quinze 
and neo-Philippe Starck—the creation 
ofStarck protege Patrick Jouin. The long 
glass bar looks like an illuminated ice
berg, and the lighting changes through
out the night. Even more winsome than 
the room itself is the cocktail menu cre
ated by Hernandez, which includes so- 
called jelly shots, apple martini Popsicles, 
and 3"D bubble gum, all of which reflect 

Hernandez’s sense of fiin as well as the cutting 
edge of molecular mixology, a trend inspired by 
Spanish chef Ferran Adria Acosta of El Bulli, 
which weds the bar to the chemistry lab.

Some of these cocktails arc more solid than liq
uid. Among the most intriguing is the jelly shot, 
which arrives on a plate; four glistening multicol
ored slabs that look like something you might 
get at a sushi bar, the most popular of which is 
the B52, made from Kahlua, Baileys Irish Cream, 
and Grand Marnier. The gelatinous texture is

“ZE AMERICAN LADIES pronounce Thierry 
like cherie,” says Thierry Hernandez, the slim, 
silver-haired, impeccably tailored head bar
tender at Le Bar du Plaza in Paris who bears 
more than a passing resemblance to Anderson 
Cooper, The 40-year-oId Hernandez, who seems 
keen on ladies of all nationalities, presides over 
one of Europe’s most fashionable watering holes, 
tucked inside the lobby of the Plaza Athenee, in 
addition to overseeing the beverage division of 
Alain Ducasse’s global empire. In recent years,

Mernartdez's creations 
excite the senses of both 
sight and taste. From left: 
the frozen Betiini martini 
in the shape of a Popsicle, 
jelly shots, and the 
raspberry DIY cocktail.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY BEATRIZ Da CoSTA82
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Lncorked The Mix Master

achieved with the help of agar, the food additive 
derived from seaweed, though Hernandez is pro
prietary about the exact process. He also serves a 
Cosmopolitan jelly shot.

One of Hernandez’s weirder creations is the 
Meringue Mojito, the consumption of which 
involves biting into a minty wafer and then .spray
ing rum into your mouth from an atomizer. More

satisfying is the “fashion ice” frozen Bellini mar
tini, which comes in the form of a Popsicle made 
from vodka, peach liqueur, and peach juice. Vin 
Diesel is apparently wild for the apple martini 
fashion ice. Anyone who has ever kept a bottle of 
vodka in the freezer knows that alcohol doesn’t 
freeze, so these alcoholic Popsiclcs seem particu
larly miraculous, Hernandez isn’t revealing any 
secrets. He is also unable or unwilling to divulge 
the particulars of a new drink to be unveiled this 
fall that will take the form of a board game involv
ing alcoholic gel-cap game pieces. “I’m just trying 
to have fim,” Hernandez says.

If the setting weren’t so theatrically cosmopoli
tan, the drinks so expensive (26 euros apiece), the 
patrons so incredibly well dressed, then I could 
almost imagine that Hernandez was channeling 
American collegiate hospitality, where drinking 
games rule and the object of the Velvet Hammer 
punch is to look and smell as little like alcohol 
as possible in order to appeal to novice drinkers 
of the fairer sex. The 3-D bubble gum cocktail, a 
pretty-in-pink, three-layered beverage com|x>sed 
of vodka jelly, semisolid bubble gum infusion, 
and milk foam, all served in a parfeit glass, seems 
designed to appeal to Hilary Duff fans. “This 
cocktail is very popular with the young ladies,” 
Hernandez admits. And, indeed, just across the 
room, framed within a banquette in front of a 
pastoral scene by seventeenth-century painter 
Claude Gelee, two bright young Lindsay Lohan 
contemporaries in tight jeans and micro-halters 
are sipping the pink confection.

Le Bar du Plaza also caters to the grown-up 
palate, making excellent versions of classic cock
tails as well as providing an extensive selection of 
single malts, cognacs, and Armagnacs. The most 
popular aperitif is the Rose Royal, a Hernandez 
invention made with fresh raspberry puree, eau- 
de-vie, and Paul Drouet champagne. His Flower 
Power is a nonalcoholic, high-oxygen concoction 
made, allegedly, from floral essences.

Hernandez is a wine lover, and the wine- 
by-the-giass selection is fairly sophisticated; it 
recently included a 2004 C!!lhassagne-Montrachet 
La Romance from Paul Pillot for 30 euros. You can 
get a glass of 1999 Dom Perignon for 38 euros, as 
my fiancee and I did last year after getting engaged 
at Alain Ducasse’s restaurant, directly across the 
lobby from Lc Bar du Plaza. Hernandez, still sin
gle, is the first to agree that some occasions are 
better suited to champagne than to jelly shots. □

■C?' houseandgardcn.com Catch up with Jay Mclnerney’s weekly wine pick and hi.s blog, Dining Out. online.

At the B
0T THE APPLE MARTINI

2 oz. Grey Goose vodka 
Va oz. Sour Apple Pucker 

oz. f re&h green apple juice 
(see Shopping pages for a juicar) 

'i/i oz. rosemary syrup 
(see recipe below)

^/2 oz. elderflower syrup

Rosemary syrup:
2 cups water 

cup sugar
5 sprigs fresh rosemary

Boil for two minutes. Cool, and 
remove the rosemary.

A vigorous attention to detail 
separates mixologist Thierry Hernandez 
from the rest of the pack. Hernandez 
creates interesting textures with a 
subtle blend of fresh, fragrant 
ingredients, like newly pressed green 
apple juice and rosemary syrup, 
for his apple martini.

Combine all the ingredients in the 
recipe, place them in a cocktail 
shaker with plenty of ice. and shake 
vigorously, Serve straight up with 
a sprig of rosemary.
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ADVERTISEMENT

simple
solutions.
We started simplehuman to help people become more efficient at home. All of 

our products are ergonomic, easy-to-clean, and designed to last for years.

This slim plastic step can uses lid shox"” air 
suspension shocks to control the motion of the lid 
for a slow, quiet close. A slide lock prevents the 
can from accidental opening by children or pets.

'*5

Adjustable shelves make the flip and fit 
shower caddy an ideal solution for keeping 
your bath products organized. Simply flip the 
tabs and slide the shelves to make room for 
tall bottles or plumbing fixtures.

The sleek, new sensor soap 
pump uses touch-free sensor 
technology to keep hands 
germ-free. Simply place your 
hand under the spout to 
automatically dispense soap 
or lotion.



simplehunanwww.simplehuman.comtools for efficient living'
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ICON
Few can forget Grace Kelly's film
depictions of cool elegance mixed with
vulnerability. Mer subsequent role
as Princess Grace of Monaco only
validated her enduring allure. On the
occasion of the 25th anniversary of
her passing, the principality is presenting
‘Grace, Princess of Monaco; A
Tribute to the Life and Legacy of Grace
Kelly,” an exhibition of some of her
most memorable outfits, her 1954 best
actress Oscar (for The Country GirO,
her engagement ring, home movies, and
other personal items. The show can
be seen at Sotheby's in New York from
October 15 to 26. An awards gala at
Sotheby’s on October 25 will include a
charity auction of Kelly mementos, such
as a gown she wore, left, in High Society.
Proceeds will benefit the Princess
Grace Foundation USA. sothebys.com,
pgfusa.org. -GERALDINE OE PUV

DESIGIN
Furthering the convergence of the worlds
of art and design, uptown New York
furniture maestro Barry Friedman has
moved, with his canny new partner.
Marc Benda, to the city’s gallery-choked
Chelsea district Friedman Benda,
as the pair's new space is called, has
opened with a bang: an exhibition
of the recent work of a design colossus.
Ettore Sottsass. This series of limited-
edition furniture and glassworks
demonstrates that, at 90 years of age.
the Italian architect, right, remains a
genius of subversive design. Some of his
enigmatic new furniture compositions
are constructed out of a single type of tropical wood; others
combine wood, often painted, with materials such as patinated
aluminum and acrylic. Although they all possess the quiet
authority of architecture, these structures—note the outsized
proportions and skewed details on the nr66 cabinet, far
right—demand that they be viewed as seriously as sculpture.
Equally challenging are Sottsass's brilliantly colored glass
assemblages, which are by turns seductive and discomfiting.
friedmanbenda.com. -mapisa babtolucci
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SHOPPING
5 DCXIKKNOU Gardening geek alert! The New York: pii JOHNSON

Botanical Garden has revamped its Web
site to include the best products from the
garden's store, plus features such as the
Expert Exchange, which offers advice from
the horticultural staff as well as excerpts and
reading recommendations from the shop’s
book manager. There's also a forum where you
can get eco-gardening tips from the NYBG's
experts and other gardeners. The online shop
stocks many green products, from organic
compost to furniture, like the sleek Spoon
lounge, below, made from eco-friendly liana

BOOKS
vines. A well-edited selection of unusual
perennials and houseplants rounds out the 
mix. Sales benefit the NYBG's horticultural, 
scientific, and educational 
programs. Type away. ^
Now you have ^
ten green fingers. Jb

nybgshop.org.
-MELISSA OZAWA

The very size-an n.5-hy-i^-inch volume of 512 pages-of fiAtPH LauRSN (Rizzoli, $135) 
seems appropriate for the man whose style permeates millions of closets, even entire 
houses. "Personal style," writes Lauren, in what could serve nicely as his epitaph, "is 
basically self-confidence." CONTKHPOBABV WOBLO InTSBIOBS (Phaidon. $75} is equally 
hefty. Examining interiors-residences. shops, houses of worship, restaurants—as "a legitimate 
index of culture." Susan Yelavich smartly surveys more than 450 projects. The delightful 
DB. Johnson's DoobknOB shows us the banisters, mirrors, and other "significant parts" of 
the shrinelike houses of great men. God may be in the details, but Germaine Greer's point 
in the foreword is that it is often women—Freud's wife, Samuel Morse's mistress—who are 
the anonymous forces behind them. Ecologically sensitive projects 
make up NaTUBaL AbCHITECTUBK (Princeton Architectural 
Press, $35). Some, such as a water station and a chicken ■*
house, are practical: many are dazzling in their inventiveness 
and beauty; and all were made from materials on-site.
Houses of the Poundino Pathebs (Artisan. $50) is 
not a roundup of the usual suspects—Monticello,
Mount Vernon-theugh they are included. There's 
meat, and fine tidbits, such as how Jeremiah Lee. a j 

key Revolutionary figure in Massachusetts, met 
his end, and why few of us know of him. -Katrine ames
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DESIGN DAI EBOOK
September 28 
TO January 6 
"Painted with 
WORDS: Vincent 
VAN GOOH'S 
Letters to 
Emile Bernard," 
Morgan Library 
A Museum. NYC 

Van Goghs correspondence with 
artist and poet ^mile Bernard 
reveals the painter's deepest 
thoughts about his works in 
progress, including the self-portrait 
above. Some letters contain 
sketches, among them a draft of 
his celebrated Starry Night Over 
the Rhone, themorgan.org.

October 6.7 
The Chinati and Judo 
Foundations' 21st Annual 
Open House. Marfa. TX
Exhibits of works by Donald 
Judd. David Rabinowitch, and 
others will be open to the public 
free for two days. Another 
highlight: a performance by the 
iconic pop group Sonic Youth. 
chinati.org. juddfoundation.org.
October 12 to January 6 
"Stylized Sculpture: |
Contemporary Japanese ^ 
Fashion from the Kyoto m 
Costume Institute," I 
Asian Art Museum, ^
San Francisco

The artistry of Japanese 
couture is explored 
in this exhibit, which 
features pieces by designers such 
as Issey Miyake, Junya Watanabe. 
and Yohji Yamamoto, asianart.org.
October 26 to January 27 
"Fabulous Fakes: Jewelry by 
Kenneth Jay Lane," Rhode 
Island School of Design 

Museum of Art. 
Providence
Lane has designed pieces 

^ worn by clients ranging 
from Jacqueline Onassis 
and Diana Vreeland to 
Britney Spears. This 
show, covering a

nearly 50-year 
career, includes 
hundreds of

his creations, such as a hinged 
golden ram’s head bracelet, 
below, left, risdmuseum.org.
October 29 to February 11 
"oMurakami." Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Los 
Angeles Takashi Murakami's 
bold, cartoonlike aesthetic is 
celebrated in this retrospective, 
which covers his work from 
the early iRPOs to the present.
It features more than 90 items 
in different media, including 
the signboard takashi sticker, 
above, moca.org. -c. DC p.

TAKASHI
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DISCOVER THE COLORS

1
RADIATING FROM WITHIN

I paint in the world is quite like new 
ra*. Thanks to our exclusive ColorLock' 
chnology, colors are deeper, richer and j 
are enticing. They apply smoothly and 1 

eniy, and never require more than 
'0 coats. Aura' is washable too, 
d it meets the most stringent 
vironmental requirements. 
scover your aura today. NTRODUCING AURA' BY BENJAMIN MOORE.

QUITE SIMPLY THE FINEST PAINT WE'VE EVER MADE.
myaurapdint.com

.A**#

Benjamin 
Moore
Th«Ltad«rtn 
Pamt li Color Exclusively at select Benjamin Moore retailers. Call 877-6M-AUfiA1 for one near you.



SILVER SHIP OF STATE
THE NEW SAN PRANCISCO
FEDERAL BUILDING BY
MORPHOSIS EMBODIES PUBLIC
ARCHITECTURE AT ITS MOST
INSPIRED AND INSPIRING
by martin filler



TKe dramatic entry hail
is defined by diagonal
concrete columns along
the south facade and
illuminated by lanternlike
light boxes protruding
from the slanting inner
wall. eThe slab-shaped
exterior, opposite page.
is shrouded in a metal
mesh skin and punctuated
through its midsection
by the open "sky garden."



architecture

THE STUNNING NEW Federal Building 
in San Francisco leaves little doubt that its 
principal designer. Thom Mayne, of the Santa 
Monica-based firm Morphosis, is now preemi
nent among his 6o-something generation of 
American architects and that he must also be 
numbered among a tiny fraternity of contem
porary international masters, including Rem 
Koolhaas, Jacques Herzog, Pierre de Meuron, 
and Jean Nouvel. Mayne s high-profile, noncom
mercial commissions (mainly for governmental 
and educational institutions) have kept him from 
becoming another brandable marketing shill. He 
in turn has been creating buildings consistent in 
their seriousness, ambition, and social purpose.

Mayne s new masterpiece, latest in his exhilarat
ing run of commissions from the U.S. govern
ment, is his most impressive work to date. The 
mid-rise urban office slab, adjacent to San 
Francisco's Beaux-Arts Civic Center, retains all 
the brash power that first brought him (and his 
former partner. Michael Rotondi) prai.se during 
the early 1980.S, but it confirms an important art
ist now at the top of his game. There has been 
nothing of comparable daring built in America 
under the auspices of the federal government 
in living memory.

The San Francisco Federal Building is one of 
those rare works that you know are great from 
your very first glimpse. The 18-story structure 
rises like a ship above its low-rise neighbors. Its 
general form—a narrow slab longer than it is 
high—has two obvious precedents; Le Corbusier’s 

Unites d'Habitation, the con
crete apartment houses he built 
in several European cities after 
World War II, and Mayne’s own 
Caltrans building in Los Angeles 
{House iff Garden, February 2005), 

the metal-scrim-skinned stare 
office structure that has been 
prominently featured in car com
mercials and music videos.

The San Francisco Federal 
Building is not Caltrans revisited 
but represents the same quantum 
leap that occurred between Frank 
Gehry’s Guggenheim Museum 
Bilbao and his later Walt Disnev

The Pederal Building's 
gossamer metal cladding, top. 
is handled tike a bolt of fabric 
that billows at ground level 
and floats above the day 
care center. "The three-story- 
high “sky garden,” above, 
commands sweeping southern 
views of San Francisco harbor 
and has become a favorite 
spot for employees to have 
lunch. ■ Morphosis's facility 
with elegantly detailed 
but inexpensive meterials is 
apparent in the stairway 
of industrial metal decking 
and mesh, right.
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ADVERTiSEMEN'^

IK)LSi: Concert Hall in LA. In both cases the 
subsequent work develops several con
cepts more richly, and the results are 
far more satisfying. Everything falls 
into place with the seeming inevitabil
ity that is a hallmark of first-rate art.

Federal architecture in this country 
has generally been far from first-rate, 
however, tending toward conservative 
versions of classical prototypes 

in every successive permutation 
from Greek Revival to po.stmod- 
ernism. That track record makes 
the sponsorship of the San 
Francisco Federal Building all 
the more surprising and thrill
ing. The problem of dull govern
ment design was confronted 45 
years ago by Daniel Patrick 
Moynihan, then a junior official 
in the Kennedy administration, 
in his “Guiding Principles for 
Federal Architecture," which eventually 
inspired the Design Excellence Program 
of the General Services Admini,stration, 
the national government’s real estate 
agency. The Reagan era had been 
marked by postmodern federal court
houses embalmed in Classical orna
ment. and aspiring young architects 
viewed the feds as a hopeless patron. 
But by 1994, the program’s chief archi
tect, Ed Feiner, had begun seeking out 
the best vanguard designers.

^(lardcn NOAA Satellite Control Center near 
Washington, D.C. (House & Garden. 

July 2006)—not because of his Pritzker 
Prize or design flair, but because of 
his firm’s dependability for bringing 
jobs in within estimate and on time. 
That certainly helps with a client 
famous for tight regulations and strict 
oversight (unless you’re Halliburton).

EVENTS. PROMOTIONS AND 
DESIGN INSPIRATION

JUVEDERM TH

AT THE SAN FRANCISCO 

FEDERAL BUILDING. 

EVERYTHING FALLS INTO 

PLACE WITH THE SEEMING 

INEVITABILITY THAT IS A 

HALLMARK OF FIRST-RATE ART

The $144 million Federal Building 
cost a remarkable $239 per square foot, 
as opposed to the $325 to $350 typical 
of comparable office construction in 
San Francisco. Though the tough, no- 
nonsense materials Morphosis used 
here—exposed concrete, perforated 
wood paneling, industrial-grade metal 
decking—are unapologetically inex
pensive, they are handled with an ele
gance that glitzy materials often lack.

The office slab Ls pushed to the north 
end of its full-city-block site, right to 
the sidewalk line of the narrow alley at 
the rear of the structure, and just south 
of Market Street. This configuration 
frees a large, plazalike space bounded 
by Seventh Street to the east and 
Mission Street to the south. To help 
the new monolith engage with its low- 
rise surroundings, Mayne made the 
employees’ day-care center (which is 
also available to community residents) 
the focus of the forecourt and placed 
the building s freestanding restaurant 
at the busy street corner.

The 240-foot-high building is 
entered at its east end, after one passes 
through a phalanx of concrete security 
barriers divertingly disguised as cubist 
benches. The south facade’s perforated 
metal sunscreens are similar to chose at 
Caltrans, but the similarities end as

Want to find out what everyone’s 

talking about as the next big thing? 

Check out www.juvederm.com and 

find out more about JUVEDERM™. 

The beauty of it is, everyone will notice, 

but no one will know. In fact, don't be 

surprised if even your best friends can't 

figure out what you’ve done. Curious? 

Ask your doctor or visit their website to 

learn more and find a physician in your 

area. You are just a few minutes away 

from fabulous. So ask your doctor about 

JUVEDERM™. It's a beautiful thing.

t’s easy to see why good architects 
had traditionally ignored Uncle 
Sam. And, as principal project 
manager for the new San Francisco 

landmark, Tim Christ, of Morphosis, 
recall.s, “Architecture schools did a 
terrible disservice by encouraging a 
whole generation of students to write 
off the federal government as a client, 
drumming it into us that there was 
no public realm in this country.” 
Idealistic officials .such as Feiner and 
the GSA’s Pacific Rim Region project 
executive, Maria Ciprazo, showed 
how the heights of excellence can be 
scaled w'hile working through the sna
fus typical of the government. With 
an excess of modesty, Mayne insists 
that Morphosis has won its .string of 
federal commissions —including the

I
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VISIT
WWW.EXPLOREHOUSEANDGARDEN.COM
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soon as you enter the Federal Building’s 
stupendous main lobby Instead of 
the handkerchief-sized vestibule at 
Caltrans, the San Francisco lobby is 
vast and deep. It plunges one story 
below entry level and soars five stories 
above it. This grand hall, with its slant
ing outer wall, colossal diagonal col
umns. stately stairways, and bleacherlike 
seating, is as imposing as a Piranesi 
architectural fantasy, but without 
any Classical cliches.

The Federal Building, conceived 
during the California energy scam that 
culminated in the downfall of Enron, 
is highly energy-efficient. Because 
security requires that the lower floors 
of US. government facilities be sealed 
to guard agaimst bioterrorism, the ven
tilation system here is a hybrid, with 
air-conditioning u.sed only on the first 
five stories. But above that, Morphosis 
took advantage of San Francisco’s 
brisk northwest winds and gave the 
relatively narrow slab—just 65 feet 
deep—cross-ventilation through oper
able windows and undulating concrete 
ceilings that direct air flow from north 
to south. The structure’s concrete 
skeleton absorbs lower nighttime tem
peratures and keeps the un-air-condi
tioned offices cool during the day. The 
biggest noticeable flaw thus far has 
been excessive glare on the south 
facade, where workers have taken to 
putting umbrellas over their computer 
screens. The ad hoc parasols look 
quite good, actually.

Some of the kinks will be worked out 
easily, others perhaps not, but path
breaking architecture has never been 
without its glitches. By any measure, 
the compensations of this stimulating 
workplace overwhelmingly outweigh 
the shortcomings. Extraordinary com
missioned artwork by Edward Ruscha 
and James Turrell. as well as the three- 
story-high “sky garden,” with panoramic 
vistas of San Francisco harbor, and the 
handsomest child-care facility I’ve ever 
seen, are amenities so life-enhancing 
that the San Francisco Federal Building’s 
lucky inhabitants need never doubt that 
this is a victory for them as much as for 
the art of architecture.

Because life gets started in the kitchen.

Theres no better way to start your morning 
than to walk into your dream kitchen. 

NKBA Professionals help to make it happen.

Whether It's where you grab that First cup of coffee to 

start the day. or where you coordinate the family's 
schedule over breakfast, life $els started in the kitchen. 

Members of the National Kitchen & Bath Association 

understand this and they use their knowledge and 
expertise to help start your day right. To realize the 
kitchen of your dreams, work with the finest 

professionals in the kitchen and bath Industry.

•ts-.

•vC
— ■?»

• NKBA*
For more information, or to find a 
professional in your area, visit 
www.nkba.or^ today.

□ X/lcheni:^ SuMn XJima/a, CKD • Thr Kitchen Sludio of ClenEllyn • Glen Ellyn. Ill
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IMAGINE A HOME WITH STYLE
Imogine a home that suits ycHjr lifestyie; a home thof's not only 

rich, luxurious and beoutiful, but that also reflects your unique 

personality. However, sometimes our design desires are limited 

by everydoy realities.

With Quick*Step, you can create rooms of yo\ir dreoms without 

compromise.

DREAM IT, DO IT
Start with a great foundation — your floor — and work from 

there. It's amazing what the right floor con do. It can transform 

o room, warm a space or create a dramatic interior. The look of 

hard-to-find exotic woods, the textured look of floors handcrafted 

br/ artisans, the natural look of stone or tile — with Quick*Step 

style possibilities are endless. With so many design styles 

available — from rustic to contemporary, with dozens of flooring 

choices in beautiful, natural colors, textures and sizes — you have 

rtie inspiration you need to explore the possibilities of your 

unique style.

LOVE IT, LIVE IN IT
Quick’Step floors not only look beautiful, they are also easy to 

install and maintain. Plus, they're durable enough to withstand 

yeors of everyday use.

Tofi Imogi: Perspective. Virioill*} Dork Plonks UF1156 
Bottom Imoge: Outiiiro, Hozelnut Cieani Tiles U1214

QUICK STEP

FEEL FREE TO DREAM
Let Quick'Step bring ycnji designs to life.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOW TO DESIGN THE 

HOME OF YOUR DREAMS, VISIT WWW.QUICKSTEP.COM



Amazing what a floor can do
D scover o Hoor in perfaci harmony with your lifestyle. All the warm character,
n^ttural »dures and authentic tones of traditiond and exotic woods. Ye! beautifully
eusy to install and mointoin so you enjoy the performonce of a lifetime.

^ :<Snp* WtutaVamkliad Oak Ploniu UF947 and Winga Planki UF1033

QUICK STEP

www.quickstep.com



ADVERTISEMENT

Fresh, Cool and Green
Shopping for a new refrigerator can be daunting, 
especially if you want one that looks beautiful, works 
well—and is good for the environment. Here are 
three easy ways to make an informed choice for your healthy 
kitchen to keep your veggies—and the planet—green:

1 MAKE SURE YOUR REFRIGERATOR 
IS AS HEALTHY AS YOUR FOOD
You don’t want mercury in your food 
so make sure it’s not in your refrigerator. 
Beginning this June. Liebherr will be 
the first refrigeration manufacturer 
worldwide to comply with RoHS 
(Restriction of hazardous substances) 
by eliminating lead, mercury, cadmium, 
and other harmful chemicals from the 
production process.

REACH FOR THE ENERGY STAR
ENERGY STAR is a rating given by the 
Department of Energy for energy 
efficiency. Liebherr is a leader in 
the manufacturing of ENERGY STAR 
appliances so if you are shopping 
for refrigerators or freezers, look for 
Liebherr.

GO GREEN ALL THE WAY
Packaging, production and waste 
removal systems also contribute 
to global warming. Liebherr is 
environmentally responsible at all 
levels of production including 
reduced use of chemicals, solvents, 
and ener©/ consumption, using 100% 
recycled packaging materials and 
purifying the water used in the 
production process.

For more ways Liebherr is committed to protecting the environment visit www.liebherr-appliances.com



Selling a New Standard in Food 
A and Wine Preservalion

ml m

Food and drink arc not created equal.
That's why Liebherr’s new and innovative 
48” SBS 2415 Side-by-Side combination has 
five different climate zones with a user* 
friendly control panel to customize each.

Open the doors and discover BioFresh 
technology that preserves fruit, vegetables, 
meat and fish up to three times longer, j 
The NoFrost freezer is organized into ^ 4 

cnnveniept compartments and USes profes* 
sional refrigeration technology for long- 
term freshness. And the wine cabinet has
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two zones for either storing or serving 
wine at the des^d temperature.

Licbherr raises the standard in refrigera-
----- tion for food and wine, yet again, in this
^ one beautiful appliance.
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BUDGET BLINDS* PRESENTS

FRESH LOOKS
©FALL

ADD A TOUCH OF GLAMOUR TO ANY ROOM IN YOUR 
HOME WITH THESE CUSTOM WINDOW COVERINGS.

DECORATIVE TRIMS 
FOR SOFT FASHIONS 
AND ROLLER SHADES

TABLEAUX SOLAR SHADES 
These light-fittering shades 
have a brand new twist
Protect your interior spaces from 

harmful UV rays with these innovative 

shades. Choose from a variety of 

fabrics, patterns and colors. Create 

your own look with Creative 

Shadings—Budget Blinds' hot new 

product. Creative Shadings allow 

you to personalize solar shades 

with any photo or design. It’s the 

ultimate in customization.

The look of wrought iron 
at a Action of the cost
Tableaux'" is a unique product 

that offers beautiful solutions for 

challenging projects, such as high or 

arched windows, transoms, doors and 

ceilings. Perfect for any style decor 

from traditional to contemporary. 

Tableaux' adds architectural style 

to any environment.

Two ways to add texture 
and style to your windows.
Soft treatments, including draperies. 

Roman shades, swags and more, are 

available in a variety of fabrics.

Bold graphic prints and Japanese floral 

patterns are hot for fall. Accent soft 

treatments and roller shades with 

decorative trims in coordinating 

colors for added texture and style.

GET THESE FRESH LOOKS NOW
Budget Blinds takes your style and turns it into beautiful custom 
window coverings. Schedule your FREE in-home consultation at
t-677-687-4423 or visit www.BudgetBlinds.com to find a 
Style Consultant near you.

Blinds
a style fi>r every point of view



Over t,100 Style Consultants • FREE In-Home Consultation • Franchise Opportunities Available
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FOR THE BIRDS
JAMES PROSEK'S LUSH AND VIVID RENDERINGS OF FEATHERED 

CREATURES AND FISH DO NOT SIMPLY CELEBRATE NATURE BUT ARE AN ATTEMPT 
TO TEACH US EMPATHY FOR OTHER SPECIES by Jennifer olshin

of the animal world. Prosek’s work contains a 
deeper message about ways that humankind 
observes and attempts to control nature.

Audubon was an influence, As a youngster, 
Prosek—a native of Ea.ston, Connecticut, where 
he still lives and works—devoured the natural
ist’s celebrated Birds of America. Prosek began to 
paint at age five and started cataloging birds soon 
after. By nine, he had completed his first “book 
of birds," as he calls it; a collection of watercol- 
ors that included both local birds, such as the 
warblers that he saw in his backyard, and more 
exotic species, such as parrots, which he copied 
from field guides. “I’m a sucker for color, and I 
even loved the sound of the names.” Prosek says, 
explaining his youthful passion. '‘Macaw, cock-of- 

the-rock, and toucan were words that had almost 
magical properties for me.” While still in college, 
he published a highly regarded compendium 
of North American trout that featured hi.s own

JAMES PROSEK has been painting birds and 
fish since he was a small child, but each time he 
approaches his subjects it is with the wonder of a 
first encounter. His .stunningly detailed canvases 
fully capture the vitality of these creatures: each 
feather of a bird’s vivid plumage stands out; we 
feel the primal force in the eye of a parrot and 
the inherent menace of its beak. Translucent fish 
that glimmer with color seem to radiate a life 
aura. “I’m drawn to birds and fish becau.se they 
live in realms we cannot access; it’s slightlv escap
ist," Prosek says. “Catching a fish is like capturing 
a fairy. My work connects me to other worlds.” 

The general public can enter Prosek’s world 
at the Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum 
in Ridgefield, Connecticut, where his first 
solo museum show, titled “Life and Death—A 
Visual Taxonomy,” opens on September i6. 
Though Prosek is often compared to John James 
Audubon, his newest work reveals that he has a 
mission much more profound than that of the 
famed wildlife painter. Far from mere documents

The detail and intensity 
of James Prosek's 
paintings are typified 
in his Untitled 
(Singl* MacawJ above. 
■The 32-year-old 
artist, right, poses in his 
studio in Easton. CT, 
his hometown. > I

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JESSICA BaCKHAUS106





watercolors and text. By 28, he had 
published six illustrated books and a 
travelogue on fly-fishing.

But even as he was perfecting his tal
ents with a brush, Prosek, now 32, was 
developing an artistic philosophy, as his 
latest work shows. Among the high
lights of the Aldrich exhibition is an 
untitled work on a large round canvas 
featuring seven green-winged macaws. 
Depicted in sharp hues—bright red, 
cobalt blue, purple, cerulean, 
and turquoise—the birds, 
with their intense gaze and 
long, attenuated tails, are so 
realistically defined that they 
seem to twitch on the canvas.
Between the macaws, Prosek 
has imposed a network of 
“flight lines,” a series of wind
ing tracks that, like the con
trails left by a passing jet plane, 
mark the residue of move
ment through space. “Our 
age demands more than pure 
depiction,” Prosek explains.
“I want to say more. I want to 
paint what we don’t sec, what 
we cannot quantify: the space 
around and between creatures, 
their interconnectedness.”

The round format and the 
use of blank space in the can
vas are also part of a .statement.
The parrots are surrounded 
by white, with no hint of their 
tropical habitat of lush foli
age. The circular canvas, Prosek 
says, mirrors the perspective of the 
human eye viewing the birds through a 
pair of binoculars or a microscope, or 
down the barrel of a shotgun. It is a 
subtle but powerful critique of man’s 
tendency to isolate creatures, to make 
nature a matter of “us" and “them.” 

Naming and classifying species is 
another way that, Prosek believes, 
human beings symbolically try to 
control nature. He is both attracted 
to and repelled by the animal names 
he learned as a child, and his artwork 
seems to reveal a longing for .some sort 
of anonymous, egalitarian ecosystem. 
Pcosek’s scries of paintings “Untitled 
(After Peterson)” depicts tree branches 
filled with birds .shown only in black

silhouette and marked with numbers. 
In the absence of names and recogniz
able features, Prosek is asking us to look 
at the birds as members of a universe of 
symbiotic creatures to which we our
selves belong, rather than as entries in 
a zoological encyclopedia. “The human 
mind naturally organizes what it sees 
into systems to better cope with the 
chaos of nature," says Prosek. “But by 
organizing nature we make it static.”

You can do it. We can help.

All the pieces of your dream 
bath can be found in one place- 
The Home DepotrWith exclusive 
designs like the beautiful Kohler. 
Archer'”Suite. To find out more, 
visit us at homedepot.com/bath.

KOHLER

Archer'" Suite Comfort Weight” Toi/ef

Lines that suggest flight paths, a signal Pros«k device, 
can be seen in his Untitled (Nunvningbird), top. 
a Prosek’s studio, above, is a one-room schooihouse 
built in 1850 and relocated from another part of Easton.

With his mix of awe and concern 
for nature, Prosek will always be com
pared with the great American paint
ers and naturalists who came before 
him. In spirit, however, Prosek seems 
more like Huckleberry Finn: first, in 
the sense of a boy who paddles down 
the Mississippi, marveling at the mys
tery and beauty of nature and guided 
by a desire to explore the unknown; 
more importantly, as a young man 
who receives a moral epiphany. When 
he saves his friend Jim, a runaway 
slave, Huck learns, as Prosek did with 
his birds and fish, that we are all on 
this earth together.
Jenni/er Olshin is a New York gaiierist 

and writer.
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Its a whole lot easier and less expensive than you think to turn your bath into a relaxing spa 
The Home Depot* can help you every step of the way with stylish designs from top brands such 

as Kohler,- American Standard, and PegasusT Visit The Home Depot or homedepot.com/bath.



OFF DUTY
JOHN BESH HAS REINVENTED NEW ORLEANS FOOD AT FOUR OF

THE CITY'S BEST RESTAURANTS. AT HOME. HE AND HIS FAMILY 
TURN THEIR HAND TO MAKING PIZZA by damaris colhoun

PIZZA IS NOT the first thing that comes to mind when you 
think of Creole cooking. But for celebrated chef John Besh, 
whose four New Orleans restaurants—August, Besh Steak, La 
Provence, and Luke—update and polish regional dishes like 
barbecued shrimp and gumbo, pizza can be a welcome change. 
"Some years ago, chefs in New Orleans looked anywhere but 
home for inspiration,” Besh says. “Since Katrina, we’ve come 
back to Louisiana’s food culture with a renewed interest.” In 
Besh’s professional life, Creole cooking is something of an 
obsession, and that’s where pizza comes in. "When I cook at 
home I crave any flavor but Creole.” he says.

Besh and his wife, Jenifer, were born in Slidell, Louisiana, 
just 30 miles outside New Orleans, and they live there now 
with their four boys, Brendan. Jack, Luke, and Andrew. The 
Besh backyard, which overlooks a gum tree bayou, is an ideal 
place for a pizza party, especially since the installation of a

Th« B«sh«s at home in
Sltdell. LA, above, where
the addition of an outdoor
kitchen by Viking hat
turned pizza making into
a family activity. ■ John
Besh. below, uses a range
of local ingredients to
make pizze Margherita,
foreground, top right,
at well at the ham and
Parmesan pizza and the
pizza with goat chaeta
and soft-boiled egg.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JONNY VALIANT epRODUCED BY JUDYTH Va N AmRINGEno
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Let Your Mum Take Flight
You'll fee! a new rush of creativity in the*ir with the Padova range hood. 

Visualize the canopy as a^canvas for your personal style, ready to be 
customized with the materials and coloi^s'of your choice. Venetian plaster. 

Glass and mosaic tile. Stainless steel and copper. Now wherever your 

design dreams may take you, your creative desires vJUl come to life.

Discover the Cheng Collection.

zephyronline.com 1.877.ZEPHYR4
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in season

custom outdoor kitchen by Viking that features
a gas grill, a meat smoker, a beer tap, and, not coin
cidentally, a pizza oven. Besh, who admits that he
can still “see and taste” his mother’s trout alman-
dine whenever he smells browned butter, has found
that pizza is a food he can share with his boys.
We all roll our our dough and choose our favorite

toppings,” he says. “It’s communal cooking.”
Pizza may not be traditional Louisiana fare, but

the Besh family pies reflect the region’s bounty.
Wild chanterelle and porcini mushrooms, for
aged locally, are paired with aged goat cheese
and a soft-boiled egg. Rosemary crust, rolled in
coarse semolina flour to keep it crispy in the
muggy heat, is topped with Parmesan cheese and
country ham from Creole Country Sausage in
New Orleans. And. thanks to Louisiana’s long
growing sea.son, heirloom tomatoes—grown by
farmer Jim Core—are available well into fall for
classic pizza Margherita. Whether he is cooking
in his re.staurants or at home, the hunt for sea
sonal fare leads Besh to another favorite source:
the nearby Vietnamese farmers’ market. If such a
market seems, like pizza, an anomalv to Creole

culture, Besh is quick to
point out that Katrina
changed everything. “The
Vietnamese community
was the first to revive itself
after Katrina," Besh says. A
former Marine who served
in Desert Storm, Besh vol
unteered many days of
cooking Creole and Cajun
meals cn masse for his shat
tered city after the storm;
to him, buying the fish
and vegetables that were
“caught in the nets and
grown in the yards” of these
farmers is not just a matter
of taste but of civic duty.

In his own yard, it’s just
20 steps from his kitchen door to the bayou.B«sh and his son Jack.

top. put tha finishing which eventually leads to the Mississippi River,
touchoa on a pi*. before it spills into the Gulf of Mexico. “This
■ Th« local Vietnamese little bayou will take you anywhere in the world,'
farmers' market, abov«,

Besh says, but “it’s food that reminds me of who
is on* of th* chef's

I am and where I come from." And while craw-favorite resources.
fish and fried chicken arc regulars on Besh’s table.■ The family, left, on the
Italian-stylc pizza followed by sweet tea and abayou, which leads to
chunk of watermelon have a place in his yard.the Mississippi River.

90=" hoiLScandgardcn.com For John Besh’s mushrtKim pizza recipe, visit our Wine & Fotxl page online.



ft / Seven Custom Sculptures, a Little Paint on a Slab Door...

Kicim "Pctitsin" Iransforms a pair 
ot t>rdinary slab d<»ors into a 
■’boisc'rio" armoirt*.

from Lcrnui: I love the drama 
ot omamont. 
functional, no!i-dcscript area into 
a jewel: Affordable & di>es nol 
have to "match" the rest of the 
house.

Turn a small

Choose from thousands of I 
"Pi.TtTSlN" Sculptures that fit 
together like a magnificent puzzle.

PETITSIN ' nesigft Portfolio
2 Vol. Set: $125.00 + S&H

Only from
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SINCE |tUJ

Also... Ceilings, Cornices, Walls, Staff Crowns, Fireplaces & more...
The Master Design Gallery,

TEL (818) 500-1740941 AIR WAY • GLENDALE, CA 91201FAX (818) 500-1798



special advertising section

La Amada - Heaven on Earth
La Amada is a destinatior> certain to be the place one falls in love with, which is just 

how this heaven on earth earned its name - La Amada, or ‘the loved one". Located on 

Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula, this unique SOO-acre destination features miles of private 

white sand beaches along the crystal blue waters of the Mexican Caribbean. Other 

impressive amenities include luxury residences, a mega-yacht marina, two Greg Norman 

signature golf courses located nearby, a five-star boutique hotel, and a marina village 

with restaurants, bars, cafes, and shops. www.laBmada.com (888) 373-8001
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Revealing theAdd comfort to your life with Natuzzi
Find your dream living room from the selection of exclusive 

models designed and made in Italy by Natuzzi, the leading 

Italian furniture company.

Call 1-600-262-9063 or visit wvwv.natuzzi.com

Mystery of Time
Providing a fascinating glimpse of

automatic, mechanical timekeeping

at its finest, this distinctive skeleton

dial watch from Accutron's Gemini

Collection (#26A011), includes an

exhibition caseback for a complete

view of the intricate, 25-jewelDevastating Beauty, 
impeccable Taste.

movement. Crafted of stainless

steel, with sapphire crystal, luminous

Elegantly structured and perfectly 

balanced, El Mayor^** 100% Agave 

Tequila recently received the Platinum 

Award in the Reposado category at 

the 2007 World Beverage Competition 

Under the watchful eye of third 

generation Master Distiller Rodolfo 

Gonzdiez, El Mayor Tequila is 

handcrafted using only the finest Blue 

Weber agave plants grown in the 

highlands of Jalisco. El Mayor is bottled in 

distinctive, custom-designed glass bottles; hand-labeled and numbered 

each carrying Rodolfo's own signature of approval. Indulge yourself and 

experience the award-winning taste that is true to its legendary name, 

‘the greatest." www.elmayor.com.

hands, screw-back case, and classic

brushed and polished bracelet with

locking deployment buckle closure, this

intriguing Swiss-made watch offers

water resistance to 100 meters and

has a suggested retail price of $1,295.

www.bulova.com

Gallery-Inspired Living in Denver
Denver's most celebrated condominiums are hosting its grand opening this summer.

Designed by internationally acclaimed architect Daniel Libeskind, Museum Residences 

offers homes that combine culture, comfort and urban living that complement the 

architecture in Libeskind's new expansion to the Denver Art Museum. The spaces 

feature unique entryways and original angles - perfect for ‘gallery-inspired living."

A limited selection of one bedroom, two bedroom and penthouse units remain for sale. Visit www.museumresidances.com.

To be featured on this page contact MediaMax Network: 000-753-5370 or adinlo@mediamaxr>etwortc.com



This September, 
savor and sample 

the tastes of Spain.

Join us at Grapevine's GrapeFest, September 13-16, 
2007, and taste the bold and exotic flavors of

Olive Oil from Spain.

Plus, submit your best recipe using Olwe Oil from Spain and 
you could win a culinary adventure to Barcelona and Cdrdobal

hog on to www.oliveoilfromspain.com for more recipes, events.
and contest information.
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WHERE CASUAL MEETS LUXURY AS THE WHITE SANDS OF WEST BEACH

AND HISTORIC STEARNS WHARF SPARKLE WITH FOUR-DIAMOND AMENITIES.
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Is This Cosmetic Breakthrough

Better
"^"Botox?

The Stretch-Mark Ocatn Turned Anti-Wrinkle Phenomenon!

Dumb Luck Strikes Again!
Then, on Tuesday, |uly 2, 2002, at a meeting of the 

20th World Congress of Dermatology in ftiris, France, a 
series of studies detailing the superior wrinkle-reducing 
pre^erties of a patented oligo-peptide (called F&l-KTTKSi 
versus retinol, vitamin C. and placebo on "photo-aged 
skin" was presented.'- "As luck would have it," Dr. 
Mowrey slates, "the anti-wrinkle oligo-peptide tested in 
the breakthrough clinical trials turned out to be a key 
ingredient in the StriVectin cream."

In the trials, subjects applied the patented laeptide 
setiution to the crows' feet area on one side of the face, 
and a cream containing either retinol, vitamin C, or a 
placebo to the other side.

Subjects in the Pal-KTTKS/retinol study applied the 
cream once a day for 2 months and then twice a day for 
the next 2 months. Using special image analysis, the 
study's authors reported “significant improvement" in the 
appearance of both overall skin tone and unsightly 
wrinkles for those women using the peptide solution.

Better yet, at the 2-monih halfway point, the peptide 
solution worked nearly 1.5 times faster than retinol (in 
measured parameters), and without the inflammation retinol 
often causes in semsitive skin. As was expected, the results 
of tite remaining studies confirmed that the Pal-KTTKS solu
tion's effectiveness at reducing the appearance of fine lines 
and wrinkles far exceeded both vitamin C and placebo.

A smoother, younger complexion, with less irritation 
and faster results — all without expensive (and painfull 
peels, implants, or injections.

Better than Retinol and Vitamin C, But 1$ 
StriVectin-SD* Better than Botulinum Toxin?

Dr. Nathalie Chevreau, PhD, RD, Director of Women's 
Health at Salt Lake City based Basic Researchf 
exclusive distributor for Klein-Becker, explains, "Leading 
dermatologists agree that Botulinum Toxin is the preferred 
treatment for glabellar lines, that tiny little space of moderate 
to severe lines betwewi the eyeixows. But ever since it was 
discovered that StriVectin could reduce th<» a|)pearance of 
fine lines, wrinkles, and ciwvs' feet... the kind of fine lines, 
wrinkles, and crenvs’ feet that can add 10-15 years to your 
appearance and which costly medical treatments often 
leave behind... skin-care [jrofessionais have been 
recommending, and using, ^riVectin." In fact, researchers 
believe non-invasive alternatives are lx?ttcr, because. Dr. 
Chevreau ccxitinucs, "Topical creams and gels ofter gradual, 
continual results, whi It* the effects of injections, facial peels, 
and dermabrasions are rougher on the skin and wear off."

In other words, StriVectin-SD helps give you a youthful, 
healthy, glowing complexion faster than retinol, far 
superior to vitamin C, and without irritation, needles, or 
surgery. Even better, many dermatologists and plastic 
surgeons recommend StriVectin in conjunction with 
cosmetic procedures, including Botulinum Toxin.

So, if you see wxneone applying an 
anti-stretch mark cream to their face, 
don't think they've gone off the deep 
end... they may be smarter than 
vou think.

% ,

Having a hard time 
finding StriVectin-SI>^

In
K you'v* been searching tor 
StriVectin-SD, you already know 
it’s become almost impossible 
to find. Don’t bother with Neiman 
Marcus, they don't have It... Your 
best bets are rruu/!.
S E P H O K A shops. Lord ft 
Tfeylw. "*"•••”-^T-^*** or 
Saks Sth Avenue (they always 
Uy to keep it in stock), or. believe 
it or not, the pregnancy section 
of your local GNC or high-end 
supplement retailer. To be 
absolutely sure, you can order 
StrIVectIn-SO directly from 
Klein-Becker at:

1-800-903-1145
or order online at
www.StriVectin.com.
Since SbiVectin-SD was designed 
as a stretch-ntark cream, it 
comes In a large. 6-ounce tube.
At S135.00. SlriVectln-SO is not 
cheap... but when used as a 
wrinkle cream, one tube will last 
approximately six months. By 
the way, StrIVectIn-SD Is backed 
by Klein-Becker's money-back 
guarantee. If SlriVecbn-SD doesn't 
make your skin look younger, 
healthier, and more vibrant, 
simply return the unused portion 
within 30 days tor a full refund... 
no questions 
aaked.

a remarkable turn of events, 
arguably one of the strangest 
in the history of cosmetics, women 

across the country are putting a stretch-mark cream called 
StriVectin-SD* on their face to diminish the appearance 
of fine lines, wrinkles, and crows' feet. And, if consumer 
sales are any indication of a product's effectiveness, 
SfriVectin-SD is nothing short of a miracle. Women (as well 
as a growing number of "Boomer" men) are buying so much 
StriVeclin-SD that finding a tube at your local cosmetic 
counter has become just about impossible. Lias everyone 
gone madf Well... not really.

Scientific Breakthrough or Dumb Luck?
Although StriVectin-SD's tunctional components were 

already backed by clinical trials documenting their ability to 
visibly reduce the appearance of existing stretch marks 
(prominent because of their depth, length, discoloration, and 
texture)... the success of StriVeclin-SD as an anti-wrinkle 
cream was "dumb luck," says Cina Gay, spokesperson for 
Klein-Becker, maker of StriVectin-SD.

"When we first handed out samples of the StriVectin* 
formula to employees and customers as part of our market 
research, the sample tubes were simply marked 'topical 
cream' with the lot number underneath,'' Ms. Cay explains. 
"As the samples were passed to friends and familv, the 
message became a little muddled and some people used this 
'topical cream' as a facial moisturizer. As we began to 
receive feedback from users, like I look 10 years younger' 
and 'My crows' feet have visibly disappeared,' we knew we 
had something more than America's most effective stretch- 
mark cream. The point was driven home as store owners 
began reporting that almost as many people were purchasing 
StriVectin as an anti-wrinkle cream as were buying it to 
reduce stretch marks."

Dr. Daniel B. Mowrey, PhD, Klein-Becker's Director of Sci
entific Affairs, says, "Clearly, people were seeing results, but 
we didn't have a scientific explanation as to why this wrinkle 
reduction was occurring. However, based on the incredibly 
positive reports, I started using it myself — applying 
StriVectin to my face aflCT shaving." Dr. Mowrey adds, 
"On a personal note, my wife tells me I haven't looked this 
good in years."

Call 1-800-903-1145 
or order online at 

www.StriVectin.com.
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Pearl Scents^New Renuzit* Peari Scents'* has Super Odor Neutralizer* technology to constantly eliminate 
tough odors. Just set it down and it will leave your home smelling light and fresh for up to 30 days. -^AirFrcihencrK 11
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In the Garden



IN THE GARDE

ike petal-edged happy faces, asters coax you to smile. In their 
autumn multitudes, they revive waning summer gardens and 
make them full again. The aster’s bloom, in rich violets and 
blues, is rather radiant, with a daisy’s effervescent spark.

In fact, asters are daisy relatives and belong to the same 
3 plant family as African, gerbcr, and Shasta dai

sies. Mostly North American natives—woodland and prai
rie wildflowers—asters have long captivated English and 
German breeders, who have hybridized and tamed them.
The resulting plants are less “weedy” than their wilder cous
ins, and many have staunch stems and sturdy foliage that 
won’t thin or tatter as you wait for them to flower.

That wait is part of the asters’ charm, says Deborah 
Whigham, who grows them at Digging Dog, the Albion, California, nursery 
that she owns with her husband, Gary Ratway. “There’s nothing like asters for 
the late-season border,” she says. “Their buds swell through the .summer; then 
finally they burst open in masses, like the garden’s wonderful last hurrah.”

For the most part, asters are a cinch to grow. What they want, Whigham 
says, is ample sun, reasonably fertile soil, and an annual late fall cutback to the 
ground. Plant them on average two feet apart to promote air circulation and 
discourage mildew. Dig an all-purpose organic compost, at a volume of about 25 
percent, into your planting bed, but don’t add fertilizer. Whigham and Ratway 
never u.sc chemical fertilizer, but they top beds with an inch of organic com
post every year or two in late winter. “If you over-amp these plants, they flop,"
Whigham says, “and you have to stake them.”

Now for the fun part: what to plant with your asters. Gertrude Jekyll devoted 
a whole border to her aster favorites. Yet in Whigham’s view, these plants are 
especially brilliant minglers, .setting off other perennials and adding depth and 
sparkle to a bed, Ratway, a landscape designer, likes to capitalize on the aster’s 
freewheeling soul by pairing it with tossing prairie grasses such as calamagrostis 
and miscanthus. From vividly detailed a.sters .such as 'Coombe Fishacre,' with its 
pink-lilac petals and mauve centers, he builds tone-on-tonc collages using hefty 
mates like purple joe-pye weed {Eupatoriumpurpureum).

Even after fading, many asters aren’t through. “They often have quite interest
ing colorful seed heads,” Whigham says. One last gift from a generous plant.

■G" houscandf^rdcn.com For more Plants Wc Love, see our Gardening page online.

1 This chanc« seedling of 4ster 
novi-betgii, which produces 
fluffy, camel'colored seed 
heads, will be available in spring.
2 A. /oteri/lorus ‘White 
Lovely’ is a copious late summer 
bloomer. 3 Violet flowers of
A. cordi/o/ius bloom on wiry red 
stems. Bright yellow Crocosmia 
'Sofaterre' offers contrast 
in a flower bed. ^ From left:
A. ‘Marrington's Pink,' A. 
ericoides 'Ring Dove,' A. frikertii 
‘Jungfrau* (in front of vase).
A. iurbinellus, A. novae- 
angliae 'Purple Dome,' and 
A. lateriflorus 'Coombe 
Fishacre.' Digging Dog Nursery. 
707-937-U30. diggingdog.com.
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Field Trip
Calm Voyage With new paintings by Hiroshi 

garaen Shofuso is a serene expression 
f traditional and contemporary Japanese design By Melissa Ozawa

, the
hia h de P ouse an

This classic example of Japanese 
architecture and garden design 
bridges the past and the present, 
offering a direct experience of the 
traditional Japanese aesthetic in a 
contemporary context. Last spring, 
acclaimed Japanese artist Hiroshi 
Senju painted zo murals to adorn 
the building’s sliding doors (fiisuma) 
and centerpiece alcove (tokonoma).

Shofuso was created for a 1954 
exhibition of modernist houses 
at MoMA—agift from Japan as a 
goodwill gesture after World War 
II. With the support of John D. 
Rockefeller III. who had a strong 
interest in Japanese culture, and 
Arthur Drexler, curator ofMoMAs 
department of architecture and 
design, architect Junzo Yoshimura 
was commissioned to design a 
building that would show the 
influence of traditional Japanese 
aesthetics on modernist architec* 
ture. Yoshimura, who later created 
the Japan Society's headquarters 
in New York City, drew upon the 
famous Kojo-in reception hall near 
Kyoto for inspiration, using prin
ciples of Shoin-zukuri, a style of 

architecture that dates back several centuries to 
the Momoyama period. The house was shipped 
from Japan to MoMA, where it was reassembled. 
In 1958, it was moved to Philadelphia.

The building, made from hinoki, or Japanese 
cypress, has a iz-foot-wide alcove, a kitchen, a 
bathhouse, and an attached teahouse. In keep
ing with traditional Shoin-zukuri architecture, 
there are no structural nails, The floors are cov
ered in tatami mats, and the roof is constructed

WALKING THROUGH Fairmount Park in 
Philadelphia, you hardly expect to find a tradi
tional scvcnteenth-century-style Japanese house. 
At Shofuso, which is set in a lovely garden with a 
pond, visitors can participate in Japanese cul
tural events, including the ritual of the formal 
tea ceremony. The house has an extraordinary 
history. Originally built in Japan and reassembled 
in the courtyard of the Museum of Modern Art 
in New York City, it is no mere museum piece.

Two Japanese maples stand 
next to the main house.
The berm beside the stream 
offers visiters a view of 
the architectural details of 
the house, including the 
layered hinoki bark roof

PMOTOGRAPMCD BY POUL ObER118
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I 27S SO. FT. OF LUXURY FOR YOUR eves.

AMO Toes
GAL.#1-RATED BEHR® PAINT/ 
CINNAMON BRANDY

finger YOU DON'T HAU£ TO UFTIf your home needs a fresh look. The Home Depots Home Services

can do it for you. Whether it's rolling out new carpet or rolling on a 

new paint color, well tackle any project so you don't have to. From 

start to finish, our licensed! professional installers will get the job 

done right, guaranteed!"The Home Depot? You can do it. We can help?
HOME
SERVICES

homedepot.eom/insta//
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of layers of hinoki bark. A veranda extends around
the house, offering extensive views of the garden
and the interior courtyard. These views can be
reconfigured through the use of the sliding doors
throughout the house.

One of the highlights of Shofiiso is the relation
ship between interior and exterior. The garden, by
sixth-generation landscape designer Sano Tansai
(who also designed the landscape for the MoMA
show), encompasses a pond that offers reflec
tions of both house and garden and provides a
home for koi and turtles. Tansai carefiillv selected
stones and trees to echo the mountains and for
ests of Japan, hand-picking rocks from the moim-
tains of Nagano for their dark color and the moss
growing on them. Me added a waterfall because

he believed it was important for a garden to
have sound. Today, sculpted pine trees dot the
landscape, while hinoki and bamboo grow near
the teahouse. In the spring, a 6o-year-old weeping
cherry drips with pale pink petals, and fuchsia

artist to receive an honorable mention at theChildren from a
local school taka tha Venice Biennale. Working in the centuries-old
traditional sitting tradition of Japanese painters who have dedicated
posa, left, to look their works to temples and shrines, he made
closely at tha new numerous visits to Shohjso at different seasons. “I
murals painted

Stood in front of the house, noticed the colors,by Hiroshi Sanju.
looked at the garden, felt the wind, studied the■ In tha teahouse
walls and the shapes of the trees," he says. It wasgarden, above, pink

azaleas line the important to him that the paintings interact with
small stream that the landscape, and he selected pigments for his
runs into the central palette accordingly. His work depicts a scries of
viewing pond. A waterfalls that seem to glow when the natural light
century-old stone

dims. They have a subtle intricacy: the casuallantern from Japan
viewer might miss the details, overlook the tinysits near a weeping
droplets that ripple across the screen, or fail to secmulberry tree end a

stone bridge that the fine must that rises from the cascading water.
crosses the stream. Unlike museum art. these murals form a tunc-

and white azaleas bloom around the house. In 
autumn, Japanese maples glow with intense color.

Sadly, lack of funds prevented adequate secu
rity and maintenance for the house, and it fell 
into disrepair. In the 1960s and early ’70.S, vandals 
punched holes in the screens and scribbled graffiti 
on the walls. A fire set inside the house charred 
zhejvsuma. The original murals, painted by Kaii 
Higa.shiyama, were destroyed. In 1982 a nonprofit 
organization. Friends of thejapanc.se Hou.se and 
Garden (FJHG), was formed to help support, pro
tect, restore, and maintain Shofuso.

The crowning of a yearlong restoration was 
the new murals by Hiroshi ,Senju, the first Asian

tional part of the architecture, offering new views 
and visions as the screens on which they are 
painted slide open and closed. Like all great art, 
this work commands you to stop and reflect. 
Watch the way the light shifts on the murals and 
how it casts soft shadows on the tatami. Li.stcn 
to the rustle of leaves, to the sound of the water 
as it rolls gently down the waterfall. Gaze at the 
reflections in the pond; smell the fragrances of 
the hinoki and the tatami. In Japanese, shofuso 

means “pine breeze villa," and a more appropri
ate name would be hard to find. [Open Tuesdays 

through Sundays, from May through October. 
21^-878-^097. shofuso.com]
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'eco've more information from our advertisers, simply fill out the form below and send it to House & Garden, R O. Box 413050, Naples, FL 34101-6662. If the reply card is 
ng, you may mail us your request. Please indicate the information you wish to receive usmg the numbers provided, as well as the amount requested (if applicable). Make chedc 

looney order payable to House & Garden. ^VOUAy&'
iioLsi:
^iiaixlcn21. Plain & Fancy Custom Cablnotry: 

Food lor thought—five key ingredient 
catalogs of delectable country, traditional, 
contentporary, colorful, and small dream 
kitehem Cabmei details, colors, doors, 
and more...25 recipes from Son Appetit, 
Custom cabinetry well within your
reach plainfancycabirtetry.com S20

22. Smallbone of Devizes: Creating 
beautiful, custom-made furniture for 
kitchens, bedrooms, and bathrooms. 
Stunning New Yorlc flagship showroom 
now open at 135 East 65th Street, 
ISlewYoHc, 10021 t10.

23. Wood-Mocie Fine Custom Cabinetry: 
Dtstinclive door styles, furnrture details, 
and unsurpassed finishes inspire diverse 
design themes m fine custom cabinetry 
tor every room of the home. Visit 
wood-mode.com or call 
877-6357500

11, Teragren Fine Bamboo Flooring, 
Panels, end Veneer: Teragren* 
manufactures environmerttally safe 
bamboo flooring, plus tnm, stair parts, 
parquet butcher block, panels, 
and veneer. Free brochure 
800-929-6333 teregren.com

>LIANCES
lacor Since 1965, Dacoi* has 
' ■ ■ 1 the modem kitchen with a 

■' m that oWers the best balance of 
arvd performance. Call 800-793-0093 

' " deeor.com

EVENTS, PROMOTIONS AND 
DESIGN INSPIRATION

INNOVATIVE KITCHENS. 
INSPIRED DESIGN.iebherr: bebherr «recognized as 

.,.cr m refngeralion and freezer 
' '.wki-uy. Uebherr appliances offer 

design and an exprassior 
l.nlity and innovation. Viwt 
iherr appliances.cem or contact 

Leysar at 905-319-8835

FURNITURE AND ACCESSORIES Introducing an interactive online 
kitchen renovation destination from 

Sub-Zero/Wolf and partners.
12. Bernhardt Furniture; Every piece 
makes the room. The Bernhardt family 
has been crafting fine furniture since 
1889 Call 866-328-1359 or visit 
bernhardt.com

/•nt-A-Hood: Vant-A-Hood's ‘Magic 
I .* centrifugal blowers afficierrtfy liquify 
1- •' 1 grease while permanently 
I " ■ '■ g odors. Irt the most powerful,
—quiet, and eaty^o-dean ventilation 
I- n you can irtstall in your home. For 

information, call 800-331-2492 
, ventahood.com

13. Drexel Heritage; Welcome home lo 
Orexel Herrtage, where more than 95 percent 
of our products are yours to peisonalize.
With ehoKssof odor, size, and conhguration. 
Drexel Heritage allows conaumers to kleraHy 
design their own products. For complete 
products and priong, wsit us at 
drexelheritage.com 24. Zephyr: Zephyr invites homeowners 

to open their worlds to new possibilities. 
To expand your imagination in ventilation 
hood design, call B77-Zephyr4 
{877-937-4974) or visit zaphyronline,com

Volf Appliance: The secret of 
' meals? Better equipment. For a 

: brochure on Wolf^ hic^v-performance 
, ranges, cooktops, and griSs,

I woffa^iance.com

14. Ekornes Inc; Stressless* chairs, 
sofas, and loveseas are the perfect bletxf 
of comfort and function Call or dick 
868-EKORNES or ekomes.com 
Catalog is free

BROWSE the design gallery. 
READ custom content. 

CONNECT with kitchen experts. 
RECEIVE a FREE Starter Kit. 

Plus ‘ENTER to win amazing prizes! 
www.kitcheninsph'otion.com

LINENS

25. Charisma"; The legendary luxury 
brand lor bed and bath home fashions 
IS available at Bloomingdale^ and other 
select stores where fine linens are sold. 
Chanama, timeleasly traditional and 
exquisitely now. The new standard m 
luxury. Visit westpointhome.com or call 
800-458-3000 Chansma is a registered 
trademark of Official Pillowtex LL.C.

IILDING AND REMODELING
15. Martha Stewart Furniture with 
Bernhardt: Receive our beautiful 
16-page furniture brochure for one 
aollar Also visit marthastewart.com

Armstrong Residerttiel CetHrtgs:
. - an outdated or unm^red ceiling?

< to win a ceilmg makeover 
I't,- y of Armstrong Residential 
i> _is at perfsctceillng.com 16. NatuzzI; Experience the unveiling 

of the 2008 collection. Find your dream 
living room from the selectKin of 
exclusive models designed and made 
in Italy by Natuzzi, the leading Italian 
furniture company, Call 800-262-9063 
or visit natuzzi.com

!•UJOLPi4aster Pools Guild; Committed 
'!’g die world's fittest pools.
->'Q a Master Pools Guild Builder 

I' you. visit masterpoolsguild.com

LIQUOR AND ENTERTAINING
|personal space J

for you...by you.

26. 5te. Michelle Wine Estates:
Chateau Ste Michelle pioneered vinifeia 
grape-growing m Washington and 
specializes in Chardonnay. Cabernet, 
and Riesling. The winery owns the 
acclaimed Canoe Ridge Estate and Cold 
Creek vineyards in the Columbia Valley

LIGHTING

27. The Urban Electric Co.: A Charleston- 
based design and manufactunng finn 
offering the trade unque ccHlecDons of hand
crafted extenor and intenor limiting. FuH 
custom capabilities. Catalog is $30.
Call for pnang and catalog or visit us online. 
843-723-8140 urbanelectricco.eom

IbRICS and WALLCOVERINGS
17. ThomasvIUe; With omete chairs, 
intricate accents, and navy florals, we 
introduce Soliloque"—traditional style 
with a modem twist. Thomasville*.
So you.' thomBBville.com, 800-225-0265t

Lnichink The world's most exclusive 

, c i,'.n of linens and textiles. 
chini.com. 800-553-5309

...a new collection from 
Drexel Heritage that 

gives the customer more 
flexibility to create 

furniture to fit 
their life, 

their world, 

their dreams.

With more choices, 
finer craftsmanship 

and a shorter time from 
vision to reality,

custom
has never been done so well. 

866.450.3434
drexelheritoge.com

drexelWheritage.

Welcome Home.

5. Harris: S- Hams/Fabncut provideB 
decorative fabrics and trimmings to 

>'i the exacting needs and ustes. of 
mtenor designers.

G;: s enjoys a rich tradition, which 
It'S almost a century. Renowned for 

. .ous disnities. textures, and 
' .a sheers, sharris.com.

HOME DESIGN MATERIALS

18. Hunter Douglas Window Fashions: 
Send for our free design booklet and 
see how our innovative window fashions 
transform incoming light to create 
the mood of a room 
hunterdouglas.com 800'277-B953.

lOORS AND COVERINGS PAINTS
KITCHEN AND BATH

26. Benjamin Moore: Let Benjamin Moore's 
color experts help you select perfect cxilors 
for your home with the Color Makeover 
Program at benjamlnmoore.com

TABLETOP

Calico Corners: Discover stylish fabrics 
your home, beautiful custom furnishings, 
lurino window treatments and

fomitufe, all at extraordmary 
Visit cailcocorners.com or call 

M13-6366for a free catalog.

19. Kohler: A complete set of full-color 
product catalogs covenng baths and 
whirlpools: showeis, lavatories, toilets, 
and bideis; kitchen and entertainment 
sinks: faucets end accessories. $15. 
800-4kohler koMer.com 29. Larson-Juhl: For Over 100 years, 

Larson-Juhl has designed sid created 
custom frames of endumg style and 
superior craftsmanshq Vsn larsonjuhl.com 
or call B00-8B6-6126 to learn where you 
can purchase your Larson-Juhl frames.

. Mohawk Industries: As die world's 
'; -'fi manufacturer of carpet hardwood.

ceramic, and dismbutor of 
: ‘ -It flooring, Mohawk Industries «the 

resource for all of yourfloonng 
i-'lw Visit mohawlcflooring.com 
call 800-2MOHAWK

20. National Kitchen & Bath Association 
(NKBA); This step-by-step resource has 
easy-to-use chedclists and evaluation 
sheets for appliance selection, color 
choices, accessory options, and more.
Call 800-843-6522 or visit nkbs.org



IN THE GARDEN

The Goods
Planter Boxes Gr

decorative containers that
row your favorite trees in these large 
_. range from formal to rustic BY Melissa Ozawa

1

1 Belgian woven Hazelwood box. From $195, Detroit Garden Works, detroitgardenworks.com. 2 This Chinese planter is inspired by an 18th-century design. 
$444. Accents of France, accentsoffrance.com. 3 This box is modeled after ones at Versailles. $3,500, Fleur, fleur-newyork.com. 4 Strawberry Hill’s 

resin Gothic planter is hand-finished. $3,000, Henry Hall Designs, henryhalldesigns.com. 5 French topiary box in cast aluminium. From $2,184. 
Florentine Craftsmen, florentinecraftsmen.com. 6 Parthenon Plaque container has copies of friezes from the Parthenon. $750. Pennoyer Newman. 

pennoyernewman.com. 7 The elegant Normandie planter comes in many materials and finishes. $3,800 to $4,600, Hollyhock. Los Angeles. 310-777-0100.

hoiLseandgardcnxom For more garden boxes, sec our (iardening page online.
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your vision realized, exotic hardwood flooring, the foundation of great design.

BRrlll
800.525.br111 (2711) • brill.com oxotic hardwood flooring
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In a New York City apartment, John Wesley a Dusk (Prnk C/oud) (1967) hangs over a French 1940s oak sideboard from R. E. Steele Antiques, East Hampton, NY.





A MANHATTAN 
DUPLEX THAT IS 

A SHOWCASE FOR 
IMPORTANT 

FURNITURE AND 
CONTEMRORARYART 

IS,THANKS TO 
TIMOTHY HAYNES 

AND KEVIN ROBERTS, 
A COMFORTABLE 

NEST FORA 
YOUNG FAMILY

Modsrn art and Praneh antiqu«s graat 
guasts in tha antranca gallary. Eightaanth- 

cantury chairs from Monluc Antiquairas. 
Paris, in Larsan's Soiraa Vafvat in Granita, 

through Cowtan & Tout, provida a soft 
contrast to Nan Goldin's Costa Diva (1993- 

1995), An op art painting by Josaf Albars 
and a stool by La Corbusiar play off a sloak 
silvar-patinatad wrought*iron consola tabla, 

ca. 1950, from Galaria Jaan-Louis Danant, 
Paris. Custom stair runnar by Stark Carpat.
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-******^own to the bones. Nothing 

was left of the apartment but structural 
bits that kept the entire building from 
collapsing into a heap on Park Avenue. 
To the couple waiting to move in, the 
process seemed to take years—but in the 
end, what a triumph. “I never really real
ized how much great art and great ftjrni- 
ture can make your everyday life feel so 
much better,” Kevin Roberts recalls the 
husband saying after settling in.

The couple, with a growing family, 
started working with Roberts and his part
ner, Timothy Haynes, as they shopped for 
an apartment. About four years ago, they 
found it. Though it was very formal, the 
opposite of what they wanted, the space 
felt inexplicably right. “It was designed 
as a duplex, so the proportions are such 
that the downstairs areas are grand for 
entertaining, and upstairs is perfect for a 
family,” the wife says.

Haynes and Roberts helped the cli
ents visualize what the pre-World War 11 
space could become: an elegant, twenty- 
first-century home. The collaboration 
began, fortuitously, with a shared interest 
in mid-century European furniture, par
ticularly the work of French artisans. She 
had long been reading and going to furni
ture shows, but with Haynes and Roberts 
she started attending auctions; “It was 
‘Wow!’ when I realized I could try to buy 
these beautiful things I’d learned about.”

The designers, who are passionate col
lectors, also served as art consultants. “It

•itfJS*.- ■V' ■

In tht living room, custom s*«ting by Haynts- 
Roberts—a sofa in Molly Munt's Liaigre 
Linen Littoral in Beige Medium, a club chair 
in Larsen's Soiree Velvet in Pearl, through 
Cewtan & Tout—lets colorful pieces pop. 
Merv4 Van der Straeten’s Tabouret capsule 
from Ralph Pucci International! red metal 
tables with shell tops by Tony Duquette, 
ea. 1970s. from CJ Peters, NYC. Art: Damien 
Hirst's Bwutifui 0/Course There's 
a God and. She's 6/acl( Painting {2005).
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was a very collaborative effort,” she says, one that 
moved forward even as workers realized the inte
rior makeover designed by Haynes, a Harvard- 
trained architect. “The house is filled with 
treasures," says Roberts, who is a cultural anthro
pologist by education. ‘As you move from room to 
room, it tells an extraordinary story. Every piece 
is special. The couple understand that furniture 
is not just furniture. All their pieces are ones that 
contribute to the history of fomiture making.” 

Haynes and Roberts turned what could have 
been an exhausting onslaught of significant furni
ture and notable art into a sanctuary. In the entry, 
a Lc Corbusier stool separated from an iconic

Josef Albers painting by a mid-century French 
iron-and-marble console offers a .serene welcome. 
The juxtaposition of a piece by photographer Nan 
Goldin with two eighteenth-century chairs with 
their original paint draws a visitor in. It takes a 
moment to register the subtle backdrop Haynes 
created: gray Italian limestone floors delineated 
by a scant half-inch inlaid ribbon of nickel, and 
oyster-colored paneled walls.

The white-lacquered living room, which took 
master painter Mark Uriu weeks to perfect, is 
home to a Damien Hirst spin-art painting and 
two Jack Pierson drawings. There’s an air of com
fort among the Jcan-Michael Frank parchment

Polished French macassar 
abony partels give th« library, 
this paga. a warm glow.
A custom Van Day Truax- 
inspirad sofa complements an 
iron armchair and an ottoman 
in cowhide by Rene Prou. 
Custom carpet by Beauvais 
Carpets, NYC. ■ In the family 
room, opposite page. Italian 
mid-century club chairs in 
a vintage boiled lamb's wool 
from Wyeth, NYC. flank a 
lacquered wood table, ca. 
1970s. from CJ Peters. NYC.
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Neutral palette of the apartments sun-filled public rooms

a pair of Dan Johnson’s handmade Gazelle chairs (fewer than 
150 were made), and an overscaled photograph by Frank Thiel, 
who has been documenting Berlin since the Wall fell in 1989. It 
is the only art in the room. The pony skin chair from Paris is the 
piece the wife would keep above all others. “It is so unusual,” she 
says. “I have such a strong memory of seeing it the first time. It 
seemed to have so much history: a warm, happy chair. It’s a little 
worn, but in the right way.”

Upstairs, one child delights in his bunk beds. Not that he’s 
sharing with a sibling—his brother enjoys his own lair—but he 
ju.st likes the concept, particularly since the beds are built against 
a wall in his favorite color, orange. His sister, who thought she’d 
be lucky if her room had pink curtains, is beside herself with a 
rug custom-woven in eight shades of pink. TTic children’s rooms

tables, a bronze tabic by Paul Evans, a settee and chairs by Andre 
Arbus, Tony Duquette nesting tables, and a John Dickinson plas
ter table serving an eighteenth-century chair. Two Warhols frame 
the eighteenth-century English mantel, a piece with refined, 
lean proportions. The first item purchased for the project, it was 
something “we all fell in love with,” Roberts says.

TTiis unassuming extravagance continues in the other public 
rooms. The dining room, with a Charles Dudouyt oak piece, 
features art by the American John Wesley, The custom-designed 
table made from irregularly shaped and set pieces of broken 
white terrazzo was brought up from the street by crane and then 
through a window. Ten men corralled it into place. In the library, 
a French chandelier from the 1960s, referred to by all as “the 
Sputnik,” shines over a Rene Prou chair in its original pony skin.



IN THE DETAILS

TRADE SECRETS
Sliding Doops When the clients requested the option 
of closing off the kitchen from the family room, Haynes 
had a brilliant idea; steel-framed, sliding glass doors 
that could be easily adjusted along a narrow track 
(below, left). Materials were carefully chosen-fluted 
and ribbed glass from Bendheim were laminated 
together, and stainless steel was given a slight patina- 
to create a sophisticated look with an industrial edge. 
Marble Table "We must have gone through at least 
ten prototypes before we got it exactly right," Roberts 
says of the massive marble dining room table, fabricated 
by Studium, NYC. To capture the spirit of ancient 
terrazzo floors, the designers conceived a mosaic top 
from jagged pieces of Thassos and Calcutta Gold marble. 
The result is a beautiful pattern with warm gray veining 
that looks haphazard but took a lot of time to perfect. 
Lacquered Walls The simplicity of the living room’s 
white lacquered walls is deceiving, as master painter 
Mark Uriu can attest. For weeks, his team applied coat 
after coat of paint, wet-sanding in between each layer. 
This process required meticulous application, as the 
reflective finish is particularly unforgiving. "The shiny 
walls look unbelievably perfect yet still retain a sense of 
the hand." Roberts says, while pointing out the beautiful 
contrast they make with the matte plaster moldings. 
Mantel Finding pieces that complement each other 
requires foresight and imagination. When paired 
with Art Deco andirons and mid-century fireplace 
utensils, the living room’s 18th-century Georgian rouge 
and Carrera marble mantel (left), from A & R Asta Ltd., 
NYC, looks surprisingly modern. _______________
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Open onto a sitting area, “where they can be together to work 
on a puzzle or make a Lego.” their mother says. “In New York 
City, kids tend to go into their rooms, so I wanted to make it 
easy for them to be together."

The master suite is “all about the absence of color,” 
Roberts says. “In the rest of the apartment there are shots of 
color, but they wanted this to be calm, relaxed, and simple.” 
Many textures tease the eye: the bed is covered in linen vel
vet in the room's signature platinum-oatmeal palette, and 
the silk and wool custom-woven rug is ribbed. The collective 
impact is breathtaking, with fumi.shings that include a Milo 
Baughman chaise, a glass-topped aluminum table by Georges 
Gefffoy that Billy Baldwin purchased for the Eastman estate 
in East Hampton, Brice Marden etchings, and an almost 
abstract image of a salt distillation facility on the sea by 
Kunst Akademie Diisseldorf photographer Eiger Esscr,

The Albers painting acts as the soul of the house, the wife 
says. “It represents the simplicity of our home and the beauty 
of it.” She surprises herself by admitting it's not the work she 
thought she would like most; initiallv, that was the Damien 
Hirst. The Albers, however, “ties everything together" and 
reminds her daily that the home “is a gift. It’s all about living 
here, and having as many people enjoy it as possible.” 
£lizabeth Blish Hughes is a writer based in San Prancisco 
and New York City.
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Mid-c*ntury French pieces— 
a hand-built black ceramic 
ewer from Mondo Cane. NYC. 
a black bowl from Magen 
H Gallery, NYC—form striking 
silhouettes on the marble 
dining room table, this page. 
Mandblown Murano glass 
chandelier by Barovier, ca. 
1940, from Bemd Ooeckler 
Antiques, NYC. The custom 
steel banister in the entrance 
gallery beyond was inspired 
by 1940s French ironwork.
See Shopping, last pages.
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The apartmeiil c<M^ures up travefs - 
through different eras. Alidad 
•r^oy} the view from a window in 
the sitting room, opposite page;
• In the Chinese boudoir, this page, 
he combines diverse elements 
with ease. An antique Empire-style 
gilded lamp and English Regency 
candlesticks sit atop an early-l9th- 
century Erench desk. Th«.gflt-wood 
Regence stool is from SylyaiaJLevyv, ^ 
Alban, Parts. Lacquered wall panels ' 
conceal storage cupboards. rAliktng. * 
the space practical and

EWTASTIC
VOYAGE

Under the ministering eye of 
interior designer Alidad, a Parisian 

pied-a-terre beeomes a dreamy, 
color-saturated tour through Europe, 

Asia, and several centuries
134





Ihe truly sublime symmetry of 

seventeenth-century architec
ture surrounds a leafy garden in 
the Place des Vosges. It is the old

est square in Paris—and a highly 
— coveted address.

“My client was searching for some
thing small and stunning on this 
square,” says Alidad, the Persian- 
born. London-based interior designer 
whose exuberant decorative style has 
attracted a top-drawer international 
clientele. When she found it, they 
discussed the decorative potential of 
what he calls “one of the smallest proj
ects IVe ever done.” Known for a lu.sh, 
layered look that is exotic and elegant, 
Alidad came up with the scenario: “I 
said, ‘We should just turn this into a 
jewel box.’ She loved the idea.”

The result, with its gemlike decor, 
leads visitors on a romantic voyage 
through France and Italy to China and 
right into Alidad’s imagination. “This 
is a fantasy, easier to do in a pied-a- 
terre," Alidad says. “But for me, the 
practical side is more important than 
anything else. If you haven’t thought 
out the function, you could make a 
Faberge room and it wouldn’t work,” 

Alidad's attention to detail begins 
with the interior architecture. “The 
.structure of a room or a house mu,st 
be as balanced and as perfect as I can 
get it,” he says. Jib doors, for instance, 
replace real ones, so the walls are seam
less and enhance the decor.

Alidad aims for a look that appears to 
have been in residence forever, a multi
layered mix-and-mismatch of elements 
and periods that requires an expert 
eye. Unable to find the right-sized 
antique daybed for the red lacquer 
Chinese boudoir. Alidad designed his 
own, had it aged, then covered it with 
modern fabric that contrasts with pil
lows made from seventeenth-century 
French needlepoint. Exquisite fabrics 
play an integral part in his layering. Tire 
former director of Sotheby’s Islamic
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The sitting room's jewel-toned 
wells, in Lelievre's Grignan in 
Topaze, through Stark Pabric,
make a vibrant backctrop
for handsome antiques and
layers of lush fabrics. Venetian
Rococo gilt-wood mirror
and candle sconces, ca. 1750,
add drama when placed in
front of an Aubusaon Louis XV
tapestry. A sofa in Pierre
Prey's Orsay linen aelvet in
Jaune, with custom fringe and
rosettes by GJ Turner & Co.,
London, complements a side
table covered in Pierre Prey's
Granada in Grenat.^from
the Alidad collection. Louis XV
Nogaret fauteuils have their
oripnal woven falpestry.





arts and textiles department, Alidad mixes old and new, superimposing a seventeenth- 
century needlework border on a piece of brocatclle above a desk, for example, and plac
ing a portrait on top. He knows how far he can push. “With this sort of decoration," he 
s*^. “what is most daunting is that one step further and the whole thing can collapse. You 
have to be so careful about how far you can go, but I don’t like chickening out."

Furniture and objects span the centuries, from a 1620 portrait of a lady in the court 
of I lenri IV to Alidad’s Velvet Collection gueridon and console. Many pieces, such as a 
pair of LouisXVNogaret fauteuils and a seventeenth-century LouisXIV Genoese gilt- 
wood chandelier, are from a valued collaborator, antiquaire Sylvain L6y'-Alban.

To compensate for relatively low ceilings, Alidad uses oversized pieces such as the sit
ting room’s bold Aubusson tapestry, which covers

Th« dining room, loft, is a vision in one wall from top to bottom. “I call it cosmetic
rad and gold. A vintage velvet architecture,” he says. The master bedroom has a
from Etro covers the chairs, and corner screen that rises to the ceiling and Alidad’s
golden trim accents the red silk slightly mad. Venetian-inspired velvet bedowndamask on the table, which is set

head," which alter the proportions of the room.with Meissen's Blue Onion porcelain.
The climax of the apartment is the leather-walledA Louis XIV Genoese giK-wood

dining room, where you mi^t feel as if you were inchandeliar hangs above. The trompe
I'oail ceiling imitates coffered seventeenth-century Venice. “A pied-a-terre is
rosettes popular in the 16th and about entertaining and having fun, and this room is
17th centuries. aAlidad designed the the height of it,” Alidad says. “My rooms arc all
master bedroom’s headboard. about atmosphere, You are transported to a differ-
above, in red velvet with damask

ent era. Life can be full of unhappiness. It’s wonder-details. The fabric on the walls
ful to have these seconds of magic.was cut and manipulated to create
Jean Bond Rafferty is a writer based in Paris.the desired pattern and scale.
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Multiple Layers Alidad doesn't shy awav fmm bold 
statements, layering exquisite patterns and textures in his interiors, 
while making everything look effortless. For the sunny sitting 
room, he chose a golden velvet for the tufted sofa, put it in front 
of an ovcrsi55cd Aubusson Loui.s XV tape.stry depicting exotic 
Indian birds and trees, and paired them both with a round side 
table covered in his (trenada fabric for Pierre Frey.

Candlelight .simple lighting can dramatically alter a room’s 

atmt)sphere. In the over-the-top dining room, candles not 
only create the perfect mood for intimate dinner parties, but also 
evoke seventeenth- and eighteenth-century lighting, There are 
grand candelabra on the main table, and a pair of mahogany 
candlesticks sit next to Mei.sscn tureens on a small service table 
that is covered in a rich crimson velvet edged in golden tassels.

TRADE SECREi;S Using legerdemain and oth

Damask Seventeenth-centuiv damask.s were often woven 
on narrow looms, so several pieces liad to be joined together to 
cover a large area. Although modem, wider fabric was used 
for the sitting room's walls, Alidad added thin gold metal braids 
that give the impression of hiding seams, A Ixmis XI V-.srvlc 
sconce by Bagues, ca. 1920, with dripping crystals, adds another 
lavish layer to the room and softens the vertical lines.
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Hidden Storage Some detaib are not as obvious as others. 
Alidad considers flow and functionality even more important 
than elaborate decorative elements. With a small apartment and 
limited storage space, it is necessary to make every inch count. 
Although this transitional passageway appears to be primarily 
decorative, with magnificent faux parquetry and marquetry, the 
wall panels conceal cupboards w'herc dishes and glasses arc stored.

Aging The Chinese boudoir, with exotic narrative scenes 
and opulent antiques, was designed to provoke curiosir,'.
To preserve this air of intrigue. Alidad regildcd a pair of new 
sconces to make them appiear more weathered, and placed them 
above a custom daybed he designed especially for the space.
That piece was then lacquered, aged, and accented with cushions 
made from a seventeenth-century needlepoint valance.

icks in his fomiidable arsenal. Alidad creates a shcmplace for the senses

TrOMPE L’OEIL The parquetry in this passageway is actually 
rrompe I'oeil painting. To connect two very rich spaces— 
the sitting room and the dining room—Alidad, inspired by an 
eighteenth-century French commode, came up with a design 
that depicts cubes, stripes, and links in various colors and grains 
of inlaid wood. The artist who painted the walls also created 
trompc I'oeil marquetry on the floors and ceiling.

Chinoiserie Oriental motifs are rendered in white and 
yellow gold on the Chinese boudoir’s rich red lacquered walls. 
Scenes depicting figures among bamboo pavilions, parasols, 
and lacy foliage represent various continents and give the 
unsuspecting visitor a glimpse of the opulence to come. Mirrors 
around the doors and on the walls give the illusion of a bigger 
room, and carefully positioned candlc.s .softly light the space.





AT^fiough filled with modern
furnishings, the interiors

e warm and inviting
:o the intense browns
reds of the walls and

i.f^ndance of dark 
wood. Caleb Negron and his 

X-- 9^s- opposite page, read
tog^her in the living 

"iMn Mother view of the living
room.

t,4bis page. Negron
ided to backlight the large

tree to make it stand
:om the earth-toned

Is. The antique Moroccan
NMing horse is a playful

irpoint to more serious,





between comfort and style can be
challenging, especially in a city like
Milan, where historic architecture
stands alongside some of the most
visionary, trendsetting fashion
houses in the world. When Robert
Tricfiis, executive vice president
of worldwide communications at
Giorgio Armani, and his partner.
Caleb Negron, were apartment
hunting, it took them nearly two
and a half years to find just the right
place. “When I first walked in, I
fell in love with the high ceilings.
the three exposures, and the abun
dance of natural light,” Negron says
of the apartment they eventually
found and which he decorated.

They wanted a place well suited
to a family, as they have two sons,
Matteo, 7, and Roman, 3. “The
children need to act and behave
like children; they need to feel at
ease in every room," Negron says.
explaining that comfort and prac
ticality were top priorities. But
so were elegance and style. The

Soft dramatic lighting—a Vanini floor
lamp. Verner Panton's Pun 2 table lamp,
and an Oty Box 63 wait lamp—illuminates
the living room, which includes a pair
of three-legged chairs by Hans Wegner;
PlexPorm's Groundpiece sectional in
Toscana, accented with a brown throw
and a striped pillow from Armani/Casa;
a bespoke daybed; and a tray table
in mahogany and red leather, also by
Armani/Casa. Photographs are propped
up on ledges, making it simple to
change the display of the collection.
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Daringly dark furnitui:'e works well in rooms tl

finished apartment is simultaneously cozy and stylish. Warm, saturated tones of red and 
brown were used for the walls, while the floors were painted a brilliant white. “When 
Robert and I lived in New York, our apartment was stark white—walls, furnishings, 
everything,” says Negron. “While visiting places in Milan, we found splashes of bold 
color everywhere. I thought I would give that a try."

Negron turned to Mimosa International, a specialist painting company based in Varese 
and New York City that inspired him to try the Marmorino effect, which involves apply
ing many layers of colored plaster to the wall, followed by a layer of wax that is then 
polished. The choice of colors, Negron says, was inevitable: “I have always had a passion 
for chocolate brown. My first car was brown, and my first dog was a chocolate Lab.”

Although the living room walls were done in a rich, textured brown, the master 
bedroom is an intense red. “I use red in a lot of my decorating, and this particu
lar one looks elemental and organic,” Negron says. He offset the darkness of both 
rooms with hazy backlighting to create an environment that can be either soft or 
dramatic, depending on one’s mood. The gleaming white floors are a mixture of resin

A d««p red well in the 
kitchen, above, connects the 
Greek paintings in the 
hallway with the chocolate 
brown dining room.
Cherner stools in ebony and 
chrome line the bar and 
workspace, created by 
Valcucine. Red Coconutrug by 
G.T. Design. ■ Romeo Sozzi’s 
Dumbo table and Caffi 
chairs go well with a patchwork 
cowhide rug. Untit/ed by 
Wang Tong (2006) adds an 
unexpected blue note.
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and cement. Since natural light floods the 
apartment. Negron added dark furniture 
to contrast with the brightness of the 
floors. His wood of choice for furniture 
is wenge, because “it gives a rich feeling to 
the atmosphere of a room.”

the living room, a potted palm 
and an antique Moroccan rocking 
lelp soften the modernism of the 

space,” he says, adding that “the rocking 
horse makes the setting more playful. The 
children don’t hesitate to hop on and go 
for a ride whenever they want.” Negron 
has added other informal touches, too; he 
frequently places art— including an exten
sive collection of photographs, with works 
by Richard Avedon, Irving Penn, David 
LaChapelle, and Nan Goldin—on ledges 
rather than on the walls. “I feel like the 
look is less contrived and gives the room a 
more laid-back mood," he says.

It was a longing for domestic tran
quillity that led Negron to decorate in a 
way that represented both Triefus’s style 
and his own: “Robert has a sophistication 
and elegance that comes across so natu
rally. I have a more eclectic and eccentric 
way about me.” It has turned out to be a 
winning combination. □

IN THE DETAILS

TRADE SECRETS
Colored Plaster Walls Although Triefus and Negron wanted dark walls, they were determined that the 
mood of the apartment not be drab. Mimosa International solved the dilemma with its Marmorino finish, a simple 
plaster made from lime paste applied in multiple layers with a metal trowel. The complex patina that emerges 
is paradoxically both dark and vivid.
The Long Narrow Sconce “rm not a fan of overhead lighting unless it's in the kitchen.” Negron says, explaining 
why he spent a good bit of effort researching alternative options for the living and dining areas. Me eventually 
discovered the Oty Box 63 light, designed by Eugenio and Andrea Pamio. It's a long, narrow sconce that, when 
Fixed along the ceiling, softly highlights the walls with a warm glow.
Brilliant White Floors Negron spent a lot of time considering the floors. Black-stained hardwood seemed 
too dramatic, and cement too cold. When he was introduced to Cementix, a durable surface of resin and 
cement, he saw a solution. As a contrast to the deeply hued walls, he says, “the continuous flow of white going 
through the whole apartment feels clean and pure."
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Thie bathroom's graphic brown and white palette is
clean and fresh. The rounded forms of Boffi's
Adda sink and a basin from Plaminia's lO series
complement the thick custom wen^e wood counters
and shelves. The photographs are by Burt Sun.
■ Negron's love of striking colors inspired the bedroom's
palette, this page. Vernar Panton’s sweet Flower
Pet table lamp in black sits on a nightstand by
Cappeilini. The bed was re-covered in a white leather
that stands out boldly against the rich red walls.



Links of a Tutti Prutti br«c*l«t.
this page, from Cartier's rtew Indi
Mysterieuse collection, showcase
rubies, enrteralda. and sapphires
carved in the shapes of fruit.
Flowers, and leaves. "A vintage
Tutti Prutti watch, opposite
page, made ca. 1929. features an

» emerald watch face crystal.



CARTtH?'S r^6W LINE GIVES RaJ STYLE A MODERN TWIST. DESIGN WORtD/TkkE



LOBALIZATION HAS BROUGHT

THOUGHTS OF INDIA WAFTINcl

INTO THE CULTURAL ZEITGEIST.

But when Jacqueline Karachi—head of Cartiers high-end jewelry design 
studio—started work on the house’s new Indian-inspired collection, Inde 
Mystericusc, she was initially stricken with panic. “There have been so 
many incredible, fascinating pieces based on India,” she says. “You feel a lit
tle daunted. It’s difficult to come up with something new and different.” 

The pressure to be original that Karachi felt came not so much from 
the work of other jewelry firms as from the history of Cartier itself. 
Among super-luxe jewelers, Cartier has perhaps the oldest and strongest 
links to the subcontinent. Some of the company’s most spectacular con
fections were produced for the maharajas between the two World Wars.

The Indian princes were among 
the earliest fans of the Tank watch. 
They also brought troves of gems to 
Cartier to be mounted in platinum, 
“They were crazy about everything 
modern and were attracted by our 
innovative, pioneering style,” says 
Pierre Rainero, the firm’s image, 
style, and heritage director. For the 
Maharaja of Kapurthala, Cartier 
created a stunning pagodalike 
tiara. The Maharaja of Nawanagar 
entrusted the company with a col
lection of emeralds that was said to 
be unequaled in the world. The most 
important commission, however, 
came from the Maharaja of Patiala, 
who ordered a five-string necklace 
that incorporated some 2,930 dia

monds, including the famed 234.69-carat De Beers 
diamond. The necklace took three years to execute 
and weighed some three and a half pounds. In 1938, 
journalist Rosita Forbes tried the piece on, marvel
ing that the necklace “covered half my person with 
streams and lakes of diamonds.”

The firm’s bonds with the maharajas were estab
lished in 1911, when Jacques Cartier (a grandson 
of the house’s founder) traveled to India for the 
Delhi Durbar—a celebration of King George V of 
Britain’s coronation as Emperor of India. In photos 
from that trip, you see Cartier at the races, golf
ing, and negotiating with gem merchants. “He was 
determined to capture the most beautiful stones for 

■’ Cartier,” Rainero says. An office was opened in the 
Indian capital and a trading post established in Bombay.

The House of Cartier brought home not only precious stones from India 
but also myriad aesthetic ideas. The firm’s archives contain sketches of 
nineteenth-century pieces inspired by motifs from Mogul architecture and 
miniatures, but Indian influences truly came to the fore in the Art Deco 
period, Brooches and pendants mimicked the forms of (Cont. on page i8<})

Clockwise from top: Feshion kon
Daisy Fellowes is undeniably chic in a Tutti
Frutii necklace, created lor her in )936.
a Sitting atop the design sketch for
the piece, a necklace in the shape of a tiger,
from the Inde Mysterieuse collection,
is rendered in yellow gold, ready to
be inset with yellow diamonds, onyx, and
emeralds. ■ The Maharaja of Patiala.
who in the 1930s commissioned a necklace
that incorporated 2.930 diamonds, 
including the 234.69-carat De Bears 
diamond. "Strings of sapphires highlight 
a necklace from the Inde Mysterieuse 
collection. A cabochon-cut emerald hangs 
at the bottom. ■ An assortment of tools, 
gems, and settings, opposite page, at the 
Cartier Paris workshop.
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THE LIGHT HOUSE
When Zem Joaquin refurbished her northern California home, she



ERYTHING TO SOFTEN ITS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT-BUT WITH REMARKABLE PANACHE

woncIer[and that is northern 
>. California, Zem Joaquin found a house.
\ The former Milan fashionista is now 
\ a House if Gardev cco-editor and the 
\ editor in chief of ecofabulous.com. 
I Givcnherpassionforbeautiful.su-stain- 
j able design, the house (built in 1965 by 
/ a naval architect) takes eco-chic to a 
/ new level. It is gorgeously green, The 

y sensibility is extravagantly elegant yet 

environmentally sound. The rooms are 
—renewably rich in textures and colors and 

reflect a .sense of humor while doing the right thing. 
“ It becomes addictive." she says of the greening of her life, 
which started in Europe, where she needed no car and 
u.sed no plastic grocery bags. “You start by making one 
small change, and it feels good, so you make another."

For Joaquin, green is about keeping her family 
healthy in the face of unseen pollutants; making intel
ligent choices that consider the environmental impacts 
at each stage of an item’s usable life; and adhering to 
the principles of Global Green, the U.S. affiliate of 
Green Cross International, an organization founded 
by Mikhail Gorbachev that is dedicated to stemming 
climate change, eliminating weapons of mass destruction,

and providing safe drink
ing water for all. Joaquin 
sits on Global Green’s U.S. 
board with CEOs, diplo
mats, professors, and activ
ist actors Edward Norton 
and Leonardo DiCaprio.

So when she approached 
remodeling, she wanted 
to reuse whatever she could, 
to source whatever she 
needed locally, and to wow 
skeptics who expected a 
granola aesthetic. “I wanted 
to make this one refined

Reworking what she already 
had. using reclaimed materials, 
and relying on a bevy of 
green sources, Joequin 
created fresh interiors with 
little strain on the environment. 
In the living room, she 
had a Coterie sofa by Ironies 
filled with natural rubber.
A grouping next to the 
fireplace includes an antique 
Indian table from Past Perfect, 
San Praneisce, a Jacques 
Adnet folding chair, and a 
framed Capulet crest from Baz 
Luhrmann’s Romeo • Ju/ict.
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but still connected to nature, so 
that everything has style and is 
sustainable," she says.

And it is. The house accom
modates a changing climate with 
clerestory windows, a design chat 
floods the interiors with light while 
blocking three seasons of sun. The 
bedrooms have a radiant heating 
system beneath the floors, which 
improves the indoor air quality, and 
panels on the roof capture seven 
kilowatts of solar power, which 
is, she says, “a lot." Custom-fitted 
bamboo and silk window cover
ings by Smith ♦ Noble help with 
what she calls sun management. “If 
you can’t find an eco-friendly fab
ric, go with silk," she says, because 
the manufacturing process is less 
environmentally damaging than 
that of other fabrics.

In the kitchen, she kept the original cooking range, a gleaming steel battleship of ovens, burn
ers, and grills. “I cook only about three times a week, so the best thing was to keep it," she says. 
A Viking refrigerator met her standards because it uses less plastic, meaning less “off-gassing” 
than competitors. In went an Asko dishwasher, a water and energy miser, and a foot pedal at the 
kitchen sink to save “amazing" amounts of water. Most of the cabinets arc of wood certified as 
sustainable by the Forest Stewardship Council, as is the rest of the house. The prep counter is 
Eco Cem, a granite replacement made of Portland cement and recycled newspapers. The stylish 
high-rise stools pulled up to the breakfast bar and serving station come from Arper, an Italian 
company that offers vegetable-tanned leather. Tanning traditionally uses chromium, which is a 
potentially toxic substance, but,Joaquin says, “Arper has completed an intensive environmental 
audit, and all of its products are nontoxic by European standards. Most are recyclable.”

To achieve her goals, she compromised. “I wanted to use the minimal amount of new 
wood and to keep whatever we could,” she says. The average new American house uses 15,000 
board feet of lumber. Though she wanted darker floors, by not replacing the existing ones she 
saved 2,500 square feet of new wood. When she stripped away the paint on the beams in the 
kitchen/family room, the procc.ss exposed strong, honey-colored wood that is now burnished 
with beeswax and elbow grease.

As she moved through the remodeling, she found herself retaining more and ripping out 
less. The only change in the laundry room is a Bosch front-loading washer, to save water, and its

Joaquin was dollghttd 
that a Parzlngor contolt from 
UtDIbt fit porftctly in hor 
inaattr bodroom, «bov«.
Adam P, GaU, an artist who 
oftan uaas roclaimad 
matal, mada th* bronx* turtia 
shall and th« curtain rod. 
a In tha living room, oppotita 
paga. antiqua Chinasa 
chair* from Paga»o Gallory 
Intamational, L.A., flank 
Ebonista'a Pari* tabla of 
raclaimad aim. Mand-glldad 
gold'laaf mirror, ca. 1962, from 
Todd Morrill Antiqua*, NYC.
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companion dryer, to save energy. In the bathrooms, existing 
built-in vanities and storage stayed, outfitted with zippy new 
hardware, all of which is recycled.

Yet none of it has the sometimes depressing earnestness of a 
pantry where all the staples are stored in recycled yogurt tubs. 
Stylish area rugs are made of leather scraps from handbag facto
ries. There’s ec%y art by rising stars like Sage Vaughn, a onetime 
skateboarder whose work addresses urban encroachment on the 
natural world. His birds sport gang tattoos on their breasts; the 
shade in forest glades comes from hovering helicopters.

Throughout the house there are important pieces by Jacques 
Adnet, Tommi Parzinger, Paul Laszio, and Alberto Pinto. These 
are mixed with finds from eBay, flea markets, istDibs, and local 
shops like Berkeley’s Trout Farm Antiques, which is the source 
for the custom-made L-shaped sofa in the family room—a piece 
built with natural rubber cushions, reused woods, and organic 
wool. The gigantic built-in television is a leftover from the pre
vious owners; replacing it didn’t make sense for a family that 
watches few programs.

The children’s bedrooms reflect their person
alities and interests. Daughter Zoe decreed pink, 
and it is softly so. Luckily for her mother, the one 
ribbon of colored tile in the bathroom is a rich rasp
berry Son Dylan, a budding marine biologist and

IN THE DETAILS

Trade Secrets
Furniture When Zem Joaquin has a vision, 
she doesn't want to compromise on style 
or principles. So when she couldn’t find 
the L-shaped sofa she wanted for her family 
room, she designed her own: Trout Farm 
Antiques in Berkeley, CA, built an extension 
onto a vintage '50s sofa. Natural tapped rubber, 
which is sustainable, fills the entire piece; cushions 
are stuffed with organic wool.
Floors The bedroom floors are cork, "one of the most 
rapidly renewable building resources in the world," 
Joaquin says, adding that the harvesting process (which 
doesn't damage the trees) supports whole communities 
in Portugal. Cork is also soft underfoot, as well as 
mold- and water-resistant. Cork Concepts offers cork 
planks in custom colors and subtle metallic finishes 
that work with any decor. Joaquin went one step further 
and installed Warmboard radiant heat, an energy- 
efficient alternative to forced air. Cleaning the floors, 
she says, is easy. Method’s Omop and nontoxic floor 
cleaner work very well.
Updating A great way to retain a house's footprint is to 
adapt existing built-in pieces. Joaquin kept the existing 
bathroom vanities and painted them with AFM Safecoat’s 
zero-VOC paint; she replaced the old hardware with 
vintage pulls from Liz's Antique Hardware in L.A.
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] Th« family room has a custom- 
built L-shapad sofa, a rug of 
leather remnants from Twentieth, 
L.A., a vintage coffee table 
from Benjamin Storck Ltd„ San 
Francisco, and a painting by Tim 
Rice for Michelle Bello Fine Art at 
Sloan Miyasato, San Francisco.
2 Roof panels capture 7 kilowatts 
of solar power. 3 sits in her 
room, which is painted in an AFM 
Safecoat pink. A vintage chair 
with zebra-print upholstery adds 
edge. 4 Vintage pieces form a 
vignette between the living and 
dining rooms: Renzo Rutili bench 
from Emmerson Troop, L.A.; 
Tibetan painting from Trout Farm 
Antiques, Berkeley. CA.

DEC

6

5

5 Dylan plays with stuffed
sea creatures in his nautically
themed bedroom. A Speed
Boat bed and trundle from
Pottery Barn Kids and a photo
of the Baltic Sea by Grant
Ernhart from Sarlo Wick, San
Francisco, Kelp set the scer^e.
^ Joaquin's Toyota Prius
makes an eco-statement.
~JRecycled glass tiles glitter
in the guest bathroom.
Sink and shower faucets by
Kallista. 3 Vintage Laszio
dining room chairs were
reupholstered with natural
rubber and Pollack's Carat in
Goldenrod. Art by Catherine
Courtenaye for Michelle Bello
Fine Art at Sloan Miyasato.



The house is often literally green. In the entry, chairs covefi

I

entomologist, combines a nau
tical theme with microscopes 
and an unnervingly admirable 
collection of oversized model 
bugs. Pride of place goes not 
to the boat-shaped bed but to 
three pinned and framed pre
daceous diving beetles.

In the master bedroom. Zem 
and her husband, James, sleep 
on Green Sleep’s king-sized 
multilayered natural rubber 
bed. The rubber is tapped on 
a proprietary tree farm. Hand
picked organic cotton encases layers of moisture-wicking 
wool; the frame Ls made of sustainably harvested wood.

The hou.se certainly looks as if it has met her goal of 
making sustainable stylish. “I’m not perfect," she says, 
“but with everything, I asked myself, I low could I do this 
to make it more good and less bad?"
Elizabeth Btish Hughes is a writer and editor based in San 
Prancisco and New York City.

Zoe stands on a pink retro 
kitchen oven from Pottery 
Barn Kids, above, to look into 
the cutting garden, e Bold 
vintage pieces in the entry, 
right, include armchairs 
reupholstered with natural 
rubber and green silk 
remnants, a vintage table with 
a faux-bois base, a sculpture 
from Benjamin Storck,
Ltd., and nickel lanterns with 
soy candies. Graphic 
curtains from a flea market 
needed no alterations.

$

4
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h LIME-COLORED SILK SIT IN A WINDOW OVERLOOKING LUSH FOLIAGE

houseandgardciix'om See ourLi\'ing Circen page online to read Zcni Joaquin’s tips on how to throw a green event.



THE DESIGN-OBSESSED TRAVELER

Straddling tvvo continents and three
empires, Istanbul is a \isual and cultural melting

pot awash in ornament. But look again:
this historic city is being reborn as a hot spot for

shopping, dining, and modem design

PRODUCEO BY NO£MI BONAZZI PHOTOGRAPMED BY SiMON WaTSON WRtTTEN BY JEN RENZI





ou won’t find many straight lines 
r in Istanbul. The horizon 

is dotted with elegantly tapered 
minarets and the voluptuous, 
enveloping curves of Mimar Sinan’s 
mosques. As you tour the grand 

Ottoman palaces and historical treasures 
of Sultanahmet, it seems that every 
surface is traced with cursive flourishes, 
intricate arabesques, and painstaking 
workmanship. Even the ancient Turkish 
alphabet, to the untrained eye, is a 
hieroglyph of swishes, dots, and painterly 
swirls. And. certainly, conversations 
with gregarious Turks do not often flow in 
a linear route from point A to point B.

Istanbul is a city where ornament and 
unapologetic excess reign-from the Haghia 
Sophia’s gilded mosaics to the filigreed, 
almost Moorish stonework of Beylerbeyi 
Palace’s graceful facade. Yet despite the 
overwhelming attention to minutiae that 
characterizes Byzantine and Ottoman design, 
the city’s rewards are not all so immediate 
or on the surface. Wander slowly through 
the twisty side streets in search of secreted- 
away furniture shops, kilim dealers, and one- 
of-a-kind fashion boutiques. This city is a 
place that offers endless layers of design 
inspiration, all mashed up and reinterpreted 
in its unique, modern way.

Dolmabahce Palace
Pressed up against the shores of the Bosphorus like a grand 
seaside villa, the Dolmabahce Palace was once the sultans’ 
summer home. Highlights of the interiors include carved-wood 
ceilings, 17th-century French furniture, an Egyptian alabaster 
hammam, Sevres porcelain, Ming dynasty vases, silk carpets 
woven in nearby Hereke, and a staircase with carved crystal 
balustrades. Dolmabahce Caddesi. Besiktas. 90-212-227-34-42.

Autoban
The buzz surrounding this four-year-old design studio is well 
deserved. Autoban's work is distinguished by a polyglot, 
old-meets-new sensibility. Partners Seyhan Ozdemir and Sefer 
Caglar seem to have left their imprint on the city’s hottest 
destinations: Vakko’s sleek boutiques. Club 29. branches of the 
Mouse Cafe, and Muzedechanga. an eatery atop the Sakip 
Sabanci Museum. Last year, the design duo opened a gallery 
in the Tunel district to sell their furniture line. Mesrutiyet 
Caddesi No. 64/A, Tunel. 90-212-252-67-97. autoban2i2.com.





The House Cafe
To take the pulse of Istanbul’s booming cafe culture, 
dine at one of this chic and casual chainlet's six 
locations. The House Cafe began with modest 
ambitions in 2002—just a coffee shop in a former 
residence in the bourgeois Nisantasi neighborhood. 
But then all the pretty young things flocked to it, 
and the enterprise took off. Enjoy a late lunch at the 
picturesque Ortakoy outpost after strolling the area's 
quaint cobblestone streets and plazas. The indoor/ 
outdoor cafe has an expansive terrace with views of 
the Ciragan Palace, the Bosphorus bridge, and the 
lovely Mecidiye mosque. If the seasonally driven fare 
seems to suggest nouvelle London cuisine, it's for 
good reason: the head chef is an alum of Jamie Oliver 
and Gordon Ramsay. The stenciled concrete walls 
and angular furnishings are courtesy of design 
gurus Autoban. Yildiz Mahallesi, Salhane Sokak No. 1, 
Ortakoy. 90-212-227-26-99. thehousecafe.com.tr.

Sevan Bicakci
Inspired by Ottoman and Byzantine designs. Sevan 
Bicakci's theatrical baubles are like architectural 
miniatures. Fit for a sultan, the heavily wrought 
intaglio rings, elaborate cuffs, and glittering, kinetic 
earrings feature intricate engraving and gobstopper
sized precious gems like rock quartz and tourmaline. 
We were captivated by hand-carved wood eyeglass 
frames—very chic—and an enameled apple-shaped 
ring with a “bite" taken out of it and inlaid with 
pave diamonds. Adding to the mystique is the 
jeweler’s bare-bones, appointment-only showroom. 
Just outside the Grand Bazaar, it has the feel of a 
speakeasy; visitors are buzzed in and ushered up 
a flight of stairs into what appears to be a fluorescent- 
lit 1970S office space—until you're presented with 
tray after velvet-lined tray of outrageous finery. Gazi 
Sinan Pasa Sokak, Kutlu Han 14/3. Nuruosmaniye. 
90-212-520-45-16. sevanbicakci.com.

irt the Grand

Pasabahce
This venerable tabletop company capitalizes 
on a long history of glassmaking in the region, which 
was revitalized in the l930s as part of Ataturk's 
efforts to beef up modern manufacturing. The 
brand is universally loved for its mix of affordable 
finds and limited-edition vases, glasses, and 
service pieces in a variety of styles. Check out 
Pasabahce’s black glass vases traced with the gold 
strokes of Kuhc script or watery blue turquoise 
glass embellished with old embroidery patterns.
We were particularly taken with pieces that 
abstract and modernize ancient motifs, like a 
handcrafted vase in coiled glass on opal, featuring 
artist Emin Barin's stylized calligraphy. The upscale 
housewares shop is where all the Turkish brides 
do their wedding registries. Numerous locations, 
including Kanyon. pasabahcemagazalari.com.

Vases from Pasabahce include an opal 1
glass pitcher witf^eiieiuel and gold and a
handcrafted vase in-coiled glass on opal.

Topiuvpi Palace
This palace is poised at the very tip of the Golden 
Horn, where Seraglio Point meets the Bosphorus. 
Built by Mehmet II between 1459 and 1465. the vast 
compound served as the Ottoman sultans' main 
residence for four centuries, until it was supplanted



5tain«d-glass windows,
Iznik tiles, and lavish
calligraphy distinguish
the paired pavilions
in the harem of
Topkapi Palace,







Zarif Mustafa

by the more modern Dolmabahce Palace. Sprinkled throughout 
the lush estate are ornamental fountains and grandiose pavilions, 
such as the divan where business meetings were once 
conducted and a labyrinthine harem that housed more than 
a thousand women. Spend a day exploring the prized 
collections of Ottoman textiles, Iznik tiles, Chinese ceramics, 
porcelain, and Imperial costumes. And while the sumptuous 
interiors may inspire you to dress accordingly, stash 
the stilettos-it's a ten-minute walk just to get from the front 
gate to the main entrance. Babihumayun Caddesi,
Sultanahmet. 90-212-512-04-S0.

Asli Tunca
Working from an urbane atelier-cum-shop in Galatasaray- 
Istanbul’s answer to SoNo—Asli Tunca and Carl Vercauteren 
craft exquisite furniture and interiors with a heavy dose of 
old-world grace. Ranging from contemprorary designs to 
modernized reproductions of antiques, their work merges 
divergent sensibilities: the northern austerity of Vercauteren's 
native Antwerp (where he worked for the famed landscape 
design firm Wirtz) coupled with the warmth and sensuality of 
Tunca's Turkish roots. While their atelier is stunning in its 
own right-enlivened with contemporary art, silk textiles, and 
even fashion accessories of their own design—it doesn't 
hurt that the proprietors bring a note of sex appeal, too: she 
could be mistaken for a Turkish Sophia Loren, and he has the 
dashing good looks of an avant-garde Belgian fashion designer 
Nuru Ziya Sokak No. 34, Galatasaray. 90-212-251-70*57.

Zarif Mustafa Pasa Yali
A cruise or ferry across the Bosphorus is the best way to 
enjoy the historic yalis dotting its shores. These often 
fanciful timber-frame villas were built as summerhouses for 
governors and other members of the Ottoman elite; 
they're the Turkish version of the Venetian palazzo. The earliest 
remaining examples, dating from the 17th century, are 
distinguished by traditional cumba bay windows and wood-slat 
facades painted in Ottoman rose, a distinctive pinkish 
red hue. Other versions, such as the one owned by Demet 
Sabanci Cetindogan and her husband, Cengiz Cetindogan, 
reflect an increasing interest in European architecture.
Sabanci Cetindogan. scion of one of the city’s most prominent 

industrialists, has carefully restored the early-i8th-century 
Ottoman mansion that is said to have been built on the 

ruins of an ancient Byzantine monastery.

Hotel Empress Zoe
Wandering into the Empress Zoe, you might think you've 
happened upon a private archaeological museum—which isn't 
too far from the truth. The intimate, 25-room hotel is carved 
out of a series of historic town houses and overlooks the ghostly 
ruins of a 15th-century Turkish hammam. The lobby is outfitted 
with ancient urns, crumbling antiquities, and remnants of 
the city's Byzantine walls, and each of the 25 rooms is kitted 
out in a unique assemblage of Ottoman and Asian textiles, 
antiques, and Islamic folk art. In warmer months, buffet breakfast 
is served in the resplendent stone courtyard. The hotel is 
also incredibly well situated, poised at the crossroads of Topkapi 
Palace, the Blue Mosque, and the Maghia Sophia. Its namesake 
was one of the only women to rule ancient Byzantium, the 
wife of emperor Constantine IX (one of her many husbands). 
Rooms from 75 to 225 euros. Akbiyik Caddesi, Adliye Sokak 
No. 10, Sultanahmet. 90-212-518-25-04. emzoe.com.

Cemi/e Bastimar Islak is an invaluable tour guide for all aspects 

of Istanbul. E-mail: cemilebastimarislak@yahoo.com.



A contemporary touch in a
traditionally parceled room of
the Zarif Mustdfa Pasa uali.
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Artist and designer Madeline Weinrib
loves to scour Istanbul’s under-the-radar kilim dealers, 
Ottoman textile collections, and sources lor exotic handmade 
fashions. These finds often inspire the furnishings in her 
penthouse atelier at New York’s ABC Carpet & Home.

Tesvikiye + Nisantasi
GONUL PaKSOY is a Turkish icon. She collects antique Anatolian 
textiles and Ottoman embroidery and stitches them into clothes 
and housewares: shoes, slippers, handbags, pillows. She also 
carries a fabulous selection of cookbooks, as well as antique 
Ottoman towels that she hand*dyes. She has two stores in 
Tesvikiye, across the street from each other—one for clothes, one 
for accessories. Atiye Sokak No. 6A, Tesvikiye. 90-212-261-90-81. 
APK Butik For contemporary fashion inspired by old Turkish 
garments, I love Ark Butik. I've bought caftans and Ottoman- 
style pants there. The pieces are modern interpretations of ancient 
styles. Ihlamur Yolu, Nur Apt. No. 5, Tesvikiye. 90-212-225-94-56.
EV* Yael Mesulam Manzakoglu studied at Parsons in New York 
before returning to Istanbul and launching EV», a collection 
of beautiful linens. Her work is quite refined, including delicate 
linen nightgowns and terry cloth towels with embroidery 
based on ancient Iznik tiles. You will not find these anywhere 
else in the world. Ihlamur Yolu, Albayrak Apt. No. 9/3,
Nisantasi. 90-212-232-17-58.
BEYMEN All the locals shop at Beymen, a luxury department 
store. The company recently opened a home store spin-off 
nearby, which carries all the best Turkish brands, like Gaia & Gino 
and Vakko. Abdi Ipekci Caddesi No. 23/1, Nisantasi. beymen.com.tr.

Grand Bazaar + Sultanahmet
Sofa Apt & Antiques This store, just outside the Grand Bazaar, 
is usually the first one I visit. It is beautifully curated, with 
a mix of antiques and contemporary art and objects. Antiquing 
can be tough in Istanbul because of the good fakes on the 
market; at Sofa you are buying the real deal. Nuruosmaniye 
Caddesi No. 85, Cagaloglu. 90-212-520-28-50. kashifsofa.com.
OERVIS In the Grand Bazaar, check out Dervis for luxe bath 
accessories like vintage copper hammam dishes and huge, plush 
towels. Grand Bazaar. Keseciler Caddesi No. 33-35. Eminonu.
90-212-514-45-25- dervis.com.

IZNIK Classics I flip over iznik Classics' ceramics in the Grand 
Bazaar. Colorful dishes are everywhere in Istanbul, but it’s very, 
very hard to find ones like these that are lead-free and have such 
beautiful painting. The new designs are based on old patterns 
and are not inexpensive. Grand Bazaar. Ic Bedesten. Serif Aga Sokak 
No. 18/21. 90-212-520-25-68. iznikclassics.com.
GEPSON Souvenir I like Gerson Souvenir, also in the Grand Bazaar, 
For antiques, miniatures, books, old icons, and carpets. Grand 
Bazaar, Cevahir Bedesten, Serif Aga Sokak N0.II5. 90-212-527-79-17. 
Spice Bazaar Visit here for little gifts like rose water, dried figs, 
saffron, and organic Turkish apricots. I always bring back caviar 
from Istanbul. The trick is to use cold packs that chill perishables 
for 24 hours. Cami Medani Sokak. Eminonu.
MehmET CeTINKAYA Gallery This is the place to buy old suzanis 
in perfect condition-with prices to match. I have one that's so old and 
worn that only the edges are left; it looks like fConf. on page iSsJItems by Ank Levy,

Andre* Putman.
and Karim Rashid for
Gaia & Gino. K7* houscandgaalcn.com l.ook online for more \icws of i.stanbul.



Kanyon
The Istanbul skyline boasts a tew
striking pieces of modern architecture,

Kanyon complexincluding the new
in Levent. the main business district.
Designed by Los Angeles firm Jerde
Partnership, the grouping of sinuously
curved buildings includes an office

tower, luxury apartments, and an upscale
retail hub. Developed by the Sezacibasi

group, who also spearheaded the city's

first modern art museum, Kanyon was
conceived as a modern interpretation of

the ancient bazaar. And it succeeds.
inviting heavy foot traffic and a diverse
mix of shoppers to this neighborhood.



AMERICAN HISTORY
A VIRGINIA GARDEN MAINTAINS ITS NATIVE PAST, INCLUDING MAGNIFICENT BOXWOC



WRITTEN BY Jane GadmeyPHOTOGRAPHED BY CHRISTOPHER BaKERRODUCED BY CHARLOTTE M. FriEZE

Landscape architect Charles J. Stick 

transformed a dilapidated Vii^inia 
garden into a series of verdant 
rooms off a central axis. From 

the rose gardert-also called the 

“garden of the four seasons,” after 

its Italian limestone statuary- 

terraces lead down to a sweeping 

view of the surrounding farmland. 

4 large basin of water, bordered 
with American boxwood, gives 

a reflective dimension to the space.

'JD SEAMLESSLY GRAFTS ONTO IT TME STRUCTURE AND PALETTE OF EUROPEAN GARDENS



hen Charlie and 
Mary Lou Scilheimcr 

took possession of 
their Virginia house, 

Mount Sharon, in 1995, 
the garden was negligible and curiously 
inappropriate for an elegant 1937 
Georgian Revival brick house. It 
appeared as if there never had been 
much of a garden, since the original 
homeowner lived most of the year 
in Cleveland and planned to come 
to Mount Sharon only for the foxhunt
ing season. But the property sits on 
600 acres of glorious farmland and 
has many beautiful old trees and, more 
surprising, a prodigious amount of 
American boxwood planted near the 
house. This hedging, some of it more 
than 15 feet high, dates to 1900, when 
an earlier house occupied the site. The 
Scilheimers—he is much involved with 
land conservation, and she is a serious 
gardener— recognized that the challenge 
was how to save this horticultural trea
sure and create a garden in keeping with 
the period of their house.

The couple, who have a particular 
affection for Dumbarton Oaks and 
have frequently visited gardens in 
England, France, and Italy, envisioned 
a garden that would combine the for
mal elements of Italian structure with 
the tapestried color of the best English 
herbaceous borders. Their wish list 
included a fountain, a gazebo, a knot 
garden, and at least one pergola where 
the roses would look as good as those 
Marv Lou had seen in Provence. An

Th« boxwood p«rt«rr» incorporatos 

traditional annuals within a latticawork of 

clippod 8uxus 'Gr*«n G*m.' Por th« terraca's 

slopes. Stick chose Liriop* spicata as an 
understated contrast to the formality of the 

garden. Lush pink and white roses peek 

over the top of a yew hedge where one of the 

rose garden's pavilions is also visible. The 
roof of the main house can be seen on the far 

right, just beyond the wall of old boxwood.
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Prom the rear of the main residence, the

central axis, defined by old American boxwood.

stretches the entire length of the garden.

Stick brought in 12-foot-tall plants to fill in the

holes and added newer English boxwood

in the foreground to preserve the hall-like quality.



experienced plantswoman (“It’s 
in my blood or genes,” she says), 
she informed her husband of 40 
years that this would be "the last 
garden of this marriage,” There 
was therefore all the more reason 
to find a landscape architect who 
could help them create a garden 
respectful of the historical integ
rity of the house and its agricul
tural topography. Charles J. Stick 
was an inspired choice: he lives 
in Virginia, is drawn to historical 
restorations, and shares the cou
ple’s love of European gardens.

He immediately responded 
to the mature boxwood hedg
ing, two rectangles intersected 
by a brick path that formed 
the main axis at the back of the 
house. He was equally charmed 
by the path itself, and his plan 
integrates it and the hedging. 
Inspired by Villa Cetinale near 
Siena, Stick made a series of 
garden rooms on cither side of 
the brick path, those closest to 
the house set within the original 
boxwood rectangles. Visitors 
approach each room from the 
path and glimpse the landscape 
stretching bevond.

The genius of Stick’s design is 
that while structurally simple and re.spcctful of the original hedging, it allows for many 
planting styles and offers an element of surprise, since the rooms are really not visible 
until you enter them. A flight of steps separates a garden of hydrangeas, azaleas, tree 
peonies, and camellias from a spring garden with tulips, daffodils, f)eonies, fritillaries, 
allium, and .spirea that occupies one of the original rectangles. Farther on, the path 
opens onto a tapis vert garden bordered by rows of pleached hornbeams. A large double 
perennial border garden is next, and leads to the enclosed ellipse garden and pavilion.

Work began in 2000. The boxwood hedging was added to and replaced where needed; 
the path was straightened and extended to 450 feet. The choice of plants became agenuine 
collaboration between Mary Ix)u Seilheimer and Stick. "Unlike many of my clients, .she is 
a great hands-on gardener,” he says. The rose garden, known as the "garden of the four sea
sons" for its statuary, is the largest garden room, with two formal square parterre beds and 
two pergolas, lavishly planted with A'lary Lou’s favorite roses, which bloom in profusion.

“The design seems obvious now,” Charlie Seilheimer says, “but it certainly didn’t when we 
first saw the property. That is the mark of a good designer.” What most pleases Stick is that 
while the garden reflects the restrained and gracious architecture of the house, its unmis
takably European overtones add a delightful .sophistication to the Piedmont countryside. 
Jane Garmey lives in New York City and Connecticut. She is the author o/The Writer in 
the Garden (Algonquin) and Great British Cooking: A Well-Kept Secret (NarperCoUins).

An atricl hedge of Corpinus 
betu/us set within a bonwood hedge 
defines the topii vert, this page.
The entire lawn can be covered 
with a tent for outdoor entertaining. 
■ The rose garden includes at 
least 20 of the clients' favorite roses. 
Clematis and 'New Dawn' and 
‘Z^phirine Drouhin' roses, opposite 
page, flourish in the arbor, which 
was designed by Stick and built 
by Rick Wyatt of Gaston & Wyatt, 
Charlottesville, VA. The garden's 
well-proportioned plan also features 
a pair of pavilions, simple water 
features, and formal parterre beds.
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Nuts & Bolts
AT THE HEART OF BUILDING A HOME BY Damaris Colhoun

4 V

Mixed Moldings
Blended Details “Eclectic" is the word of

the moment in decoration. The Toronto-based 
architectural wood carving company Art for 
Everyday is bringing that mix-and-match 
sensibility to interior architecture. The firm's 
new Modern Classic Collection comprises 
too modular architectural details—including 
moldings, capitals, panels, columns, corbels, 
and mantels—that designers can use to build 
a custom ornamental pattern that might, 
say, pair a Louis XV-style fireplace surround 
with Robert Adam-esque dentil moldings. 

Man and Machine a prototype detail 
is hand-carved, reproduced by machine, 
then chiseled and sanded by hand for 
a final touch. The collection features stock 
patterns and woods, but custom designs 
and exotic woods are also available.
For Soroush Mahmoodi. Art for Everyday’s 
applications specialist, the challenge is 
bridging "technology with the artist’s touch."

Elements of Style The collection.

which is sold unstained to the trade, is a tight 
mix of archetypal "shapes, textures, and 
figures found in Western architecture." from 
neoclassical and Egyptian Revival motifs to 
Rococo and modernist ones, Mahmoodi says. 
“We offer elemental designs from different 
periods. The fun part is combining them 
to create something new and unexpected." 
Art for Everyday Inc. afe-inc.com.

TWE SPECIALIST NOUVEAU FaUX
The Paris pied-a-terre decorated by London-based interior designer Alidad 
(“Fantastic Voyage," page 134) contains numerous examples of classic trompe I’oeil 
(translation: "fool the eye") painting. What looks for all the world like, say, delicate 

marquetry turns out to have been made with brushstrokes rather than bits of inlaid 
wood. At New York’s Fresco Decorative Painting—a favorite source for intricate 
finishes for American designers-the artisans don’t feel a strong need to pull off 
visual tricks. “Most people think of trompe I’oeil as an exact replica." says Fresco's 
director, Agnes Liptak. ’’Most of our finishes are gestural, more painterly than 
photorealistic. We look to nature for inspiration, but we aren’t slaves to it.”

Reference Work At the Fresco atelier Adam Seirup, a finish develop 
pulls out a large sample chip from the firm's archives to illustrate Liptak's point. The 
finish-a pale green, creamy wash flecked with brown dashes-was inspired by 
birch bark, though that is not what immediately comes to mind. Designers will give 
Liptak a piece such as a swatch of crocodile skin to use as a reference point 
for a finish, or they might explain what they want by offering a poetic description 
of a cloudy sky. The artisans at Fresco—whose clients include such top retailers 
as Cartier. Chanel. Giorgio Armani, and Bergdorf Goodman—then experiment with 
different materials, colors, and textures (and endure many client meetings) until 
they have perfected the finish. "These days, designers want something that reminds 
them of a natural material, such as stone, but isn’t a duplicate of it," Seirup says. 
“They want something that has its own integrity.” No fooling. Fresco Decorative 
Painting Inc. To the trade. 212-966-OA76. artsparx.com/fresco.htm.

A Agnes Liptak, of Fresco Decorative Painting, with samples of the firm's finishes.

er,
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ISTANBULRAJA ROMANCE
fCont. from page 174) an abstract color-field 
painting. Kucukayasofya Caddesi. 
Tavukhane Sokak No. 7. Sultanahmet. 90- 
212-517-68-08. celinkayagallery.com. 
KaRAVANART Por primitive carpets with a 

modern look, my pick is Karavanart. 
Binbirdirek Mahallesi, Ucler Sokak No. <fh, 
Sultanahmet.
DokTOR AntIK if you love old Ottoman 
textiles, you have to visit the Topkapi 
Palace, It has the most amazing collection. 
If that whets your appetite, go to Doktor 
Antik to buy very beautiful, very old-and 
very expensive-Ottoman textiles, suzanis, 
and caftans. Grand Bazaar, Cevahir 
Bedesten. Serif Aga Sokak No. 9'10-11-12. 
Beyazit. 90-212-522-75-49. doktoranlik.com. 
ORGC TulGA Her necklaces and brooches 
are a beautiful mix of ancient and modern 
inspirations. Some of her work is also for 

sale at Sofa Art & Antiques. Nuruosmaniye 
Caddesi. Alibaba Turbesi Sokak, Peyzullah 
Han No. 21/22, Cemberlitas. 90-212-519-51- 

75. orgetulga.com.

(Corn, from page i$z) traditional turban 
ornament.s; rounded cabochon gems 
and engraved stones became omnipres
ent; and dazzling color combinations 
were the norm. The high point of this 
fad were pieces in which rubies, sap
phires, and emeralds were carved to 
look like berries (and other fruits) and 
flowers. The style, known as Tuni Frutti, 
was most famously employed for a 1936 
Hindu necklace for the trendsetting 
fashion plate Daisy Fellowes. Other 
fans included Doris Duke. Merle 
Oberon, and the Duchess of Windsor.

Tutti Frutti touches are a keynote of 
the new Inde Mystericuse collection. 
“Wc absolutely had to have a nodding 
wink to Daisy Fellowes," Karachi says. 
The line includes a Tutti Frutti neck
lace, brooch, earrings, and bracelet. 
TTiese arc, Karachi says, the most fun 
pieces to create: “Wc lay out the gems 
and play with them like children.”

Other elements in traditional Indian 
jewelry abound in the new collection, 
which contains pieces with names such 
as ADiamond Cobra Coils Up the Arm, 
A Sari of Stones Unfuris, and A Bengal 
Tiger. There are earrings that echo the 
mango motifs found on paisley shawls 
from Kashmir, as well as irregular, hex
agonal emeralds similar to those used 
by Cartier in the 1930s, when they were 
called “barbaric” stones. Several new 
creations incorporate vintage engraved 
stones that originally belonged to a 
maharaja. Modernity comes mainly in 
the form of unexpected color. Karachi 
was also keen to work with gems 
not normally associated with Indian 
jewelry, such as the brown diamond. 

Another artful stroke was to create 
jewelry that reflects the teeming real
ity of Indian life. These pieces com
prise many small, articulated elements 
that move, so that the jewelry seems, 
Karachi says, “full of life."

The designer proudly says that 
Cartier’s production standards have 
slipped not a bit since the days when 
the house was the jeweler of choice 
for the princes of India. “Today we’re 
making pieces of the same quality as 
at that time,” Karachi says. “The new 
collection could definitely be worn by a 
maharani.” No doubt even the Maharaja 
of Patiala would be impressed.

/on Phil/jps is a Paris-based writer.

BEYOGLU + CUKURCUMA
MaVI Istanbul is also a great place to get 
jeans that are quintessentially Turkish. 
Hometown brand Mavi, known for its 
stretchy, sexy denim, is now an international 
phenomenon, but the Istanbul flagship 
store is not to be missed. Mavi Beyoglu, 

Istiklal Caddesi No. 195. mavi.com.
360 Istanbul I love to listen to local 
music during my travels. In Istanbul. I'll 
drop by 360. a nightclub high in the hills of 

Beyoglu. Just nearby is a great music store, 
Sel Kasetcilik. which sells everything from 

new Turkish pop to old Ottoman music. 
They'll even play it for you before you buy 
it. 360 Istanbul, Istiklal Caddesi, Misir 
Apt. K:8 No. 311. Beyoglu. 90-2l2-25l-l042- 
360istanbul.com.
Dodo Antiques Cukurcuma is a 
beautiful neighborhood for walking. It's 
also filled with great shops. I especially 
love Dodo Antiques, where you can still 
find a bargain, and Samdan Antiques, as 
well as Serif Ozkilic for pillows and slightly 
kitschy portraits of sultans. The only catch 
with a lot of the smaller antiques shops in 
Istanbul is that you should bring your 
purchases home with you or have your 
hotel arrange shipping. With some of the 
small shops, you could pay for shipping 
and never receive your piece. Dodo 
Antiques, Cukurcuma Faik Pasa Vokusu 
No. 12/A. Beyoglu. 90-212-292-84-49- 
SuZaNNE Simon Nearby, fashion designer 
Suzanne Simon, an expat New Yorker, 
makes beautiful dresses, blouses, and 
caftans in the lightest cotton, inspired by 
old fabric motifs. She has an atelier that 
is open by appointment. Dr. Omer Besim 
Pasa Caddesi No. 10. Anadolu Hisari. 
90-216-460-0362. suzannesimon.net, □
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Love Learn Locate
Mouse & Garden’s Shopping Guide

WHERE TO BUY WHAT’S IN THIS ISSUE, PLUS A FEW SURPRISES

All retail sources follow. If a company is not listed 
under its corresponding page number, and for 
all fabric sources, see To the Trade: In This Issue.

Katherine Houston Porcelain. Gloss: lip lacquer 
in Capucine. $23, Nars. narscosmetics.com.
Place mat: Small Moon mat. $294. Ochre. NYC. 
2t2-4l4-4332 Bottle: Rose Water, $50. Santa 
Maria NoveHa, at Lafco New York. Wcony.com. 
66 Tablet Barley Twist Hunt, SS70, Pierre 
Deux, pierredeux.com. Bangles: Onyx 
Leoparado Collection bangle, $9,S70. Fantasia 
cuff, $72,OCX3, White Leoparado Collection 
bangle, $13,200. Roberto Coin, robertocoin.com. 
BoW: Soul small bowl, $45, Armani/Casa. 
armanicasa.com. Necklace: 1940s antique 
gold-tone snake chain tassel necklace, $445. 
Seedhouse. seed(S>seedinc.net. Carafe:
Gabriella small carafe. $142. Juliska. juliska.com. 
70 Trade Secrets Designers: Michael Smith. 
Santa Monica, CA. 310-315-3018. Helene Aumont. 
Europa Design, Santa Ynez, CA. S05-884-0440. 
Ed Ku. Coffinier Ku. NYC. 212-715-9699- Charlotte
Barnes Interior Design & Decoration, Greenwich
CT. 203-622-6953. Jamie Drake. Drake Design 
Associates. NYC. 212-754-3099- John Christensen, 
partner at the Charlotte Moss Tovmhouse Shop. 
NYC, 212-308-7088. Alessandra Branca, Atelier 
Branca. Chicago. 312-787-6123. Diana Kellogg 
Architects. NYC. 212-43M710. Joe Nye Inc., West 
Hollywood. CA. 310-550-7557 Thomas Jayne 
Studio, NYC. 212-838-9080. Robert Couturier & 
Assoc., NYC. 212-463-7177 Katie Ridder Interiors, 
NYC. 212-779-9060. Steven Gambrel, S. R. 
Gambrel. Inc., NYC. 212-925-3380. Eric Hughes 
Interiors. NYC. 2l2-352-T6t5. Emma Jane 
Pilkington Fine Interiors, NYC. 212-644*0248. 
Scott Salvator. Inc., NYC. 212-861-5355. 
Christopher Maya. Inc.. NYC. 212-772-2480. 
Martin Horner. Soucie Horner, Chicago. t>

DESIGN HAPPENING 
3A Sculpture: Tosco (2006). by Forrest 
Myers. Vaae: Grand Salt Crystal, $6,500. 
Michele Oka Doner for Steuben, steuben.com. 
42 Armchair: available at Christina Grajales 
Inc,. NYC. 212-219-9941. Art: Brand New 
Shit (2002). by Quisqueya Henriquez. courtesy 
of the Bronx Museum of the Arts.
DOMESTIC BLISS
47 At Home With .., Harry Slatkin, NYC. 212- 
759-36OO. slatkin.com. 48 Bed: Louisa, $749 for 
king-sized. Ballard Designs, bdllarddesign5.com. 
60 Vanity Perfume; Annick Goutal's limited- 
edition Eau d'Hadrien butterfly bottle. $250. Saks 
Fifth Avenue. 53ksfifthavenue.com. Pitcher: 
Luciano A406£>, $279. Match, Jersey City, NJ. 201- 
792-9444- matchi995.com. Charger: scallop- 
rimmed A423.O, $174. Match. Throw; wool challis 
with rex trim. $1.195. Adrienne Landau, at Saks 
Fifth Avenue, NYC. 212-940-4960. Shawl: 
embroidered silk and cotton. $400. Ruzzetti & 
Gow, NYC, 212-327-42&1- GofaWl: 18th-century 
lobed goblet in hand-hammered gilt silver, from 
Nuremberg Germany. $12,500, at De Vera. NYC.

47 AT Home With a hand-painted 
wastebasket for Marry Slatkin's seaside home.

Tole Drum, $450, by Golfar & Hughes for 
William-Wayne & Co., NYC. 600-316-3435.

212-625-0838. Amber: $360. Ruzzetti & Gow. 
NYC. 212-327-4281. Shell: Nautilus Frascati.
$600, Ruzzetti & Gow. NYC. Finial: Feather. $40. 
Ruzzetti & Gow. Bracelet: snake cuff with 
Swarovski crystals, $3,190, IradJ Moini. NYC. 212- 
925-5666. Brooches: beetle in agate, $650; beetle 
in labradorite. $565, Iradj Moini, NYC. Tumbler: 
Pearl tumbler, $130. Waterworks. 800-899-6757. 
Brush: blush brush. $40, Yves Saint Laurent, at 
Nordstrom. 868-262-6060. Polish: long-lasting 
nail lacquer No. 26 in Orange Crush. $18. Yves 
Saint Laurent, at Nordstrom. Brush: Chanel 
powder brush. $49- chanel.com. Brush: small 
domed eye makeup brush No. 12, $27. Nars. 
narscosmetics.com. Brushes: powder brush, $55, 
and eye shadow brush. $25. Bobbi Brown. 
bobbibrown.com. 62 Carafe: Isabella carafe in 
green, $120, Juliska.juliska.com. Watch: Cable 
Candy watch with blue topaz and diamonds, 
$2,950. at David Yurman New York and Beverly 
Hills, davidyurman.com. Vase: Blue Danube. $130. 
Portmeirion. 886-778-1471. Shell: gold Spondtilus 
organic bowl, $270. SurEvoiution. vivre.com. Dish: 
Pearl soap dish. $150, Waterworks. 800-899-6757. 
Brush: eyelir>er brush. $20. Bobbi Brown. Frame: 
French period, $38,000, Eli Wilner & Company, 
NYC. 212-744-6521. Bracelet: snake, $22S Kenneth 
Jay Lane. 877-953-5264. Compacts: (from top) 
Yves Saint Laurent Palette Esprit Couture No. 2. 
$57. at Nordstrom. 668-282-6060. Guerlain Parure 
compact foundation with crystal pearls. $58, 
Guerlain, at Saks Fifth Avenue and Neiman 
Marcus, saks.com. neimanmarcus.com. Makeup: 
Blue Peep Fluidline in Flat Deep Blued Teal.
$15, MAC Cosmetics. 600-387-6707- Orange: 
Clarendon Open Orange CLR16, $425. Katherine 
Houston Porcelain, Boston, 888-893-5547- 
Lemon: AHing Single Lemon with Leaves, $47S

Advertisement

/direct

Shopping THE Trade
The following design centers have decorating 
services that can be accessed by the public:

Boston Design Center Designers on call; 
open to the public. 617-358-5062.
Chicago’s Merchandise Mart Only the 
kitchen and bath showrooms are open to the 
public. 800-677-6278.

Decorative Center Houston Referral 
service. 713-961-1271.
Design Center of the Americas. Dania 
Beach, FL Referral service: by appointment 
only. 954-921-7575-
New York Design Center Referral service: 
by appointment only. 212-726-9708- 

New York's D&D Building Referral service: 
open to the public. 212-759-6894.

Pacific Design Center, Los Angeles Referral 
service: open to the public. 310-360-6418.
San Francisco Design Center Ref«ral 
service; open to the public. 415-49O-58S8. 

Seattle Design Center Referral service; 
open to the public, seattledesigncenter.com. 

Washington Design Center Referral 
service; open to the public. 202-646-6100.

VISIT. iSHOP.II CLICK. I 

(Hi,WWW. com

To place an ad please contact 
Co^y Carden

866-241-0366 or 212-630-4579
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l^'osnotion

Stylish Living
5 Conran for Portmeirion' is an innovative range of PorcelainTableware designed by renowned chef and 
:>ok author, Sophie Conran. Beautiful, functional and extremely durable, the collection is microwave, 
asher and freezer-to-oven safe and great for use on electric range tops. In white plus accent pieces in 
)n and Biscuit. 1-888-778-1471; www.portmeirion.com.

berience A World Of Delicious Coffee DON
PWNCISCO'Srancisco's passion for coffee began on the family's 

ean coffee plantation in 1870. The tradition has 
jed by roasting only the top 15% of the world's coffee 
Visit Don Francisco Coffee Traders' online coffee 

and discover the finest selection of specialty coffees 
i wide variety of coffee growing regions. To order 
rdinary coffee, get inspired by delicious recipes, or 
er your favorite beans, visit www.don-francisco.com 
1-800-697-JAVA (5282).

JE
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lest Science 
bkin Care!
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DistinctiveiLastyl-Bx is clinically 
1 to help wipe lines 
/our face and prevent 
i/rinkles from forming, 
ique formulation in- 

1 human Elastatropin' 
Hyaluronic Acid, 

xyl 3000, Argireline 
Selenium. Volunteers 
d DermaLastyl-Bx face 
I twice per day for 42 
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trance of wrinkles, with 
iction of deep wrinkles

ElementsI Go to shopthispage.com
for shopping, gossip and great coupons

stand in Comfort
Love to cook, but hate hard kitchen 
floors? As seen on HGTV's "I Want 
That!", Gel Pro Mats are filled 
with a soft gel material that makes 
standing on even the hardest floor 
a pleasure. Six designer colors with 
the look and feel of woven leather 
in a stain-resistant and easy to clean 
material- Available in 20” x 36" and 
20" X 72" sizes. Proudly made in 
the USA. Makes a great gift for any 
cook, especially those with back 
pain or arthritis. 1-866-GEL-MATS 
(435-6287); www.gelmats.com

Masterpieces From 
Your Photos
Turn your favorite photos into big, fun pieces of art! 
Choose from 40 different designs ranging from Warhol- 
style to fun montages - 
printed large on canvas 
and custom framed!
Prices starting at $128. 
www.photowow.com;
1-800-453-9333

i-n

E
L.V

Q

%
-335-8565;
.dermaiastyl.com

Curls For A Cure!..Win A Trip To NYC!
Win a trip for two to NYC and receive a makeover at the Ouidad salon- 
while making a difference in the fight against breast cancer! Join the Curls 
For A Cure Community at Quidad.com. The member who raises the most 
money will help present the donation check to The Breast Cancer Research 
Foundation! Visit Ouidad.com and click on Curls for a Cure.

Baked Goods!
lucing Baked Collection' Wet/Dry Eye Shadow Luminous Matte by Physicians Formula', a color-coordinated 
f soft matte shades, baked on genuine Italian terracotta tiles. Use "dry" for sheer, soft color or use "wet" for 
atic, long-lasting wear. Available in six luminous combinations. Available at fine drug and discount stores. 
-227-0333; www.PhysiciansFormula.com
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AKAVAR EUROPEAN WEIGHT-LOSS BREAKTHROUGH

New Product UpdateBODY

EAT ALL YOU WANT &
(And we couldn’t say it in print if it wasn’t true!)
AUTOMATIC CALORIC RESTRICTION!

(

Study participants were specifically told not to alter their eating habits and they still lost weight.

Here at last is the news... A major medical breakthrough...
that millions of men ar>d women plagued by ex- has shattered the weight-loss barrier and a new generation of fast-acting caloric restrictors has been bom... but most 
cess fat, flab and cellulite have been significantly, this new generation of potent comp<njr>ds has eliminated diet failure and replaced It with guaranteed 
waiting for. If you need to lose weight... ar»d success. AkSvar-20/50 makes up for years of overeating, years without exercise, years without being able to push

away the extra dessert or midnight snack and, most importantly, years of embarrassment and a lack of self- 
confidence. M's no wonder there's been so much excitement about Akavar-20/S0, as men and women around the 
world, just like you, have already discovered... there's no easier, more dramatic weight-loss compound avail^jle today. 
Vou will not fail this time because the only thing you have to do is remember to take your ea$y-to-swallow Ak^ar- 
20/50 capsules each and every day. That's it! There is nothing else to do, no other diet to buy. Akmar-20/50 wilt do 

everything else for you... automatically... and that's guaranteed. By this time, you've probably heard about Akavar-20/50 

or seen promotional material in newspapers, magazines or on TV. If you've been unable to firx! 
AkSvar-20/50 at your local pharmacy, it's because of the incredible worldwide demand tor this 

patented, breakthrough formula. Your best bet is to order Akavar-20/S0 directly from 
[>ynakor Pharmacat at 1-600-910-1429 or www.AKAVAR2050.com. A fun 60-capsule supply

every weight-loss scheme you've tried has 
failed... it’s time to forget anything and every
thing ^one has ever told you about dieting 
before. This Is not marketing fantasy, this is sci
entific fact, documented by published medical 
findings. But there's more! In recent months, 
thousands and thousands of men and

women around diis country who
have been overweight for years...
have used the AkSvar -20/50
formulation and have experi' is only S39.99.
enced a fantastic and

STOP; Read this before you order!
incredible loss of weight

When ordering any weight-loss formulation, know who you are dealing with. Dynakcwwithout ever “dieting"...
PharmacaT' is a solid, established retail firm you can count on. We are members of the Saltnot even for one day.
Lake City Oiamber of C«nnterce and the prestigious Direct Marketmg Association. WhenFinally, automatic caloric
you dial 1-806-910-1429 (toll free), you wiH reach our own Customer Service Center, not 
some hired order-taking service. When you call for product information, you will speak to 
our trained customer service representatives who are eager to help you and are familiar 
with our fine family of products. (By the way, oiv customer service representatives work at 

our order processing center, corporate and central retail outlet., not some rented 
mailing address.) We keep all your personal information strictly confidential, unlike many 

companies who sell “your" name and addre» to strar>g«s for profit (they cafl it “their" mailtog

restriction is a reality. So
rtow you know, no matter
how much weight you
need to lose... whether ifs
10 pounds or 100 pounds...
you have to start somewhere,
and Akavar-20/50 is the

list). We don't We respect yow privacy arto appreciate your business.fastest easiest, unconditionally
Remember, any guarantee (including those tempting double- andguaranteed way to start you on

triple-your-money-back promises) is only as good as theyour journey to a thinner,
company behind it Dyn^or Pharmacal delivers exactly whattrimmer, slimmer (and much

we promise, and we stand 100% behind our guarantee. Wehealthie*^ body.
wont let you down. (PS. The next time you're in Salt Lake

City, stop by our offices and see what products are
being planned for the future.)

Note: While the [iitblished clinical trial using the activu AL ivor-20/50 compound resulted m^nilicani weiglj^loss WITHOUT diet and exercise, adding a sensinio dietond exercise program to your 
woicjhi-len regunen should only enhonce AkOvor 2060’$ incredible weight-loss power These statcmenMiive not been cvaiuaM Witof()cd.>iiJUHWiWriifRfnnnn Thts'sradueriinof inMMtm 

(hagiwsc. treat, run, or any {hseeae Ml bUMmari-'. art’ the pi Of awnespoctirt ownen, 'O?007 All Rights Rescrvm) BR1t1&3
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STILL LOSE WEIGHT
TM

INTRODUCING... AKAVAR -20/50 “Fastest, Easiest Weight Loss Ever 99

7 Akavor'- 20^0 iiterollv causes excess fat to 
n be pulled from bulging ports of ^our bodvil

As Akdvar'20/50 restricts caloric intake to 
below your daily caloric requirement, you 
literally pull excess fat from oil over your 
body, including your waist, Dips, thighs 
and buttocks (the body's naturol fat 

I storage sites)... leaving your body 
; thinner, trimmer and sexier than 
‘ you ever thought possible.
I Akdvar-20/50 helps draw out 

bulging pockets of fat and 
prevents the further conversion and 
storage of excess fat all over your body.

' This remarkably effective formulation works 
so fast ond is so easy to use that before 
you have time to become discouraged 
you will have lost pounds and inches of 
ugly, hard-to-get-at, figure-destroying fat.

Tests prove virtuollg 100% success ^ 
Thafs right. While no diet pill can possibly ^ 

work for everybody (thafs why there's o money- 
back guarantee), scientific documentation hos 

confirmed that virtually everyone in the study 
who used Akdvar-20/50's active 

compound (23 out of 24 participants. 
FA C T S fo be exoct) lost weight. The research 

results ore staggering. In a con
trolled, randomized clinical triol 

(the only type of proof ac
cepted by both scientific and 

medical communities), doctors tested a group 
of overweight patients. And among those who 

took the active, patented 
Akavar-20/50 compound, 23 

out of 24 people lost a 
substantiol amount 

of weight.

An endrclv rreuj gerterodon g 
of "diet pills" ^

An entirely new generation of 
powerful, foolproof, bio-active 

weight-loss compounds that 
automatically reduce caloric 

intake... eliminating 
traditional dieting, calorie 

counting, strenuous exercise, 
fad diets, supermarket 

"miracle" pills, Japanese 
wonder diets, rubber suits, 

belts, creams or anything else 
you have ever tried before.

THE
; SECRET 
^IS THE 

FORMULA
IRBOUT

RKfiVfifi-20/50 I Do not mistake 

Akavar':20/50 for 

any weight-loss 

product you have 

ever seen advertised 

before. Akav^-20/50 

is a truly revolutionary 

weight-loss 

breakthrough. 

Akavar-20/50 is 

the only weight-loss 

compound that works 

automatically. There 

is absolutely no need 

to count calories, no 

need to consciously 

lower your caloric 

intake, no need 

for expensive, pre

measured meals... 

and no need to 

give up your favorite 

foods! Why? Because 

Akavar-20/50 

reduces caloric 

intake... automatically!

$39.99 FOR A FUU 

6CFCAPSULE SUPPLY.

I2 Akovar'^20/50 will produce on 
n extraordinary, unparalleled loss 

of body weight!
Akdvar-20/50 is fhe perfect 
weight-loss compound for tough 
weight-loss problems. This amazing 
formulation is the result of years 

; of intensive research and scientific 
evaluation. Not one. but a team 
of doctors working in a recognized 
medical university discovered the 
potent caloric-restricting qualities 
of the Akdvar-20/50 formulation,

I and the research team at D^okor 

I Phormacar is proud to have 
' played a major role in bringing 

this new generohon of fast-octing 
caloric restrictors to the general 
public... at an affordable price.

WActmc

A fuU 60-capsule supply is only $39.99

Call 1-800-910-1429 or visit 
www.AKAVAR2050.com

LOSE POUNDS & INCHES! GUARANTEED!

CALL 1-8(XM>10-1429

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE As wUh 'ofl odflAOTBPPIWti6i&3spv»-2060

DonJons no line print cf misleadng toms. Simply Scitol, A ytxj use AlowT-?OSO twl rto not see tie suhsknW vwlr 
rnpoasiWe, just return ineampAycoiBura wiiintlO days (wDwoiAl like you to use fill of the llnutoimijlnlion) for oliill. prompirdijrx) . Agam, kHusieskite ilor any

HwiScodyoiiateolutoyix*iinf]

iy-BcK3' Guorontee Out guarantee 
ytxi wxJd hove (unlii new) thought DYNAKOR

P H A R M A C A [.



Smells like the real thing.
Now made with essential oils extracted fresh from nature.

02007 S.C. Johnson ft Son. tnc All nghts resarvAd.



Love Leam Locate
House & Garden's Shopping Guide

Gallery. NYC. 212-777-8670. Chandelier: Bernd
Goeckler Antiques. NYC. 212-777-8209.
FANTASTIC VOYAGE
134 Alidad, London. on-44-20-7384-Ol21.
alidad.com. Antiques: Sylvain Levy-Alban, Paris.
on-33-1-42-61-25-42.138 Porcelain: Meissen.
meissenusa.com.
FAMILY ALBUM
142 Armani/Casa armanicasa.com. Designer: 
Caleb Negron. negron(S>librero.it. Architect: 
Mtcaela Ceriani, A & F Architectora e Future. 
micaela.ceriani@archefit. 144 Floor lamp: Carlo 
Scarpa. $11,840. Space Lighting, jlr^spacelighting 
.com. Lamp: Fun 2 table lamp in shell, $700. 
Design Within Reach, dwr.com. Sconce: Oty Box 
63. $452. lightingforum.com. Chair: other colors 
available. ch07 by Hans Wegner. $2,010. Hive. 
hivemodern.com. Sectional: FlexForm. 
flexformusa.com. Throw: Nuvola alpaca throw, 
$SOO, Armani/Casa. Table: Oreste table. $1,080. 
Armani/Casa. 146 Stools; Cherner, $549, cherner 
chair.com. Workspace: Valcucine. valcucinena 
.com. Rug: G.T. Design, at Suite New York. 
suiteny.com. 147 Table and chairs: Romeo Sozzi. 
promemoria.com. Vases: Timbuktu, Armani/Casa. 
148 Sink: Boffi, boffi.com. Basin: FIgminia. 
ceramicaflaminia.it. Walls: Mimosa International. 
mimosainternational.com. 149 Table lamp:
Verner Panton, scandinaviandeiigncontor.com. 
Table: Cappellini. cappellini.it.
RAJA ROMANCE
150 CaRTISD 600-227-8437. cartier.com.
152 Fabric: embroidery JF-2647/E on blue silk 
damask. Jean-Fran^ois Lesage SA, Paris. 
011-33-1-44-50-01-01.154 Fabric: Embroidery 
JF 02 SPL 60 on dark gray cotton velvet, 
Jean-Fran^ois Lesage SA. 155 Fabric: 
embroidery RM 35 Frivolites on blue silk 
taffeta, Jean-Fran^ois Lesage SA.
THE LIGHTHOUSE
156 ZCM JOAputN, San Francisco, ecofabulous 
x:om. Organizations: globalgreen.org. healthy 
child.org. Interior design; Aaron Mutschler,
San Francisco. 415-497-8359. Sofa: Ironies, 
Berkeley, CA, 510-644-2100. ironies.com.
Table: Past Perfect, San Francisco, 415-929-7651. 
158 Console; lstdibs.com. Sculpture: Adam P. 
Gale, San Francisco. 415-846-9247 adampgale 
.com. 159 Chairs: Pegaso Gallery International, 
L.A. 310-659-6159. Table: Eboniste. eboniste 
.com. Mirror: Todd Merrill Antiques. NYC.

312-755-0202, Amy Lau Design. Inc NYC. 212- 
645-6168. Michael Simon Interiors. Inc. NYC. 
212-307-7670. Joe Lucas Studio. Inc., West 
Hollywood, CA. 310-858-6864. Sara Bengur 
Interiors. NYC. 212-226-8796.
76 At tme Table Table: bleached beech trestle 
table, Amy Perlin Antiques. NYC. 212-593-5756. 
82 Uncorked Bar: Le Bar du Plaza Athenee. 
Paris, piaza-athenee-paris.com.
84 At the Bar Juicer: try the Ikon Muttispeed 
Juice Fountain, $200. Brevitle. breviHeusa.com. 
Syrup: elderflower syrup, Myers of Keswick, 
NYC. 212-691-4194. Schnapps: DeKuyper Sour 
Apple Pucker, available at Crush Wine &
Spirits. 877-980-9463.
IN THE GARDEN
115 Asters Nurseries: Bluestone Perennials. 
bluest0neperpnni3ls.com. Canyon Creek 
Nursery, canyoncreeknursery.com. Forest Farm. 
forestfarm.com.
118 Field Trip Artist: Hiroshi Senju. 
hiroshisenju.corn.
FRONTIS
125 Sideboard: R. E. Steele Antiques. East 
Hampton, NY 631-324-7812,
DYNAMIC DUALITY
126 Havnes-Roberts, Inc., NYC. 212-989-1901. 
haynesroberts.com. Paint specialist: Mark Uriu, 
Inc., Brooklyn. NY. 718-856-2977. Venetian 
plaster: Lillian Heard Studio, Brooklyn, NY. 718- 
230-8693. Contractor: Uberto Construction, 
NYC. 212-874-4100. Floor; Bateige gray honed 
limestone slab cut to custom size, Studium, 
NYC. 212-466-1811. studiumnyc.com. Chair; 18th- 
century. Monluc Antiquaires. Paris. 011-33-1-42- 
96-18-19. Consol# table: ca. 1950. Galerie 
Jean-Louis Danant, Paris. an-33-i-42-89-40-i5. 
128 Capsule: Herve Van der Straeten, Ralph 
Pucci International, ralphpucci.net. Tables: C. J. 
Peters, NYC, 212-752-1198. Pillows: in Rogers & 
Goffigon's Putti in Goat 93402-07 and in Holly 
Hunt’s Velvet in Amber 1601/18. Sculpture: 
Rower (Tulip), 2005. by Donald Baechler.
130 Armchairs: in Rogers & Goffigon's Peloton 
in Breakaway 92518-OI. Chandelier: French, ca. 
1960s, John Salibello Antiques, NYC. 212-838- 
5767.131 Wool: Wyeth. NYC. 212-243-3661.
132 Mantelpiocee 18th-century, A&R Asta Ltd., 
NYC. 212-750-3364. Surround: fabricated by 
Studium. NYC. 212-486-1811.133 Ewer: Mondo 
Cane, NYC. 212-219-9244. Bowl: Magen H

To THE Trade: In This Issue
Rogers & Goffigon
212-868-3242
Stark Fabric
212-355-7186
Zimmer * Rohde
2l2-;^5357
FURNITURE
Beauvais Carpets 
212-668-2265 
Blanche P. Field
617-423-0715
Decorative Crafts
800-431-4455
Julia Gray Ltd.
212-223-4454
Phillip Jeffries
800-576-5455
Profiles
212-689-6903
Stark Carpet
212-752-9000

FABRICS

Claremont
212-486-1252
Clarence House 
clarencehouse.com 

Cowtan & Tout 
212-753-4488 
Holland & Sherry
212-758-1911
Holly Hunt
212-755-6555
John Rosselli &
Associates
212-593-2060
Pierre Frey
212-421-0534
Pollack
212-421-6755
Robert Allen
800-333-3777

212-673-0531.160 Sofa: Trout Farm, Berkeley,
CA. 510-843-3565. Cork: Cork Concepts, 
through Renewable Sources. 866-690-2433. 
corkconcepts.com. Radiant heat: Warmboard. 
warmboard.com. Paint: AFM Safecoat. 
afmsafecoatxom. Hardware: Liz's Antique 
Hardware, L.A. 323-939-44O3. Rug: Twentieth. 
L.A. 323-904-1200. Coffee table: Benjamin 
Storck Ltd.. San Francisco, 415-863-1777. Art: 
Sloan Miyasato. San Francisco. 415-451-1465.
Art: photo lithographs by Corey Kaplan. 
coreykaplan.com. Sphere: Stoneyard at Sloan 
Miyasato, San Francisco. Window coverings: 
Smith * Noble, smjthandnoble.com. 161 Bench: 
Emmerson Troop, L.A, 323-653-9763. Bed: 
Pottery Barn Kids. 800-993-4923. Photo: Grant 
Ernhart, at Sarlo Wick, San Francisco. 415-863- 
2002. granternhart.com. Chairs: Blackman 
Cruz. L.A. 310-657-9228. Car; Toyota, toyota 
.com. Sink: Kalllsta. kallista.com. Art: Sloan 
Miyasato, San Francisco. 415-431-U65. 
AMERICAN HISTORY 
176 Charles j. Stick Charlottesville. Virginia. 
434-296-1628. Earthwork: D. E. Hawthorne. Inc.. 
Rockville, VA. 804-749-3834. Masonry: Kendall 
Smith, Rogers Masonry inc„ Orange. VA. 54O- 
672-4770. Millwork: Richard Wyatt, Gaston 
& Wyatt. Inc., Charlottesville, VA, 454-293-7357.
CORRECTION
September 2007, cover: styled by Jeffrey 
W. Miller. Vase: by Jacques and Dani Ruelland 
from Alan Moss, NYC. 212-473-1310.

■ The preceding is a list of some of the products, 
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and 
approximate list prices in this issue. While extreme 
care is taken to provide correct information,
House & Garden cannot guarantee information 
received from sources. All information should 
be verified before ordering any item. Antiques, 
one-of-a-kind pieces, discontinued items, and 
personal collections may not be priced, and some 
prices have been excluded at the request of the 
homeowners. -PROOLICED BY CHLOE LIESKE
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The Testy Tastemaker
^ OUT OF HIS DEPTH

AS LITHE AS A PANTHER IN THE 
WORLD OP HIGH-END DESIGN. 

THE TASTEMAKER PtNDS HIMSELF 
BUFFALOED BY BARGAIN RETAILERS

BY Mayer Rus

can imagine my relief in discovering that there’s 
an emporium where I’m actually a medium. God 
bless Target for that. Of course, the best thing 
about Target is the company’s wisdom in choos
ing the venerable Hnglish bull terrier as its mascot, 
With images of the Target dog hanging througli- 
out the store, my late companion Louise felt more 
present in my life than ever. I can't think of a more 
rewarding shopping experience.

As for shopping online, the jury is still out. 
Although I like having the ability to shop at four 
A.M., I fmd it very hard to commit to a purchase 
without the touchy-feely immediacy of an in-store 
buy. Nevertheless, the awful spec’tcr of George the 
Elder, da2ed and confused at the checkout line, 

.scared me into pushing the purchase button. My first online 
acquisition was a set of camouflage bedding from Pottery Barn 
Teen. True, I was a tad embarrassed to find myself once again 
shopping in the children’s department, but at least this time the 
merchandise I coveted was gender neutral.

My second online purchase was a BeeBoard desk from Design 
Within Reach. My forte has always been out-of-reach design 
Ocst we forget the emu claw), but DWR won me over with a 
smart, chic offering by Dutch designer Piet Boon, a pony House 

dr Garden backed before he gained notoriety here in the States. 

The desk has a Frank Gehry “Easy Edges” cardboard fiimiturc 
vibe, spiced up with a dash of Louise Ncvelson. I was surprised 
and delighted to find it in DWR’s remainders bin on sale for a 
mere $400. Sadly, I took one step too far into the land of avant- 
garde contemporary design from the Netherlands. Unlike many 
Angelenos, I drive with my windows down, so perhaps I was 
high on carbon monoxide when I invested in a new line of 
funky outdoor furnishings by Marcel Wanders for Puma. The 
collection has tons of style—I was especially intrigued by the 
counterintuitive black-and-white color scheme for poolside 
lounging—but it gets low marks for substance. I first sensed 
something unkosher when the instructions for inflating what 
looked like a pool float informed me that the product “is not 
intended for use in the water.” I was further confounded by 
the scale of the tent. Unless you happen to be a member of the 
Lollipop Guild, you can’t .stand up straight in it. The functional 
problems merely underscored the essential wrongness—too 
arch, too hip, too contrary The collection is exiled to my garage, 
at least until I plan my next Weimar-themed pool party.

recent Tcst>' Tastemaker columns online.

USED TO THINK of myself as a champion, gold-medal 
shopper. Then my recent move from New York to Los Angeles 
revealed the actual limits of my skill set. I could teach a master 
class in shopping for useless, high-dollar objets de vertu~-w\vo 

doesn’t need a Victorian inkwell fashioned from burl wood and 
an emu’s claw?—but when it comes to outfitting a new home 
efficiently and economically, I’m a kindergarten dunce. Big box 
retailers? Online shopping? Cheap and cheerful decorating? 
It’s all so new and strange. Whenever I step out into the real 
world, I feel like former president George H. W. Bu.sh, lost in 
a fog of awe and amazement as he witne.ssed, for the first rime, 
the miracle of modern bar code price-scanning technology' at a 
supermarket checkout counter.

I won’t bore you with an account of my Testy-come-lately 
epiphanies at Target. WeVc all read that article before. I'll just 
say that I was tnily astounded by the bargain bonanza. For the 
same money I used to .spend on a Comme des Garmons shirt, 
I walked away from Target with sheets and pillows, cooking 
utensils, side tables, a television cart, candles and hurricanes, 
chips and dip, and a brand-new wardrobe of cargo pants, T- 
shirts, socks, and unmentionables (a.k.a. foundation garments). 
I admit that everything I bought wa.sn’t successful. The sheets, 
for example, were more cute than comfortable, but I suppose 
that’s what I get for buying merchandise earmarked for college 
girls. The label said “Jersey Queen.” I couldn’t resist.

Speaking of apparel, I wa.s overjoyed to discover a retailer 
that finally understands the regal physiognomy of the big-boned 
Tastemaker. After years of humiliating myself at stores like Paul 
Smith—“I’m sorry, sir, XXL is the largc.st size we stock”—you

■O" houscandgardcn.com See other192



BCANDIA DOWN*

pimply the finest European bedding, linens and towels

\^ww. scandiadown. com

Experience the Scandia Down® difference...

Custom Workroom - Monogramming - Restoration - Comfort Adjustment ~ Fabric Swatches 

Zourtesy to the trade



Being anxious 
about the future.

Being excited 
about the future.

r
i
9

\ Financial guidance should be for anyone who has a goal and wants to 
make it happen. Stop in to any Citibank branch for free financial guidance. 
No matter how big or small your goal, we can help make it a reality. Having 
a dream is great, but having a plan is better.

FINANCIAL GUIDANCE

t savings goal 

planning retirement 

buying a home

!.

Find out what Citibank can do for you. Call 800.336.CITI or visit citi.com.

S
I

let’s get it doneL

:bc-

O 2007 CIttTQup Inc. CIUbank.N.A. Member FOIC. Qti with Arc D«tion sno CRibink are reglstareO service marks of Dtlgroui) Inc Let's Get It Done la a service mark at Clttgroup me.


